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 * The myth:
             "Hendrix was a crazy black man who did funny things with
             a guitar, had thousands of women, and eventually died of
             drugs, which was a shame because he was a really good
             guitarist and he could play it with his teeth, too."


 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .


             Sometimes you want to give up the guitar,
             you'll hate the guitar.
             But if you stick with it,
             you're gonna be rewarded.

                                        Jimi Hendrix.

 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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 Introduction
 ============

 To begin with I'd like to point out that this set of files (hj-faq1.txt,
 hj-faq2.txt, hj-faq3.txt) isn't really a FAQ, but more a collection of facts,
 rumours, reviews, or anything of interest that has been distributed on the
 HEY-JOE mailing list since its creation. Maybe, someday someone will write a
 proper FAQ file for this list, at which point I'll gladly give these files
 another, more appropriate name. But until then here is the HEY-JOE FAQ:

 Here is a list of abbrievietions commonly used throughout these files:
   ABAL - Axis Bold As Love. The title of the Jimi Hendrix Experience's 2nd.
          album.
   AYE  - Are You Experienced? The title of the Jimi Hendrix Experience's 1st.
          album.
   BOG  - Band Of Gypsys.
   COL  - Cry Of Love. The title of the album that Jimi was working on just
          before he died.
   EL   - Electric Ladyland. The title of the Jimi Hendrix Experience's 3rd.
          album.
   JHEG - Jimi Hendrix: Electric Gypsy. This is the title of the excellent book
          by Glebbeek & Shapiro, that is generally accepted as the 'best'.

 After each article the author and mailing date are included in '[]' brackets.
 Sometimes you'll find '[Unknown]', this is because when I started to compile
 these files it was basically just for my benefit. Only later when I decided
 that others might also find them interesting I decided to include the author
 and date, and blowed if I was going to wade through the archives again just
 for that.

 [Paul]



 FAQs
 ====

 LOCATION OF HEY-JOE ARCHIVES

hey-joe has an archive available via anonymous ftp.  In it you will
find past postings and many other neat things such as articles from
Goldmine, a Jimi Hendrix discography, these FAQ files, and more!

	ftp://ftp.ms.uky.edu/pub/mailing.lists/hey-joe/

If WWW is more to your liking, a WWW server has been setup at

	http://www.parks.tas.gov.au/jimi/jimi.html

Or if you have problems with that try

	http://147.109.8.1/jimi/jimi.html

 -----

|NEWSLETTERS
|
|JimPress                   The most up to the minute reviews of CDs, Records,
|(c/o Steve Rodham          Books and related Jimi items. Tape Swap Shop and
|<sr@jimpress.u-net.com>)   other fan related stuff. A magazine by and for
|108 Warrington Road        fans. You will see and read about new bootlegs
|Penketh                    here first. Published 10 times per year.
|Warrington
|Cheshire
|WA5 2JZ
|England
|(Fax/phone/answerphone +44 925 723541)
|
|Univibes                   The original Hendrix archivist. Has offered two
|(Cesear Gleebeek)          CDs to readers each containing truly rare and
|Coppen                     impossible to find items. Amazing pictures and
|Enniskeane, Cp. Cork       very technical articles.
|Republic of Ireland
|Voice & Fax: +353-26-46109
|
|Straight Ahead             Has several of Hendrix's old mates (not Noel or
|(Steve Roby)               Mitch) on his staff. Very good interviews.
|P,O, Box 965
|Novato CA. 94948-0965
|Fax: (415) - 899 - 1055
|
|J.I.M.I (Jimi Hendrix Management Institute)
|(Ken Voss)
|Box 20361                  Sells lots of Hendrix CDs, books, records, etc.
|Indianapolis, IN 46220
|
|[Craig Houck <u4g08@sunws60.bgm.link.com> 3 May 94]
|
|Jimi's Friends             A new one that publishes quarterlyboth in french
|BP2                        and english, aimed at the collector with articles,
|04160 Chateau-Arnoux       reprints from various music journals, a
|France                     complete(?) discography, both officials and boots,
|                           and sell/buy ads. Aside from bad printing and
|                           shaky design it's very good, especially the
|                           separate ad section. The price for a 4 issue
|                           subscripion is 170 F.F. (Europe), 180 F.F. (USA)
|                           and 200 F.F. (other countries). Payment: int.
|                           money order or cash in a registred letter.
|
|[Bjorn <Bjorn_Bergstrom@public.se> 1 Oct 94]

 UniVibes bills itself as the "International Jimi Hendrix Magazine" and
 attempts to cover "all matters Hendrix". It is put together by Caesar
 Glebbeek, who is one of the authors of the excellent book "Jimi Hendrix:
 Electric Gypsy". UniVibes comes out 4 or 5 times a year, and the current
 issue (#11) is 44 pages. Typical issues include things like:
   - latest bootlegs released
   - equipment reviews
   - in-depth concert reviews (eg Jimi at Woodstock)
   - interviews with people who knew/played with Jimi.

 Subscriptions: $US 40 for US customers (sorry, I don't have pricing for other
 countries). You get 5 copies per subscription - I'm not sure whether this
 covers 1 year or 1 1/4 years. It seems like 1 year since I originally
 subscribed, I've received 5 copies, yet the magazine states that is is
 "published quarterly".

 Back Issues: Issues 1 - 5, 7 are sold out. A "best of 1 - 5" is available.
 Other back issues are available. Cost for each of these is 1/5 of yearly
 subscription rate.

 UniVibes released a special, subscribers-only CD last year called "Calling
 Long Distance". It has a number of unreleased tracks, and is excellent (IMHO).
 It costs $US 22 (air mail included). This is a limited edition (they still
 have some left) and is limited to one per subscriber. There are plans for
 another CD later this year, but no details are available at this time.

 [Warren Brown <warren@mcrware.microware.com>]

|I write for JimPress so I like it quite a bit, but it really is a good
|Hendrix fanzine, and it is for the fans, about bootlegs and not to technical.
|
|[Craig Houck <u4g08@sunws60.bgm.link.com> - 18 Feb 94]

 -----

 JIMI'S REAL NAME

 >Is anybody sure of what Jimi's christened name is... I've seen numerous
 >claims, one that says James Marshall Hendricks is his given name. This seems
 >like it would be a promotion thing, Marshall amps and all.

 His birthname was Johnny Allen [sp?] Hendrix, but his father had it changed
 when he was 4 or 5 to James Marshall Hendrix. This is documented in many
 biographical works.

 [Unknown]

 -----

 HENDRIX'S AMERICAN INDIAN ROOTS

 >I heard somewhere (I think it was the JH movie) that one of Hendrix's
 >grandparents was an American Indian. Which one was it, and which tribe was
 >(s)he from?

 His maternal (?) grand-mother was 1/4 (?) Cherokee (?).

 [Mr. Scott Hannon <hannon@umbc.edu> - 21 Jan 94]

 -----

 JIMI'S DEATH

 The sad stories of Jimi's demise:

   The current JIMI has an interview with the two ambulance men who picked
 Jimi up to take him to the hospital the day he died. They claim that when
 they arrived at the flat, the place was deserted except for Jimi. They had to
 get an OK from a policeman before they could move the body (they were fairly
 sure Jimi was dead). Fortunately, one was soon found, and Jimi got to the
 hospital in good time. They did what they could to revive Jimi, but he showed
 no signs of life at any time. They claim they did not position Jimi sitting
 up. Monika was never seen by these guys as far as they can remember...they're
 sure she didn't ride with them in their ambulance. On arrival at the hospital,
 Jimi quickly had a few medical doctors work on him (two or three), but after
 just a few minutes they gave up as it was clear he was dead and there was
 no chance of reviving him. At no time was he revived. No one remembers Monika
 at the hospital...no one remembers speaking to anyone about Jimi's condition.
 All the ambulance/hospital people strongly remember the amount of vomit (lots
 of red wine, and all over Jimi) and Jimi's lifelessness. They figure he
 choked on his vomit (and died) while lying on his back in bed.
   Those who read the JHEG book will notice that this is an extremely
 different version of events than Monika told. Her story goes something like:
 She wakes up, sees Jimi is asleep, and goes off to buy some cigarettes. She
 returns and sees Jimi is ill, and tries to wake him. She can't. Very worried
 and unsure what to do, she calls friend Eric Burdon for advice (Eric confirms
 this, although the details differ a bit). Monika looks for drugs/pills/etc
 and sees Jimi has taken a bunch (7?) of her strong sleeping pills. She may/
 may-not have called Eric again. She calls for an ambulance. They arrive and
 take Jimi, Monika riding in the ambulance with them. They have Jimi sitting
 up, which she finds odd as she wonders if Jimi might not choke, but she
 figures they know what they're doing. The ambulance arrives...Jimi gets
 worked on. Monika waits. A doctor comes out and tells her Jimi will probably
 pull through. A while later (an hour or so), she is told Jimi just died after
 a long battle for life.
   So what story is true? A recent request to reopen the case was turned down
 because there is much evidence to support the ambulance/hospital version of
 events, and little for Monikas version (all the paper-work supports their
 claims). Mitch Mitchell, in his book, hints he doesn't think Monika was one
 of the big loves in Jimi's life (unlike Kathy and Devon). Again, this
 contradicts the story told in JHEG, where it is hinted Jimi intended to marry
 Monika. Not being a fan of conspiracy theories, I'm more inclinded to believe
 the ambulance/hospital workers version.
   As for whether it was a suicide or not, I'm unsure. The poem-or-suicide
 note that Jimi wrote the night before he died may be interpreted either way
 (ending: "the Story of Life is hello and then good-bye. Until we meet again").
 The suicide-or-accident itself may be seen either way: Jimi was high and took
 too many sleeping pills on accident (not being used to the stronger European
 pills), or: Jimi was drunk and suicidal and took all the sleeping pills he
 could (he emptied the bottle, but it only contained about 7 pills). Jimi's
 emotional state at the time makes it hard to say accident-or-suicide as well:
 he had just been through some hard times (legal, personal, musical) and had
 some more ahead, even though the worst of it was probably over. IMO, it was
 more likely an accident than suicide, but I don't rule out suicide as a
 possibility.
   What ever, it was a great loss.

 [Mr. Scott Hannon <hannon@umbc3.umbc.edu> - 18 Sep 92]

 Scotland yard is reopening an inquiry into the death of Jimi Hendrix.
 Apparently a Conservative MP Sir Nicholas Lyell (finally the Tories do
 something good!) have requested that the enquiry be reopened. Apparently
 they are looking into the allegation that possibly Hendrix's life might have
 been saved if an ambulance had teken less time to reach his appartment. The
 detectives are seeking to see if there was any delay in raising the alarm and
 whether there was any delay in raising the alarm or any items were removed
 from the flat at Notting Hill.
 The implication seems to be that the girfriend he was with (Monika Danneman)
 may be complicit in facilitating his death.

 [Matt Trebelhorn <matt@sccs.swarthmore.edu> - 11 Dec 93]

 From the Sueddeutcher Zeitung last Monday (17-Jan-94):

 ...Kathy Etchingham, an ex-girlfriend of Hendrix, has now pursueded Scotland
 Yard to take up the investigations again into his death, so as to clear this
 up once and for all. Insiders interpret this as a late act of revenge against
 the German Monika Dannemann. The now 46 years old Monika brought Jimi in a
 clinic, after he returned from a party and became unconcious, but was still
 alive. On arrival at the clinic hw was found to be already dead. Offical
 cause was: Overdose of sleeping tablets and suffercation on vomit. Monika
 accused the doctors of being incapable - she reconed that Jimi could have
 been saved by making an opening in his throat to help him beath. Kathy
 however accuses Monika of hindering the arrival of help. Monika only fetched
 an ambulance hours after Jimi was already dead.
   This will be a long and complicated process, that Mrs. Etchingham with her
 30-page report has started rolling because the last few hours of Jimi's life
 was, up to now, a confused scenario of contradictory evidence and accusations.
 Everyone who earlier have accused each other will be called to witness. It is
 questionable whether this will lead to a happy end. Despite this process it
 is certain that the capitalising on the product 'Hendrix' will continue. Chas
 Chandler, his first producer, alone has 64 unreleased tapes of Jimi that it
 not yet allowed to use. And while all this is helping to build up the cult
 status and mythos that surrounds Jimi, the wish of the biographer Harry
 Shapiro will not be forfilled, namely, that the storm over Jimi's inheritance
 dies down and everyone recognises that "Jimi was a genius of 20th century
 popular music".

 [Paul Hosken <RMCB@VM.OP.DLR.DE> - 19 Jan 94]

|This was in yesterday's Globe & Mail (March 9/94):
|
|               BRITAIN RULES OUT NEW HENDRIX INQUEST
|(London) -- Attorney General Sir Nicholas Lyell yesterday ruled out a new
|inquest into the death of Jimi Hendrix, the rock guitarist who died in 1970.
|Kathy Etchingham, Hendrix's former girlfriend, has been campaigning for a new
|inquest. She claims Hendrix died earlier than officially recorded. "The death
|was all very dodgy," said Etchingham. "I don't think it should have happened.
|He was in the wrong place at the wrong time. He was with the wrong people."
|  In December, Scotland Yard announced it had reopened its investigation of
|Hendrix's death. But the attorney-general "has concluded in the light of all
|the evidence that this is not an appropriate case for the granting of consent"
|for a new inquest, his office said.
|  Hendrix died in London on Sept. 18, 1970, after leaving the message "I need
|help bad, man" on his manager Chas Chandler's answering machine. He was 27.
|The original inquest recorded an open verdict, meaning there was insufficient
|evidence to determine the cause of death. A pathologist concluded that
|Hendrix choked to death after drinking wine and taking an overdose of
|barbituates. (AP)
|
|[Colin Hartridge <colinh@wimsey.com> - 10 Mar 94]

 I feel maybe 50/50 on the suicide issue. "The Story of Life", his last poem,
 can easily be read as a suicide note (Eric Burden thought so). His legal
 troubles with Chalpin, financial troubles (frozen royalties, EL studio, etc.)
 and possible split from Jeffreys, plus difficulty getting the music going as
 he wanted (due to Jeffreys) probably left him feeling a lot of stress. Then
 again, the Chalpin legal/financial difficulties were just about over. And I
 don't know, but suspect suicide with another person IN THE ROOM is unusual
 (at least without the "I'm going to kill my self now"...1) "try and stop me",
 or 2) "and its all your fault" type declarations). Either way, the death
 scenarios don't make much sense. Maybe if we knew which (if any) of the
 versions of his last day was correct, we could make some sort of conclusion.

 [Unknown]

 -----

 JIMI 'FORETELLING' HIS OWN DEATH

 Yes, some folks don't realize that Curtis Knight wrote the FIRST(*) book
 about Hendrix. A quasi-biography/personal memoir called (ready for this?)...
 "Jimi".  Not likely in print anymore. Not very good either. But not much was
 expected from it. The truth about the song where Hendrix "foretold" his own
 death was pure b%!!$=;+, of course. It was really a very bad song that Knight
 had written and recorded with Hendrix during the earlier '66-'67 sessions
 (some twisted ballad about a friend who had stolen his girlfriend, then died
 later, or some convoluted nonsense). Knight and some other guys later added
 some overdubs, then Knight changed the title of it to "Ballad of Jimi" AFTER
 Hendrix died. Very cheap. It actually comes off sounding like a grade B teen
 tragedy song, like something you'd hear from the likes of Jan & Dean. Some of
 those recordings are actually so bad that they're fun to listen to. Others
 are just simply boring. The live ones by the Squires are at least REAL. They
 sound just like what they really were, which was a good amateur r&b bar band.

 [Unknown]

 (*) - I don't think this is correct. I have a first Eeition copy of Curtis
 Knight's book dated 1974. And my copy of the Chris Welch (or Walsh) Hendrix
 book was published in 1972.

 [Eric C. Shoaf <AP201172@brownvm.brown.edu> - 9 Nov 94]

 -----

|JIMI'S GRAVE
|
|>Has anyone on this list ever seen Jimi's grave in Seattle?
|
|Funny you should ask. I visited Seattle last week and was at Jimi's grave on
|Sunday the 17th. I would like to thank everyone for the directions, and take
|this oppotunity to post the directions with a couple of modifications.
|
|From downtown Seattle, take Rte. 5 South to Rte. 90 east. This will bring you
|accross lake Washington via the "floating bridge". Take Rte. 405 South and
|get off at the Sunset Blvd. (in Renton) exit. At the end of the offramp, turn
|right (you are now headed back northward). At the first set of lights is NE
|3rd St. Turn right onto NE 3rd St. and follow it up a steep hill. After
|levelling out at the top of the hill, follow the road for about 1 mile.
|Greenwood Cemetary is on the right. Jimi's grave is in the back left located
|near a sundial and couple of marble benches.
|
|We did get a little lost ourselves trying to find the place. The roads of
|Seattle are confusing. In looking for NE 3rd Street, we found NE 3rd Drive,
|NE 3rd Way, NE 3rd Court, etc. We stopped into a gas station/convieniance
|store nearby and asked for directions. The woman behind the counter said to
|us "Just go down here, it's on the right. You can't miss it, there are a
|bunch of tombstones". I said, "Really! In a cemetary? No kidding."
|
|There was about half a dozen teenagers hanging out, drinking beer, smoking
|dope and discussing Jimi and (ugh) Kurt. The grounds are very well kept, but
|there are signs of very heavy foot traffic around Jimi's grave.
|
|[Glen <gcg@python.xyplex.com> - 26 Apr 94]
|
|About Greenwood Cemetary: I've been there a couple of times. This was a
|number of years ago and I was able to pay my respects alone, no one else
|showed at the same time as me. There were also no cups, shoes, litter, and
|such, just a LOT of roaches left for Jimi *:) Al Hendrix told me a number of
|people often party at the site, but that he had a friend who lived within eye
|contact of the cemetary, so he kinda looked out for Jimi. For those that have
|never been there, the headstone lies flat in the ground, not standing up
|(it's also my understanding that this is a replacement, that someone once
|STOLE Jimi's headstone - how could you call yourself a fan and do something
|so callous? The Hendrix family often visits the site, how do you think they
|feel about that?) The stone reads "James M. 'Jimi' Hendrix, 1942 - 1970,
|'Forever In Our Hearts'" and has a carving of a guitar on it.
|
|[<don334@silicon.relay.ucm.org> - 12 Nov 94]

 -----

 MEMORIALS

 Here is the dope on Jimi Hendrix memorials in Seattle, Washington:

 One is a plaque at Woodland Park Zoo in the African Savannah exhibit. It is
 on a rock, known as the "Hot Rock", and it is the highest rock in the exhibit.
 It was placed there in cooperation with the city by KZOK FM. Woodland Park
 Zoo is in North Seattle, a couple of miles west of the University of
 Washington, right next to Aurora Ave/Hwy 99 at N. 50th St. Woodland Park is
 well worth visiting even without the Hendrix plaque. The African Savannah is
 an amazing exhibit. There is a nominal charge for entrance to the zoo, but I
 think tuesdays are free.

 The other Hendrix memorial is in the library at Garfield High School (where
 Jimi went to school). This is a public school in Seattle's central area at
 400 23rd Ave. The memorial is a bust of Jimi. You will need to go there
 during normal school hours and check in at the front desk for permission.

 Jimi is buried at Greenwood Cemetary in Renton, which is southeast of Seattle.

 [Unknown]

 Taken from lexington herald-leader, nov 22, 1991:

                         Hendrix Star Unveiled

   Rock innovator Jimi Hendrix was honored Thursday for his 1960s psychedelic
   guitar pyrotechnics with a posthumous star in the Hollywood Walk of Fame.
   His father, Al Hendrix, and brother, Leon Hendrix, joined more than 200
   fans on Hollywood Boulevard for the unveiling of the star outside Book
|  City Collectables (north side of the street, a short distance east of
|  Cherokee Ave), which has a shrine to Hendrix along an entire wall...The
   Hendrix star was the 1943rd. unveiled along the Walk of Fame.

 [Unknown]

 -----

 THE SEANCE

 The Jimi Hendrix Seance was commissioned by Guitar World Magazine, and its
 purpose, of course, was to "communicate" with the spirit of Mr Hendrix. An
 exclusive interview, if you will. I watched a fairly atrocious videotape
 recording of it that my girlfriend made. She wanted it back after I saw it so
 she could record something else over it, which was fine with me. The video
 quality was pretty bad. But not as bad as the show itself.

 The news personalities, never mind who they were, set up the footage by saying
 that Jimi Hendrix and his music have stood the test of time (to support this,
 one of them said "Has anyone heard from Vanilla Ice lately?" Bad analogy.)
 They said his death was "drug-induced". I hate it when they do that. They
 went on to say that he's as popular today as when he was while alive (not
 true - he's more popular today.)  They said he sold 3,000,000(!) albums last
 year, and that corporate America now has him selling Chevy Camaros...blah
 blah woof woof indeed.

 Anyway, the seance was held at Electric Ladyland Studios on 8th & Greene
 Streets in New York City's Greenwich Village. The Guitar World Magazine staff
 were there, because, you know, they wanted to talk to Hendrix. They sat at a
 long table, set upon which was Jimi's Gibson Flying V guitar from the Hard
 Rock Cafe along with some of his other possessions, like bandanas and
 medallions he used to wear. At the head of the table was a medium named Zena
 (Xena? Zina? Xina?), who asked the participants to join hands, clear their
 minds and think only of Hendrix. At that, one Guitar World editor rolled his
 eyes in abject skepticism. Perhaps he thought this was the Zakk Wylde seance,
 and he'd entered the wrong room.

 The lights are dimmed. There are about eight people at the table plus the
 medium. There are murals of Hendrix' image all over the walls. The Flying V
 is black, the bandana is light green, the medallion looks more like love beads
 than any of the medallions we've seen him most often wear. Zena has her eyes
 closed and is smiling. You'll see why after you read the following. This is
 a full transcript of the seance sequence that ABC aired on the morning of
 September 19, 1993:

 ZENA:           Everyone can hold hands now...now just focus on Jimi Hendrix.

 ABC VOICEOVER:  Welcome to the Jimi Hendrix seance!

 ZENA:           ...He seems to be a little reluctant to speak with us today
                 ...he seems to be reluctant...he's thinking about it...but I
                 see that he's coming closer now...He says that he's at peace
                 ...he's very happy...and he's also happy to say to the people
                 who thought that he was from the...from the devil, or dark
                 side, that they were wrong. He's glad that everyone still
                 remembers him and thinks about him. He didn't expect it to
                 carry on this long...but he's happy for this. But he just
                 wants everyone to know he's at peace.

 GUITAR WORLD:   Ummm...there's, there's alot of mystery surrounding his...his
                 death and what was going on at that time. Can you respond to
                 that...?

 ZENA:           He doesn't want to talk about that. (ED NOTE:  Hmmm. I see.)

 GUITAR WORLD:   What advise would he give guitar players or musicians?

 ZENA:           Don't give up, it'll happen...He also wants to tell Eric
                 Clapton that he thinks what he's doing is very good -- good
                 work.

 Thus endeth the seance. I presume they cut away at that point so that they
 could ask Zena collectively "We paid you ten grand for THAT?!!???"

 It wasn't a complete waste of Patty's tape. What followed was the usual
 Hendrix love-in that occurs whenever he gets a TV special (the MTV
 rockumentary being a case in point) which sadly is not often. They showed a
 50 plus-year-old Billy Cox on bass and a 40 plus-year-old Buddy Miles on drums
 (wearing a T-shirt version of the Ultimate Experience album cover) in a
 snippet of their session work for the upcoming and eagerly-awaited tribute
 album. They were playing "I Don't Live Today" (I thought that was a tacky
 selection to air on September 19th) for some off-camera vocalist. I don't
 know who it was, but he was not in good voice.

 Buddy Miles, seated behind his traps and looking like he spent some time in
 jail (because he did) spake thusly: "Musicians and guitarists all over the
 world are still finding out so many new vivid ideas and imaginations of the
 man's playing and his gift and his contributions to the world of pop music."
 Thank you for your insights (and your run-on sentence), Buddy. It sounded
 like he was basically giving Jimi's memory the stiff-arm, as in "Yeah, yeah,
 yeah, it pays the bills. Now leave me alone."  Buddy put out a Christmas
 album last year on an independent label. Anyone heard it? I have not.

 Also, there was a very good black & white clip of Jimi doing "The Wind Cries
 Mary" during a television appearance that I've never seen before. Of course
 the newscasters talked all over that. It can't be from here -- as a kid I
 think I saw all of Jimi's TV nationally-televised US appearances (Dick Cavett
 [where for his "will you play something else for us?" he played "Izabella", as
 was not reported in JHEG] and the incredibly awkward "Tonight Show" hosted by
 Flip Wilson [where Flip expected to find in Jimi a sympathetic guest, since
 they were both "brothers" and whatnot -- and didn't get one]) as well as a
 local interview on WABC television in New York in the year before he died.

 It occurs to me that Jimi wasn't especially TV-friendly. I remember he walked
 off the Cavett show and didn't show up at another one for which he was
 scheduled (Janis Joplin appeared on that one). I remember as Jimi walked out
 on Cavett, he screamed after him "Wait a minute! Hendrix! Hendrix!" on the
 air. I think he told too many jokes about his clothes or his hair, which was
 a large but neatly-cut 'fro at the time. The peaceful footage was on "(A Film
 About) Jimi Hendrix". His network TV-Q would have shot through the roof if
 Hendrix behaved anything near the way he did on stage, but he did not.

 [Darryl <ddogan@afit.af.mil> - 8 Oct 93]

 -----

 DID JIMI'S WORK DETERIORATED BEFORE HIS DEATH?

 >Do you feel the quality of Jimi's work deteriorated as he approached his
 >death? If so, any theories why?

 Not at all. Just the opposite in fact (getting better). It's certainly true
 his live shows became more erratic after Noel left, but thats probably due to
 Jimi being more adventurous (sometimes too much so). Also, he was obviously
 bored playing some of the old songs like Wild Thing, Fire, etc. Don't
 undervalue the contributions of Noel...if he thought Jimi was screwing around,
 he let Jimi know (this seems to be the main reason for Jimi's dislike of
 working constantly with Noel).

 [Unknown]

 For me, the jury is still out on this one. On the one hand, his playing at
 the BOG Fillmore run was never better. Ditto some of the stuff from the
 Berkeley gigs in May 70. But unfortunately they seem to be the exception
 rather than the rule. The Isle of Wight was a terrible performance, and the
 Atlanta Pop (what I've heard of it) wasn't much better. I need to hear more.
 This was obviously a period of change for Jimi, it's a shame we never got to
 see what the results would've been.

 [Unknown]

 Yes, substance abuse distanced Jimi from his formerly intimate relationship
 with his instrument. :-(

 [Unknown]

 -----

 THE HENDRIX'S IMAGE

 >What most annoys you when you discuss Hendrix with people who don't know
 >much about him?

 The constant and persistent belief that Jimi "was just on drugs all the time
 and/or "the old routine" all he did was stand there with the guitar feeding
 back through the amps, anyone can do that, so why do you like him?"

 The "Oh, you mean that drugged out gimmicky guitarist?" type attitude. The
 idea that the music is all based on guitar effects, and the songs and playing
 all drug related. Or the opposite attitude, that Jimi was a martyr for drug
 use...rather than just another (IMO dumb) abuser whose death is probably not
 even related to his "recreational"-type drug abuse (ACCIDENTAL or SUICIDAL OD
 of slipping pills...not heroin, LSD, etc...).

 [Unknown]

 Too much emphasis on drug abuse, and theatrics, and not enough appreciation
 of his artistry.

 [Unknown]

 -----

 DID DRUGS HELP HIS MUSIC?

 >Do you think Jimi's excessive drug use interfered with or improved his music?

 Yes. Obviously they were involved in his death (or maybe suicide). (I'm
 considering pills, drinks, and illegal drugs as drug use). He also seems to
 have missed a few shows - couldn't play due to drugs. I think Jimi was more
 just being an average 60's musician in terms of his drug use. I suspect the
 musical insights from his drug use are few and rather unimportant. I would
 guess he took them more to relax and have fun, rather than him thinking he
 needed them to develope his music.

 [Unknown]

 Let's face it, while it undoubtedly led him to many inspired places musically,
 it eventually would`ve taken it's toll on his playing, if in fact that wasn't
 already in evidence toward the end of his life. For the record, I don't think
 Jimi's music would've been as interesting and inspired if he had lead a drug-
 free existence.

 [Unknown]

 A little of both. Inspired his creative and self-destructive sides at once.

 [Unknown]

 -----

 STAGE ANTICS

 >Do you feel Jimi's stage antics added to intensity of the show or distracted
 >from his playing?

 Obviously they limited his playing, and after a few (many?) viewings they get
 stale, but I bet for the average concert goer they were a BIG boost! WILD
 THING from the Monterey concert film is how I originally got blown away by
 Jimi. Out of tune, sloppy playing, with a stupid guitar smashing/burning
 ending. And yet it still looks and sounds cool!

 [Unknown]

 I think they added to the show, although sometimes they were a good excuse
 for him not to put his all into his playing.

 [Unknown]

 -----

 GREATEST GUITARIST EVER?

 >Do you think Jimi was the greatest guitarist who ever lived? If he's not,
 >then who do you think is?

 No. Jimi was a GOOD guitarist, but not a great one (and I'm talking in terms
 of GUITAR PLAYING...a technican, athletic ability). What made Jimi so special
 was that he was a GREAT MUSICIAN AND SHOWMAN, and a good (but probably not
 great) songwritter! Who's the best guitar player...who cares! Probably a
 machine anyway (if not yet, soon will be). Its like drum machines...a $1000
 drum machine can play better than any human alive...but they almost always
 sound awful! Thats because its the PROGRAMING (which drums to hit and when)
 that matters, and its the lack of this ability that leads to the usual dreck
 we associate with these drum machines. Who cares how many notes a second a
 guitarist can play, or difficult chord changes they can do, if the
 application is bad? I like Jimi's playing not because he's fast and could
 play difficult chord changes and solos (which he could), but because the
 MUSIC he created is original/innovative/exciting/enjoyable/etc...BTW, check
 out Gary Moore's "Over the Hills" from his WILD FRONTIERS album to hear what
 a drum machine can sound like with a lot of work...quite impressive (the best
 I've heard from a drum machine).

 [Unknown]

 For such a question to be fairly evaluated in any sort of objective manner,
 one should look at the the genre before him and after him. Whereas it has
 never been proven to me that Jimi was the very first guitarist to utilize
 feedback (Jeff Beck may have done it earlier -- anyone know?), he clearly
 redefined the instrument in a way that hadn't been done since Les Paul
 invented the thing and hasn't been done since. The electric guitar will
 forevermore have this other dimension, that the actual electronic properties
 of the amplified instrument should be used as part of the instrument's voice,
 rather than as an unpleasent side effect that should be avoided at all costs.
 For this reason alone he is entitled to be considered the greatest rock
 guitarist of all time, but I personally feel that this doesn't cover the rest
 of his genius. When he was riffing, the sounds came from someplace deep
 inside, there hardly seemed to be any filtering. It seemed that the guitar
 was a biological extension of the man and his mind. Take for example the
 Machine Gun solo. That solo is a complete story. From that opening sustain,
 through all its moods, it is just an incredible piece of improvisation.
 Greatest guitarist who ever lived? The question should be restated "greatest
 rock and/or blues guitarist...". Is he better than Segovia, Joe Pass?
 Sabicas?

 [Unknown]

 -----

 PHIL KEAGGY

 >Jimi Hendrix was on the Tonight Show one time in the late 60s. Johnny Carson
 >turned and asked him how it felt to be the greatest guitarist ever. Hendrix
 >quickly responded: "I don't know. You'd have to ask Phil Keaggy."

 Sorry, but this never happened--it is merely a myth that has been around for
 many years. For those who don't know, Phil Keaggy was the blazing guitar
 player for the late 60s/early 70s Cleveland-based Glass Harp which recorded a
 few albums on the Decca label. Phil is indeed a guitar virtuoso, but Glass
 Harp was a relatively obscure band which Jimi Hendrix had probably never
 heard of...You have to watch out for those urban legends!

 [Pete <weghorpa@cnsvax.uwec.edu> - 15 Jan 94]

 -----

 GUITARISTS INFLUENCED BY JIMI

 >Which guitarists around today do you feel are the most heavily Hendrix-
 >influenced?

 Almost ALL the current rock guitarists are influenced by him. As for who is
 MOST influenced (and is still around AND performing) I'd say...Yngie
 Malmsteen (bet you weren't expecting that!). Not counting Randy Hansen of
 course. Why Yngwie?...the influences are: be wild, be loud :-), and play well
 (all at the same time!). And DO YOUR OWN THING. He's not  very similar to
 Jimi of course, but then that wasn't the question...I recommend "Trial by
 Fire - Live in Leningrad" CD/video. If Uli Roth were still playing (still
 making records, anyway), I'd say he was the most sucessful of those
 influenced by Jimi's playing style. He sounds unique AND like Jimi, sometimes
 at the same time! Done in by a poor voice, average stage presence, and
 average song writting...still, I recommend some of his easily available
 Scorpions works to all Hendrix fans: "Fly To The Rainbow", "Virgin Killer",
 and "In Trance". If you dislike the current Scorpions, then you should know
 Uli decided to leave the band in 1979 because he didn't like what they were
 becoming (pop metal).

 [Unknown]

 Stevie Ray Vaughan, Prince, Steve Vai, just about everybody!

 [Unknown]

|The answer is a matter of opinion...There have not been any artists, except
|for Stevie and Robin Trower, who have carried on Jimi's musical spirit
|without coming off as imitators. There are others whose styles bear some
|traces of Jimi's style around the edges; Ernie Isley comes to mind and the
|late Eddie Hazel (from Parliament-Funkadelic) is another. Eric Gales seems to
|be coming in to his own, but has some musical growing to do to reach the
|level of SRV. Another artist whose catlogue you might get into is Buddy Guy,
|one of the many great players that inspired Jimi. Principally a blues player,
|Buddy has crossover moments that will stand your hair up. With the many
|generations of Jimi fans, we can only hope that his music will inpsire some
|kid with a Strat in a basement to take it up a notch....
|
|[Rob <RFMJ@aol.com> - 4 Sep 94]
|
|Jimi influenced many rock players but he also influenced jazz players and
|there is a unifying trend which developed during the late sixties of which he
|was very influentual. With the advent of electrical instruments we see the
|birth of rock and roll in the form of Chuck Berry or Elvis Presley. While
|this is not the only ingrediant in the mix (blues, country, R&B, etc deserve
|more than a glancing mention but distort the point I'm heading toward) it is
|certainly a prime element...for without it this new form would simply cease
|to be. The advent of electrical instruments also had a huge effect on jazz
|and it's development. Where before we see that jazz music used orchestras to
|fill up the sonic spectrum and create this overall largeness in sound, they
|now could achieve the same effect by using electrified instruments and still
|maintain a small working group. This is adventagous for more than one reason.
|It gave them more mobility as a group for travelling, less financial
|constraint, and a closer knit unit for group improvisation. In the 60's we
|see players such as Coltrane, Coleman, Ayler, Sanders, Hendrix, start using
|these instruments to bring to music something that has been dealt with thru
|the musical ages...increasing the range, dynamics, and tonal characteristics
|of the voices. It also meant that we were entering into a new arena of
|possibilities sonically...that we could use 'pure sound' as a musical device
|for expression. This is a common thread that links all these players together
|even though the forms are different...this use of sonics. Miles Davis
|certainly recognized it, and the things that he and Ornette Coleman were
|doing in the early seventies which definately were influenced by Jimi beget a
|whole new form...it was called fusion. The bringing of rock rhythms (along
|with others) together with the electronic instruments. Some of these things
|didn't work but when it did it created some very good music. Bands like Miles,
|Weather Report, Mahavishnu Orch., Tony Williams Lifetime, Return to Forever,
|Colemans _Prime Time_, etc. were direct descendants of all these previously
|mentioned players. So, Jimi didn't just influence players, he influenced a
|whole new form and for a good example listen to what Miles does on his album
|_Agharta_ (along with _Pangea_ were his last recordings before hiatus) where
|they settle into a deep rhythmic groove thing invoked by Sly Stone and James
|Brown and then Miles starts invoking Hendrix through his two guitar players
|(Cosey and Lucas) along with his own wah-way drenched trumpet. One guitar
|player invokes Jimi's R&B, blues, funk leanings while the other gets into
|that ornamental, ethereal thing...the influence is unmistakable.
|
|In summary what I'm saying is that Jimi wasn't just influenced by players and
|doesn't just influence players...that there is a larger picture. He was
|influenced by many forms (he arrived in England with a copy of Roland Kirks
|music...or find him listening to Handel back in his room) and influenced a
|form. For an example of a what I consider a darn good guitar player that was
|influenced by Hendrix (and maybe the best...whose to say <shrug>) dig around
|and find yourself some of the late great Sonny Sharrocks works. On a
|different front check out Ronnald Shannon Jackson's works and see how they
|tie these forms together. In both their works (guitar and drums respectively)
|that same common thread can be found.
|
|[Bill <ASDXWAM@mvs.ucc.okstate.edu> - 02 Sep 94]

 -----

 JIMI SONGS THAT STEVIE RAY VAUGHAN (SRV) COVERED

 OK. Let's see (from memory):
    1. Little Wing
    2. Voodoo Child (Slight Return)
    3. Manic Depression
    4. Drivin' South
    5. Testify (though he said he learned it from the George Clinton original,
          hearing Jimi's version only years later)
    6. Third Stone From the Sun
    7. Come On (Part III)
    8. excerpts in various performances of other JH songs:
          A. Machine Gun (in Voodoo Child, Tokyo, 1/24/85)
          B. Message to Love/ Power of Soul (in Come On, Passaic, NJ 9/85)

 There are probably a couple others I've forgotten. BTW, the best Voodoo Child
 I've EVER heard, INCLUDING from Jimi himself (excuse the heresy) was SRV's
 last performance with Double Trouble at Alpine Valley. People who spoke to
 him afterwards say that even he was blown away by it and didn't know where it
 came from - maybe the channeling that someone else suggested Randy Hansen
 does.

 [Michael S Heidenberg <msh6@columbia.edu> - 8 Jul 93]

 -----

 BEST DRUMMER FOR JIMI?

 >Who do you think was the better drummer for Jimi: Mitch Mitchell or Buddy
 >Miles?

 Miles << Mitch. ANYONE (Buddy even!) disagreeing? You didn't ask, but
 Billy < Noel, although not by much. I just think Noel forced Jimi to control
 his playing more, which is not always a good thing, but does lead to less
 erratic shows.

 [Unknown]

 Mitch is the more accomplished drummer, largely because Buddy isn't very
 accomplished at all (an aside: I've always found it ironic that Buddy, one of
 the weakest of the rock drummers of the era, got to play with the very cream
 of the crop of the rock/blues guitarists of the era: Jimi, Mike Bloomfield,
 John McLaughlin and Santana -- did I miss anyone?). However, Buddy's strength
 ironically happened to be Mitch's weakness -- Buddy kept a strong solid beat.
 Unfortunately Mitch is often all over the place. Nonetheless, take Mitch on a
 good session and there's no comparison (Manic Depression from Experience?).

 [Unknown]

 -----

 WHY DID MITCH AND NOEL QUIT?

 >Why did Mitch and Noel quit the band, were they country boys who didn't like
 >to live in America?

 Redding was dissatisfied because JH told him every note to play. Plus,
 Jimi preferred his old army buddy, bassist Billy Cox. Mitchell stuck around
 longer. Both were nudged a bit by Hendrix, though, as he became bored with
 playing his "hits" and moved more toward R&B and jazz (against his manager's
 wishes). According to "Crosstown Traffic", Hendrix was very bored playing his
 standard material and hated the fact that his guitar acrobatics got bigger
 cheers than the notes he played.

 [Unknown]

 -----

|DO MITCH & NOEL HAVE ANY RIGHTS OVER THE MUSIC?
|
|>It was my understanding that both Noel & Mitch signed their rights away for
|>a lump sum payment some time ago.
|
|Yes and no. Mitch agreed to the deal (100 thouand dollars?), but Noel did
|not. Noel turned it down and instead took legal action to try and get what he
|thought he was due. He was convinced he was a 1/4 member of the band the
|Experience, Mitch was the other 1/4, and Jimi 1/2. This seems to have at
|least been true for the live shows, but no solid proof exists to show it was
|true of other band revenues (albums, merchandise, etc). Noel goes into this
|in his book (the last half is quite a depressing read). Noel ended up
|spending all his money on a losing battle (when Mike Jefferys died and the
|old Hendrix laywers started treating him as a leper, he didn't have a chance).
|So he ended up recieving no money at all. He's also been dropped from some
|writing credits (My Friend, Midnight, Ezy Ryder, and some others were all
|partially written by Noel).
|
|But the movie (RAH '69) and album (Chas's) I refered to are different. Noel
|and Mitch re-did their parts in 1989/90 for Chas's album and almost surely
|signed on as more than session musicians and would see some profits from the
|sale of that album. And Noel mentions in his book the deal on the RAH '69
|film was according to the 1/4, 1/4, 1/2 split. Both projects have been
|blocked by the estate management people.
|
|[Mr. Scott Hannon <hannon@umbc.edu> - 12 Jan 95]

 -----

|NOEL ON LEAD & JIMI ON BASS?
|
|>From 'Setting The Record Straight':
|>  "...Hendrix and Redding had a surprise in store for the audience, a switch
|>  of roles that saw Redding play lead guitar on "Red House" while Hendrix
|>  took over on bass"
|>
|> Well, is this factual, or does the record STILL need to be set straight?
|
|It's NOT factual. This is one of the oft-repeated myths about Hendrix. Yes,
|Noel plays guitar in Paris - but it's still Jimi playing lead guitar.
|
|[Joel J. Brattin <jjb@wpi.edu> - 10 Nov 94]

 -----

 JIMI+MILES (DAVIS)

 In the late sixties there was "a storm a brewing" pulling jazz and rock
 towards one another and the eye of this storm was Miles Davis. By being
 intrigued by the sounds that Joe Zawinful (Cannonball Adderly's piano player)
 was getting from his Fender-Rhodes piano he demanded that Herbie Hancock
 feature the Rhodes and that Ron Carter switch to electric bass. Carter balked
 and walked (Hancock was less than ecstatic about the idea) so Miles hired
 Chick Corea and flew in a bass player from England named Dave Holland.
 Holland brought over with him a tape of a guitar player that could easily
 move between pop, blues, rock and jazz and that had musically grown up with
 jazz-rock players such as Ginger Baker and Jack Bruce. Not long afterwards
 John McLaughlin arrived in New York courtesy of drummer Tony Williams
 recommendation.

 All this time Miles and Jimi and been circling and brushing up against each
 other from a distance. Hendrix was a little more than intimitated by Miles
 and Miles had a bone to pick with Jimi concerning his new wife Betty and the
 attraction that both she and Jimi had for each other. Betty hatched up a
 party and in which Jimi and Miles were supposed to do a recording session but
 Miles was conveniently absent when it came off even though he did leave Jimi
 a piece that he had sketched out (Jimi couldn't make head nor tail of it, he
 couldn't read music).

 Nevertheless the ingrediants for the brew were being added to the pot in the
 form of a jamming society that revolved around the twin axes of Miles and
 Hendrix. Larry Coryell (who was foolish enough to get in a cutting contest
 with Hendrix..."Coryell played all over the place for about ten minutes
 racing up and down the fret-board and Jimi steps up for his solo and went
 'ba-WO-O-O-OWWWW' erasing everything he did in the last ten minutes with one
 note...it was silly for him to even try, liking walking into a blowtorch...
 the fool" - Robert Wyatt of Soft Machine...anyway back to the story), Buddy
 Miles, John McLaughlin, Tony Williams, Dave Holland, Steve Winwood, Jack De
 Johnette, Mitch Mitchell, Jack Bruce and Larry Young. McLaughlin was invited
 to the sessions which would become "In a Silent Way" where his guitar would
 become an alternate center to Miles trumpet even though the album was
 dominated by the three pianos of Hancock, Corea, and Zawinul. This lineup
 culminated in "Bitches Brew" and was similarily heavy on the keyboards
 although Larry Young took Hancocks place. An album that not only dominated
 the jazz charts but ate the pop charts alive.

 Williams, Young, and McLaughlin formed Lifetime. Jack Bruce toured along with
 Coryell and Mitchell while Jimi played with the Band of Gypsys (he also
 augmented Lifetime, albeit breifly, in '70). However Miles and Jimi remained
 apart.

 Alan Douglas (spits with disqust....don't start me talkin) teamed up Buddy
 Miles and John McLaughlin for McLaughlin's album "Devotion" and had been
 plotting with Gil Evans (the arranger for Miles "Birth of Cool", "Miles
 Ahead", "Porgy and Bess" and "Sketches of Spain") to bring together Miles,
 Hendrix, Tony Williams, and Evan's own orchestra. Work was to begin in 1970
 in the form of rehearsals for a live album which was to be recorded at
 Carnegie Hall, a week before startup...Jimi died. Gil Evans did eventually
 record a concert in 1974 with Ryo Kawasaki and John Abercrombie *attempting*
 to fill the shoes of the master in which was titled "Gil Evans Orchestra
 Plays the Music of Jimi Hendrix". It is perhaps the closest indication of
 what would have happened if Jimi would have realized this dream, granted the
 inadequacies of the two artists (which weren't bold enough to abandon the
 notes and enter the realms of pure sound, can you say Sonny Sharrock).

 Jimi's untimely death unleashed a spectre (along with the still living demons
 of James Brown and Sly Stone) on Miles recordings in the 70's. Across both
 "Jack Johnson" and "Agharta" we see the three combined in the form of Robert
 Johnson's hellhound. On "Jack Johnson" Hendrix allusions dominate "Right Off"
 and "Yesternow" from start to finish. From Billy Cobhams muscular R&B drums
 (a young Buddy Miles with technique) to John McLaughlins fierce, snappy
 Wah-Wah riffs to Sonny Sharrocks closing sections on "Yesternow" where he
 unleashes a sea of feedback that drifts ominously through the music. But it
 is with "Agharta" that we get as fans the most explicit understanding of what
 might have happened if Miles and Jimi had gone into the studio together. Jimi
 haunts "Agharta" from beginning to end and Miles invokes him ceaselessly
 through both the two guitarists and his own wah-wah drenched trumpet and
 organ. Pete Cosey (one of the guitarists) represents Jimi's ornamatic, poetic
 guitar improvisation side while Reggie Lucas (the other guitarist) represents
 Jimi's soul, funk, and R&B side. Here Miles both grapples with and mourns
 Jimi by playing solos over the 4-sides of the album that are simultaneously
 laconic and eloguent, sobbing unashamebly, without even the slightest hint of
 sentimentaly. If you want to know what Miles thaught of Jimi go no further
 than this album, everything you need to know is on "Agarta".

 Ref: Crosstown Traffic --- Charles Shaar Murray
      Skuse Me While I Kiss The Sky --- David Henderson
      Electric Gypsy --- Harry Shapiro and Caesar Glebbeek
      Inside The Experience -- Mitch Mitchell
      Jerry Hopkins -- Hit and Run

 [Bill Montin <ASDXWAM@OSUCC.BITNET> - 11 Jan 94]

|According to Miles in his autobiography he and Jimi had been playing at his
|(Miles) house a lot just jamming and they had thought now was the time to do
|something. Seeing as how they both played at Isle of Wight they decided to
|meet at a studio in London after the concert, but Miles got stuck in traffic.
|They both went their ways to fullfill show dates with plans to meet in a
|couple of weeks. Miles claims to have been waiting in a studio ready to play
|wondering where Jimi was, when he found out Jimi had died. That was one of
|the reasons he went to Jimi's funeral. He also says it was the last funeral
|he ever went to.
|This is for what it's worth. Lots of people including Miles have critized
|this Bio, but the writer claims everything in it was out of Miles' mouth.
|
|[Robert <ROBOCK@delphi.com> - 2 Jun 94]
|
|Which bio is that? Jimi was going to play with Sly Stone and others the day
|he died, I thought, not Miles. Setting the Record Straight says that Miles
|wanted too much money to play on a recording.
|
|[James John Hannigan <thefly@umich.edu> - 3 Jun 94]
|
|The Miles Bio is called "Miles - The Autobiography" by Miles Davis with
|Quincy Troupe. Miles does make a refernece to wanting to play with Hendrix in
|1968 or 1969 but he says the money wasn't right. The attempts to play again
|happened in August & September of 1970. The item about Sly & Jimi playing
|together may come from the fact that Sly also played the Isle or Wright.
|Miles says that he was also very intrested in what Sly was doing.
|
|[Robert <ROBOCK@delphi.com> - 3 Jun 94]
|
|From what I gathered from one (or more) of the 7 Hendrix bios I have, Miles
|Davis and Hendrix enjoyed a warm personal and professional relationship until
|he learned of an amorous affair between Jimi and his (then) wife, Stella (who,
|incidentally, is now the wife of none other than Alan Douglas). That might
|explain (somewhat) why he demanded such an exhorbitant fee to record with
|Hendrix. Davis obviously liked his sound, and tried with varying degrees of
|success to integrate it into his own music after Hendrix passed.
|
|I've read Miles' bio awhile back and I remember being intrigued about his
|description of Hendrix' playing style:  He thought Hendrix played "hillbilly
|style". I went back and listened to certain tracks ("Night Bird Flying" being
|the most obvious example) and I could sort of see what he meant.
|
|Oh yeah -- the Sly jam that never occurred on Sep 17th was supposed to have
|consisted of Sly Stone, Hendrix, Mitch Mitchell, and Ginger Baker. I assume
|the once-great Larry Graham would have been the bassist.
|
|[Darryl <DDOGAN@afit.af.mil> - 7 Jun 94]
|
|>Are there any bootlegs of Jimi & Miles playing together?
|
|I think the answer is pretty clearly 'no'. There are indeed some studio
|Hendrix tracks that feature horns, and I have known some to claim that the
|trumpet is Miles Davis - but as far as I know, they never met in the studio.
|(Miles did play at the Isle of Wight gig, though; his track "Call It
|Anythin'" is on the _First Great Rock Festivals of the 1970's_ multi-album
|set).
|
|[Joel J. Brattin <jjb@wpi.edu> - 20 Jul 94]

 -----

|JIMI+CLAPTON
|
|Here's my great story...
|
|Eric Clapton was in a guitar shop one day, and he happened to come upon a
|left handed fender stratocaster. Well, never minding the fact that Jimi
|played right handed guitars turned upside down, he bought the guitar as a
|present to Jimi, and since he had planned to go see a show with him that very
|night, he decided to bring the guitar with him. Well, the show started and
|Jimi never showed up, so Eric went home, probably thinking that he had just
|dropped a bit too much and wasn't feeling well. The next morning he read in
|the paper that Jimi had died that night. Clapton didn't go to the funeral,
|however, because he didn't want to turn his good friend's passing into a
|celebrity event, and seeing as how he was the most celebrated guitarist in
|the world at that time, he figured his presence would distract everyone from
|what the real reason for them being there was (i think this was a very cool
|thing of him to do).
|
|[Pablo <JBRENT@depauw.edu> - 28 Feb 1994]
|
|I remember a slightly different story. Clapton was in New York, and Jimi, of
|course, was in London. Clapton planned to jam with Jimi, so as an extra-
|special thing, he got him a left-handed guitar. I believe that they were
|going to have a session together as well. Anyway, Clapton had bought the
|guitar before Jimi was planning to come over. Clapton was then really exited
|about their upcoming session. When he heard that Jimi had died, he was really,
|really upset. He was permanently affected on that day: to this day, Clapton
|is still very upset about their missed jam and recording.
|  This story comes from a PBS special on Hendrix that had many interviews,
|including one with Clapton. This interview revealed Clapton's emotional loss,
|and, very hurt feelings.
|
|[Quedo Veunchata <eroque@moose.uvm.edu> - 28 Feb 94]

 -----

|JIMI+MCLAUGHLIN
|
|I went through JHEG and much to my surprise could only find one entry in the
|bootleg section for Jimi & John jamming. It's on an album called _Hell's
|Session_ on an Italain label BGR. The name of the song is just called
|"Instrumental Jam" (S780). The only other cuts I know of are on _Multi-
|Colored Blues_, "Winter Blues" & "Last Thursday Morning". I'm pretty sure
|McLaughin is on these two cuts because (i) it sounds like him, & (ii) in
|"Winter Blues" they jam on a riff for a couple of minutes that is also on a
|Miles Davis record I have with McLaughin on it. The Miles record came out in
|1972 I think. That's all I could find. Frankly I thought there would be much
|more. I have an interview with McLaughin where he says he & Hendrix jammed
|alot and Hendrix recorded all of it, but he even mentioned that he's heard
|only one or two cuts himself. Maybe it will turn up someday.
|
|[Robert <ROBOCK@delphi.com> - 21 Jul 94]
|
|The following is an excerpt from an interview which appeared in the Sept.
|1975 issue of Guitar Player Magazine:
|
|John:
|  "I first met Jimi in New York, through Mitch Mitchell, who had been with
|Georgie Fame and the Blue Flames. I used to play with Georgie years and years
|ago, but at the time I was with Tony Williams' Lifetime. Mitch was really
|nutty about Lifetime. He came over and said, "You better come down to the
|Record Plant because we're recording tonite, just come on down." When I got
|there, Mitch wasn't actually there at all. There was a guy called Buddy Miles
|playing drums. I didn't know Buddy at the time; I just saw this guy who was
|playing some boogaloo. So I played, and then Jimi came and joined in. Dave
|Holland (Miles Davis' bassist) was there, and we played all night - it was
|really nice. Jimi used Marshall amps and would vary between a white custom
|Gibson Les Paul and a Fender Stratocaster. I was using a flat-top Gibson with
|a pick-up on it. We worked some chords out, but nothing complicated. We were
|just jamming.
|  I just saw Jimi about two or three times after that jam at the Record Plant,
|but we didn't play together then. Every time we met we were in a rehearsal
|studio, and it just happened; I have no secret disclosures. Listen, they tell
|me they found tapes of Jimi and me. There's a whole hoo-ha about it, and it's
|such a lot of bull. When I asked them to send something I'd want to hear,
|they sent me something which had two or three minutes on it - that's all.
|But if there is something, enough to make an album or two or whatever, then
|I want to hear it. And if it's good, I want it out: I want people to share
|it. But if it's not good, it's a ripoff. Jimi's been ripped off artistically
|since he died, just for the sake of money and that's a ripoff of the people
|as well.
|  Jimi was a beautiful guitar player. He wasn't very schooled; he had a
|limited knowledge as far a musical harmony is concerned. But he had such an
|imagination that he made up for it. He wasn't pretentious or anything. He was
|just a guitar player; thats all he ever wanted to be. I mean, he got spaced,
|you know, but we were all spaced in our own way. But he was still into the
|blues."
|
|The following appeared in August 1992 issue of JazzTimes;
|
|  'When asked about the recent bootleg issue of a jam between Hendrix and
|McLaughlin, John replied;
|  "What a ripoff! There was not too much to that. It was just like a party in
|the studio. That was never intended to be released"'
|
|[<mhoneywell@bix.com> - 21 Jul 94]

 -----

 WHO/JIMI AT MONTEREY?

 ...Reminds me of that little feud between Jimi and Pete T. of The Who at The
 Monterey Pop Festival. Neither wanted to play before the other so finally,
 Jimi said he would play first and steal the show (then burned the guitar,
 etc.,).

 [Unknown]

 There was also the festival where the acts were arguing about who would
 follow Jimi -- no one wanted to have to follow that act. Jefferson Airplane
 ended up doing it, and the whole thing appears (mutated) in @i(American Pop).

 [Unknown]

 -----

 JIMI'S GREATEST PERFORMANCES

 >Could you give us your opinion on what you do think are Jimi's greatest
 >performances?

 Here's how I'd rate a few shows:
 Sweden 1967 [stages]:    consistently fair-to-good.
 Starclub 1967:           consistently fair-to-good.
 Monterey 1967:           consistently good-to-excellent, best show ever maybe.
 Paris 1968 [stages]:     almost all good.
 Winterland 1968:         they seem to have been mostly good, but I've only
                          heard part of each of the six? shows. Thus I have no
                          opinion.
 Sweden 1969: 1st:        a bit inconsistent, some fair-to-good, but much poor.
              2nd:        a bit more consistent, fair-to-good.
 RAH 1969 2nd:            inconsistent. Poor-to-excellent (mostly fair).
 LA 1969 [lifelines]:     consistently fair-to-good.
 Newport 1969 Experience: mostly consistent poor-to-fair. Maybe 1-2 songs good.
 San Diego 1969 [stages]: mostly consistent fair-to-good.
 Woodstock:               a bit inconsistent, fair-to-excellent (mostly fair/
                          good).
 BOG Dec 31 1969 2nd:     inconsistent, fair/poor-to-excellent (mostly good).
 Berkeley 1970: 1st:      inconsistent, painful-to-excellent (mostly fair).
                2nd:      inconsistent, fair-to-excellent (mostly good).
 Atlanta 1970:            inconsistent, poor/fair-to-good/excellent (mostly
                          fair).
 Randells Island NY 1970: mostly consistent poor/fair, with 1-2 songs good.
 Maui [RB] 1970: 1st:     rather consistently poor-to-fair.
                 2nd:     inconsistent, fair-to-good/excellent (mostly good).
 Isle of Wight 1970:      inconsistent, poor/fair-to-good/excellent (mostly
                          fair)

 Thus the shows with the very highest-highs are:
    Monterey 1967, RAH 1969, Woodstock 1969, BOG 1969/70, and Berkeley 1970
 But I tend to rate shows based on the consistent level of performance. For
 example, I'd rated 1st Berkeley as "fair", even though it has some great
 stuff. Same with RAH 1969. Its based on the feeling I have after listening
 to the complete (more-or-less) concert and making a judgement. A rotten song
 can make you forget about the gem that preceeded it.

 I'm afraid that by labelling inconsistent shows as great, we risk turning
 off the Hendrix newbies who buys one of the CDs/tapes, and is disappointed
 that what is claimed as a great performance is clearly half junk. This is
 particularly true of RAH 1969, since:
   - the sound quality is bootleg-ish (Final/More Experience, etc).
   - the song layout is bizarre (two versions of the same performance, etc)
   - little thought about what was worth including (some very poor stuff)
   - almost all the better stuff is available on Concerts, or In The West
     with much better sound (VC SR, LW, and BH. RH is availlabe too).
 As you might guess, I was not too happy with the _Final Experience_ et al
 albums, and I'd hate for a newbie to buy it thinking they are getting the
 best live disc of Hendrix.

 [Mr. Scott Hannon <hannon@umbc4.umbc.edu> - 15 Dec 92]

 One thing I'd agree with is the inconsistency factor. I think this largely due
 to Jimi throwing his guitar out of tune after the first number(s).

 >Berkeley 1970: 1st:      inconsistent, painful-to-excellent (mostly fair).

 I'd upgrade this. "Hear My Train" contains Jimi's playing at his best, IMO.

 >               2nd:      inconsistent, fair-to-excellent (mostly good).

 I'll have to re-listen, but I remember thinking that the first show was way
 better.

 >Isle of Wight 1970:      inconsistent, poor/fair-to-good/excellent (mostly
 >                         fair)

 What from this show rates excellent? I'd give it a 'mostly poor'.

 >San Diego 1969 [stages]: mostly consistent fair-to-good.

 I'd upgrade this to good-to-excellent.

 [Mark Charalambous <mc@vicorp.com> - 15 Dec 92]

 I just listened to the Berkeley 1970 1st & 2nd shows again last week. The
 version of Machine Gun in the 1st show is kind of weird. Jimi plays it rather
 fast and seems to sing some different lyrics. It doesn't really work too well,
 so Jimi plays much more like the BOG version in the 2nd show. I think the
 Voodoo Child SR in the 1st is weaker than in the 2nd too. The Red House is
 surprisingly blah...I wonder if Jimi was thrown off by the tuning problems.
 Ezy Rider has Jimi leaving the stage mid-song for awhile (maybe to replace a
 string?). Freedom is the "painful" song I mentioned...tuning problems so bad
 the song should have been stopped.

 But the first show has some EXCELLENT performances too....its not all blah or
 problem plagued. Like Mark, I'd agree Hear My Train A Comin is amoung Jimi's
 very best playing EVER! I'm sure a good-to-excellent 70 min album could be
 pulled from the two performances like they did with Winterland. I filled a 90
 min tape with stuff that was at least average, so I'm sure cutting 2-3 songs
 and adding Blue Suede Shoes from rehearsals would result in a really good
 album...one on par with Monterey and Winterland. I think its needed since In
 The West and Rainbow Bridge MPST are both unavailable in the USA on CD.

 From Isle of Weight 1970 I quite like the Red House...its one of my all time
 favorites. It is a bit inconsistent, but it has some amazing playing...much
 like Bleeding Heart at RAH. Thats the song I had in mind with the "good/
 excellent" part of the rating. The Machine Gun also has its moments, but on
 the whole is vastly inferior to the BOG versions. I think a couple of other
 songs are above average too. So thats about 1/3 the show (in time) at least
 slightly above average. I don't think much of the show was actually "poor", as
 only a few songs were actually screwed up....most are just blah (fair). From
 the video, its clear Jimi was NOT enjoying this show. I think he even chews
 gum thru half the show...apparently he wasn't too interested in doing his
 best (bad attitude). I suspect this is part of the problem...the concert
 looks and feels a bit uneasy.

 Hmmm, I too like the San Diego 1969 concert, but I reserve "excellent" for
 best-ever versions of songs, and I don't think this show had any. Thats why I
 rated it like LA '69...another almost all better than average show, but with
 few standout songs. Most of these songs were standards played 1000 times
 before, so they have LOTS of competition for the title of "best-ever version".

 [Mr. Scott Hannon <hannon@umbc4.umbc.edu> - 15 Dec 92]

 -----

 THE MONKEES

 >A question for you folks... The liner notes indicate that in 1967 JH toured
 >the U.S. and was the opening act for The Monkees! Is this really true? I
 >realize that in an infinite universe anything is possible, but somehow I
 >just can't image listening to The Last Train to Clarksville after a Hendrix
 >set...

 Yep. Jimi opened for the Monkees. He only ended up doing a few shows. The
 pre-adolescent Monkees fans didn't quite know what to make of Jimi's electric
 orgasmic blues, and tended to boo and such. I think at one point he just
 stopped, said "fuck this" or such, and walked offstage. They parted ways
 realizing that it was never meant to be.

 [Unknown]

 Yes, it's most definitely true that some "enterprising" promoter actually put
 the Jimi Hendrix Experience on a tour package with the Monkees in 1967. I've
 forgotten the exact reason, but there was some behind-the-scenes connection
 (a promotions company, or a concert booking agency, or something). It's also
 true that Mighty Mickey Dolenz was one of those in the front rows at the
 Hendrix debut at Monterey a few months before, so he was all ecstatic about
 bringing Hendrix along for the tour. A disastrous combination, to be sure, as
 the Experience was often booed off the stage by offended or thoroughly
 confused teens. In fact, when I saw Hendrix' return to my hometown (Charlotte
 NC) in '69, he made a comment to the audience: "Sure is different than last
 time."

 [Unknown]

 -----

|JIMI'S SET AT ATLANTA (4-Jul-70)
|
|From what I've been able to piece together, the Atlanta set was something
|like this:
|
|  Fire                                Room Full of Mirrors
|  Lover Man                           Voodoo Child (sr)
|  Spanish Castle Magic                Red House
|  Foxy Lady                           Message to Love
|  Purple Haze                         All Along the Watchtower
|  Hear My Train A Comin'              Hey Joe
|  Stone Free                          Freedom
|  Star Spangled Banner                Hey Baby (New Rising Sun)
|  Straight Ahead
|
|[Colin Hartridge <colinh@wimsey.com> - 13 Dec 94]

 -----

|JIMI'S SET AT BERKELEY (May-70)
|
|According to Mitch Mitchell's book _Inside the Experience_, the two Berkeley
|sets were:
|
|1st Show:                             2nd Show:
|  Fire                                  Straight Ahead (Pass It On)
|  Johnny B. Goode                       Hey Baby
|  Hear My Train A Comin'                Lover Man
|  Foxy Lady                             Stone Free
|  Machine Gun                           Hey Joe
|  Freedom                               I Don't Live Today
|  Message to Love                       Machine Gun
|  Red House                             Foxy Lady
|  Ezy Rider                             Star Spangled Banner
|  Star Spangled Banner                  Purple Haze
|  Purple Haze                           Voodoo Child (sr)
|  Voodoo Child (sr)
|
|[Colin Hartridge <colinh@wimsey.com> - 13 Dec 94]

 -----

|JIMI'S SET AT ISLE OF WIGHT FESTIVAL
|
|Isle Of Wight Festival, England, 30 August 1970.
|
|This is the songlist according to Electric Gypsy (in order):
|
|  Intro: Jeff Dexter
|  God Save The Queen                         [L123] b/e/f/l/o
|  Sergeant Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club Band  [L124] b/e/l/o
|  Spanish Castle Magic                       [L692] b/k/l/o
|  All Along the Watchtower                   [L105] b/f
|  Machine Gun                                [L698] b/d/g/i/n/o
|  Lover Man                                  [L103] f/g/i/p
|  Freedom                                    [L104] b/f/i
|  Red House                                  [L146] b/d/g/i/n/o
|  Dolly Dagger                               [L110] b/c/g/h
|  Midnight Lightnin'                         [L101] a/f
|  Foxy Lady                                  [L102] a/f/j/m
|  Message to Love                            [L107] a/g
|  Hey Baby (The Land of the New Rising Sun)  [L693] g/j/k/o
|  Ezy Ryder                                  [L694] j/k
|  Hey Joe                                    [L695] k/o
|  Purple Haze                                [L696] k/o
|  Voodoo Child (sr)                          [L697] b/g/j/k/m/o
|  In From the Storm                          [L106] b/d/f/g/j/n/o
|
|Key:
|  a - The First Great Pop Festivals Of The Seventies (LP)
|      Jam The Night (LP)
|      Isle Of Wight/Atlanta (bootleg CD of the above)
|  b - Jimi Hendrix At The Isle of Wight (CD; QWSD-9603 Jap)
|  c - Rare Tracks (LP)
|  d - Soundtrack From A Film About Jimi Hendrix (LP)
|  e - Hendrix In The West (LP/CD)
|  f - Isle Of Wight (LP/CD)
|  g - Live Isle Of Wight (CD)
|  h - Live & Unreleased/Lifelines (CD)
|  i - Live, Isle Of Wight, 30-8-70 Vol.1 (LP)
|      Isle Of Wight Vol.1 (LP)
|  j - Live, Isle Of Wight, 30-8-70 Vol.2 (LP)
|      Isle Of Wight Vol.2 (LP)
|  k - Last British Concert (LP)
|      Last British Concert Isle Of Wright 3/8/70 Last American Maui (LP)
|      Inside The Rainbow (LP)
|  l - Kralingen Isle Of Wight (LP)
|  m - The Best Of Jimi Hendrix (LP)
|  n - Turn 'Er On (LP)
|  o - Incident At Rainbow Bridge/Isle Of Wight Festival
|  p - Steal This Disc II (Rykodisc sampler CD)
|
|[Colin Reed <car@parks.parks.tas.gov.au> - 12 Sep 94]
|+ [Steve Rodham <100543.2733@compuserve.com> - 12 Feb 95]
|+ [Joel J. Brattin <jjb@WPI.edu> - 13 Feb 95]
|
|People should be aware that most of the sources mentioned above that include
|"Machine Gun" only offer one *edited* version or another, and that source 'a'
|(the _First Great Rock Festivals_ LP set, and associated boots) gives only
|incomplete versions of "Midnight Lightning" and "Foxy Lady."
|
|[Joel J. Brattin <jjb@WPI.edu> - 13 Feb 95]
|
|31-Aug-70 was the date of the Isle of Wight festival. Jimi played in the
|middle of the night after having been up for days and flying in from the
|opening party at Electric Lady in New York. Certainly not one of his best
|gigs, but I'm not sure I call it soulful. Maybe a little rambling (still
|better than any Barry Manilow concert *:)
|
|[<don334@silicon.relay.ucm.org> - 6 Dec 94]

 -----

|JIMI'S SET AT MAUI
|
|1st Show:                             2nd Show:
|  Spanish Castle Magic                  Dolly Dagger
|  Lover Man                             Instrumental
|  Hey Baby/In From the Storm            Ezy Rider
|  Message to Love                       Red House
|  Foxy lady                             Freedom
|  Hear My Train                         Midnight
|  Voodoo Chile (SR)                     Straight Ahead
|  Fire                                  Maui Sunset
|  Purple Haze                           Stone  Free
|
|[Byron Gordon <bgordon@well.sf.ca.us> - 24 Dec 94]

 -----

|JIMI'S SET AT WOODSTOCK

 >Does anyone have a complete set list of Hendrix' performance at Woodstock?
 >I know there was an old bootleg that purported to contain the whole set, but
 >I've never heard it.

|From the entries in JHEG for "Lord of the Strings" and "Woodstock Nation",
|and Mitch Mitchell's comments we get (in order):
|
|  Message to Love
|  Lover Man
|  Getting My Heart Back Together Again (aka Hear My Train a Comin')
|  Spanish Castle Magic
|  Red House
|  Mastermind (by Larry Lee)
|  Foxy Lady
|  Jam Back At The House (aka Beginning) (by Mitch M)
|  Izabella
|  Gypsy Woman (by Curtis Mayfield, sung by Larry)
|  Fire
|  Voodoo Child (SR)
|  Voodoo Child Jam w/Stepping Stone
|  Voodoo Child (SR) Reprise
|  Star Spangled Banner
|  Purple Haze
|  Jam In A Minor
|  Instumental Solo (aka Villanova Junction Blues)
|Encore:
|  Hey Joe
|
|Band:     Band of Gypsys, Suns & Rainbows
|            Jimi Hendrix - guitar, vocals
|            Mitch Mitchell - drums
|            Billy Cox - bass
|            Larry Lee - guitar, vocals
|            Juma Sultan - percussion
|            Jerry Velez - percussion
|          (Larry did two of his songs and sang lead vocals on them. The rest
|          of the material was Hendrix's).
|
|[Peter Lynden <P.Lynden@uts.edu.au> - 11 Aug 94]

 I have a tape of the whole Woodstock performance of Hendrix (I think..) and
 it has both "Mastermind" and "Gypsy Woman."  Whoever said that they wished
 these were on their CD/tape/album, shouldn't feel too bad. To put it quite
 simply, THESE SUCKED. If that's Larry Lee singing, he should stick to guitar
 & forget the vocals.

 [Steve Greer <stu890172@gcc.edu> - 22 Jan 93]

|OK Dennis (who was actually at Woodstock in '69), I don't suppose you
|remember what tunes came after "Hey Joe", do you? Long, long ago when the
|soundboard first came 'out' on the tape traders circle I talked to someone
|who had heard the tape from the 'first' person to get it (a certain Bob Terry
|here in the DC area). This person claimed that the last 2 numbers performed
|at Woodstock were "Stone Free" and "Wild Thing"! I've since that time met a
|few people that were at the festival, but none can remember exactly what went
|down during Jimi's performance. I REFUSE to believe that "Hey Joe" was the
|last number played. Listening to the soundboard tape *after* "Hey Joe" has
|finished I don't hear ANY crowd sounds that would indicate that Jimi was
|walking off the stage! I suppose that "Message to Love" *could* have been
|played after "Hey Joe", but looking at the laser disk of Woodstock the sun
|seems to be pretty low on the horizon (like it had recently risen) during the
|last part of "Message to Love" when you get to see the crowd reacting to the
|music. (This observation is based on many years of outdoor photography). So I
|think "Message to Love" was played fairly early on in the set. But exactly
|WHEN I don't know.
|
|So, to sum up - the 2 great unanswered questions about the Woodstock set:
|  1) When was "Message to Love" performed?
|  2) What came after Hey Joe?
|
|[Kevin Bond <kbond@bgrdg1.er.usgs.gov> - 7 Fev 95]

 -----

 COMMENTS ON ROYAL ALBERT HALL 2/24/69

 On this list someone criticized this show. I just got past the point in JHEG
 where the authors also criticze it (forget their exact remarks but something
 in the order of 'lackluster'...)

 Okay people: WHAT IS WRONG WITH YOU!!??!!??

 This show is incredible! The version of Little Wing is perfection itself, the
 version of Voodoo Chile is my absolute favorite, Jimi's playing is
 transcendatlly diabolical.

 I've yet to see the unreleased movie, but consider that it is an incredible
 stroke of good fortune that this performance was recorded, and when it
 finally gets out will probably become a benchmark for Jimi's filmed
 performances. Jimi's comment at the end "Does anyone else want to play here
 because I'm finished" {something like that} just cracks me up.

 [Mark Charalambous <mc@vicorp.com> - 9 Dec 92]

 The show has a handful of amazing performances, including the two you just
 mention. However, it also has some real dogs, and a fair amount of so-so
 performances (like maybe Bleeding Heart and Room Full of Mirrors...both are
 brilliant in spots, but IMO ocassionally they wander and get dull). Someone
 said they liked the version of Sunshine of Your Love...wow, next someone
 will say they like Wild Thing and Smashing of the Amps! :^)

 The show includes 3-4 brilliant songs (maybe best-ever live versions), a
 lot of average stuff, and some junk. To me that rates a mixed show, but an
 important one...the great songs are not to be ignored!

 [Mr. Scott Hannon <hannon@umbc4.umbc.edu> - 9 Dec 92]

 -----

|MADISON SQUARE GARDEN FIASCO
|
|Here's the lowdown on the Madison Sqare Garden Fiasco. First, there is a
|fairly descent audience tape of the performance. Whether Buddy Miles was
|spiked on acid before the show or not, Jimi, Buddy and Bill Cox only played 2
|songs. Jimi opens up with "Who Knows", its a rambling fairly long version of
|the song, with no real direction, but some actual nice guitar licks.
|Afterwards, the band launches into "Earth Blues" , which also lacks gusto,
|but still holds together. At the end of the song, howvever, Jimi suddenly
|says, "That's what happens when earth fucks with space." Then some silence, a
|few guitar sounds, and Buddy announces into the mike, "Please, gives us some
|time, its been hard, and we'll see if we can get something together."
|Unfortunately, they never do, and that's the end of the strange performance.
|
|[Byron Gordon <bgordon@well.sf.ca.us> - 29 Nov 94]

 -----

 "3RD STONE FROM THE SUN" LIVE?

 >Did Hendrix ever do "3rd Stone from the Sun" live?

 Good question. One would think he must have played it live at some point,
 particularly in the early London club days, when the Experience's repertoire
 was more limited. But I can't think of any of the many live bootlegged shows
 that includes it. I DO have a fuzzy recollection of him inserting some parts
 of it (the basic melody) in the middle of a long solo or jam somewhere, but
 that may have been during one of the late night Record Plant studio jams.

 [Unknown]

|This was done at least once. At the back of Mitch's bio it's listed as part
|of a set at Blaises (21-Dec-66).
|
|[Mr Mark Thomas Davies <davies1@elaine.ee.und.ac.za> - 13 May 94]
|
|According to _Plug Your Ears_ a tape does NOT exist.
|
|[Mr. Scott Hannon <hannon@umbc.edu> - 13 May 94]

 -----

|BILL GRAHAM'S FILLMORE ANECDOTE
|
|Sorry, but that familiar anecdote (about the '69/'70 Band of Gypsys shows at
|the Fillmore East) has been wholly discredited - that's another one of those
|persistant Hendrix myths that keep being retold because it makes a colorful
|story. But don't you believe it!
|
|[Joel J. Brattin <jjb@WPI.edu> - 30 Jan 95]
|
|Whether or not Bill Graham exaggerated his story, I don't know, but he did
|relate it to me personally some years back. The added part not mentioned thus
|far is that after Bill telling Jimi his set was poor and Jimi then going out
|standing near still and performing a flawless blazing set, Jimi came off
|stage looked at Graham and said, "How was that, MOTHERFUCKER??!!!" Then he
|went out did his encore.
|
|[Don M. West <west@rahul.net> - 30 Jan 95]

 -----

 MEMORABILIA AUCTIONS

 Did everybody hear about the upcoming auction of the guitar Jimi used at
 Woodstock (of Star Bangled Banner fame)? Estimates place the sales price at
 $100,000. Need a slightly used guitar? ;-)

 I heard on the radio today that JH's Woodstock guitar recently went for
 ~$295,000 to an undisclosed buyer at a London auction. Too bad for all you
 folks that were saving your pennies for this... (26 Apr 90)

 Noel Redding the original bassist for the Jimi Hendrix Experience who left
 the band in 1969 will have a new book out before the 1st of the year.
 Reddings autobiography 'Are You Experienced?' will also add more to the
 Hendrix mystique. I read he <Noel> was realy pissed that Mitch Mitchell
 former Jimi Hendrix Experience drummer auctioned off Hendrix's prized white
 Stratocaster, for $280,000 at Southbys in London last April. Mitch had told
 Noel he did not have the Strat. Noel felt the money should go to Jimi's
 father and I do to.

 [Unknown]

 Taken from the Herald-Leader (local paper), Aug 24, 1991:
 Bits of a guitar smashed onstage by Jimi Hendrix fetched $50,200 at a London
 auction of rock'n'roll and film memorabilia. Auctioneers Sotheby's said an
 anonymous bidder on behalf of a collector in Seattle made the winning bid
 Thursday. The fragments are from a Fender Stratocaster that Hendrix shattered
 onstage at a London concert in 1967...

 There were many lots of Jimi's items (lyrics, sketches, drawings, memoes, etc)
 recently sold at Sotheby's Auction between June 18 and 22 (1991). The most
 expensive lot was #599: Handwritten lyrics for "Room Full of Mirrors" at
 US$ 35,200. It contained:
   1968-1970, the first draft on green psychedelic paper inscribed in blue
   marker, written by Jimi Hendrix, with musical instructions, (2 pages);
   the second draft on Scene Club pink cards with complete lyrics (3 cards),
   the final draft on Londonderry Hotel stationery with numbered verses and
   revisions (2 pages stapled).

 Other news...Sothebys' of London is auctioning off some more Hendrix
 memorabilia. Among the things are four of the missing never-recorded songs
 from his song book. Not to mention his Pan-Am flight bag. They claim it
 hasn't been touched. Imagine, you could get his toothbrush and toenail
 clippers. Anyone got a few spare thousand? :-)

 Glancing through the Sunday paper today (The Pittsburgh Press) I came across
 a small item that said that on Tuesday Sotheby's will auction off some
 Hendrix memorabilia, including a notebook(s) with 13 unreleased songs in
 Jimi's own handwriting.

 I just read the following in the January 27, 1992 issue of JET magazine:
   "Memorabilia belonging to legendary guitarist Jimi Hendrix may be
   physically admired by more than those who actually bought it since many of
   the treasured objects sold at a recent New York auction were bought by
   establishments who will put them on public display. New York's Hard Rock
   Cafe coughed up $9,000 for AXIS: BOLD AS LOVE lyrics, while The Rock And
   Roll Hall Of Fame in Cleveland, Ohio spent $17,600 for the late performer's
   handwritten lyrics to Purple Haze. The unknown seller of the prized
   musician's possessions raked in $176,000 after auctioning off 60 lots of
   Hendrix's drawings, writings, and clothing. Red Roni, the Italian collector
   who paid a whopping $295,000 last April for Hendrix's guitar, also bought
   a psychedelic drawing this go round for the reported cost of $6,875."

 Apparently, the individuals involved will be displaying the items at places
 and during dates to be announced. Look out for it, as I will, and keep us all
 informed.

 [Unknown]

|Here's one for you collectors out there with a few extra thousand bucks to
|kick around. On the 25th anniversary of Woodstock, one of the most impressive
|Jimi Hendrix collections of all thime will be auctioned off in London. The
|collection, which is valued at $150,000, formerly belonged to Jimi's ex-
|manager, Mike Jeffrey and consists mostly of guitars and clothing. Among the
|items are six custom made psychadelic jackets, which are expected to bring in
|$8,000 per. The cream of the crop is Jimi's vintage cherry red Gibson Flying
|V guitar, which is expected to go for as much as 40,000. The auction will
|take place on August 18, at Bonham's in London."
|
|[Cyber Sleaze (via Colin Hartridge <colinh@wimsey.com>) - 14 Jul 94]
|
|Remember that question I popped a while ago about the most expensive guitar
|in the world (Jimi's white Woodstock Strat.) Well, Paul Allen of Microsoft
|owns it! The Guardian newspaper did an article a couple of weeks ago, giving
|sketchy plans for Paul's Hendrix museum etc. He bought it off Richard
|Pugilesi (sp?) the Italian TV dude a while back for a 'reputed' $100,000.
|Not quite the astronomical 198K UK pounds that Richy payed... :)
|So, Paul has Jimi's strat., and Mitch Mitchell still owns Jimi's Martin D45 -
|an extraordinary beast.
|
|[The Akond Of Swot.. <BENJAMIN4@vaxb.mdx.ac.uk> - 10 Aug 94]
|
|...also, a collector paid $79,820 for a collection of singles and albums of
|Hendrix's music wednesday at Sotheby's in London. The collector, whose
|identity was kept secret by the auction house, also bought the remains of a
|Fender Stratocaster guitar smashed up on stage in London by Hendrix in 1969.
|He paid $14,400 for what was left.
|
|[Vu Nguyen <vu@u.washington.edu> - 18 Sep 94]

 -----

|THE HENDRIX VAULTS
|
|Regarding how much is in the vaults, I have a guitar Player magazine that was
|produced about 1975 that was entirely devoted to Hendrix with interviews he
|did & stuff, but one of the most intresting articles was about how much tape
|recordings where left after his death. The article showed an Armored car with
|two security guards standing by with shotguns, while another loaded several
|tape boxes into the back. The article claimed that there was over 500 hours
|of material being moved from this stuido to some vault somewhere for
|safekeeping. They never did mention which studio has all this tape or where
|they were taking it.
|
|[Robert <ROBOCK@delphi.com> - 8 Aug 94]

 -----

|TRAVELLING HENDRIX EXHIBITION
|
|Just wanted to mention that I had the opportunity to visit the travelling
|Jimi Hendrix Exhibition. Currently the brightly colored semi truck-trailer
|with MCA artwork (sic) is making the rounds of all the Tower Record stores
|here in San Diego. I found it to be somewhat 'light' in it's informative
|content and more of a promotional vehicle (pun intended). Inside the truck
|the walls are lined with blown up pictures of Jimi most of which we have all
|seen before. What little written material was posted *did* include a lengthly
|quote by Bob Dylan which is a fitting tribute from one legend to another.
|There were also a few hard to read letters and lyrics on one of the posters
|inside the truck. The "Electric Church" at the far end inside the truck had
|light sensors at the top of a series of pipes each of which plays a short
|(repeating) snippet of Jimi's well know music passages. By moving one's hand
|(or any body part) over the sensors, you could recreate overlapping and
|juxtaposed music collages of Jimi's work. Fun for a minute but actually sort
|of gimicky. I did buy an Exhibition program for $5 since it was damaged that
|normally sold for $10. Also picked up a pack of prints for $10 that are
|suitable for framing. T-shirts and the Woodstock video were both also
|available for $20. I chatted briefly with the guy behind the portable counter
|but found him to be somewhat lacking in his general knowledge of Jimi's
|released goods. These days I guess it's fluff over food.
|
|[Stephen Laub <laub_stephen_f@lilly.com> - 29 Jan 95]

 -----

|HENDRIX MUSEUM
|
|Here's an article from the Seattle Times on june 28th about the proposed
|Hendrix museum.
|
|                   SITE FOR HENDRIX MUSEUM NARROWED
|
| Seattle- Microsoft co-founder Paul Allen's team is on the verge of selecting
|one of three Seattle locations for his proposed Jimi Hendrix Museum. The
|guitar-playing software magnate, who wants to create a computerized multi-
|media shrine to the Seattle rock legend and other famed NW musicians,
|including the late Kurt Cobain, is looking at the Seattle Center, the
|International District area and a site adjacent to the Seattle Art Museum.
|The Seattle Center site is close to the Pacific Science Center. Two
|International District-area sites are being considered, including the old
|Union Street Station. One of two sites under consideration near the downtown
|Seattle Art Museum housed the pawnshop where Hendrix's father bought his
|son's first guitar.
| "We can't be more specific (about the sites) because negotiations are still
|going on,", said Susan Pierson, communications director for the project.
|Allen, in Japan, was unavailable for comment. Pierson said specifications
|call for 100,000 square feet of exhibit space and a first floor of at least
|25,000 square feet. The building could go several stories high. City
|councilman Tom Weeks told fellow council members yesterday that Allen was
|expected to decide by the end of the month. Pierson said it would not be that
|soon but an announcement would be made by summer's end.
| First proposed in fall 1992, the museum will house Hendrix memorabilia,
|including gold records, original lyric sheets, his Woodstock contract and
|guitar fragments from his 1967 Monterey Pop performance. More than 200,000
|fans annually are expected.
| Allen, 41, a fan of the left-handed rock virtuoso since childhood, has said
|Hendrix represents "the pinnacle of creativity in his ability to play guitar".
|Part of the museum will be devoted to demonstrating how Hendrix produced his
|distinctive wail. A wing of the museum will feature NW groups, including the
|Kingsmen, Pearl Jam, Soundgarden, and Nirvana. "We've been collecting
|memorabilia for quite a while," said Pierson. Allen hopes to open the museum
|in 1997.
|
|[Craig Olson <dionysus@u.washington.edu> - 1 Jul 94]
|
|I recently got my hands on the latest issue of PUGET SOUND, a magazine solely
|devoted to happenings in the Seattle area. On the cover was Paul Allen's
|sister <damn! I can't remember her name!> holding a Strat which rests on a
|pedestal. The cover story is about the upcoming hendrix museum. Allen's
|sister seems to be the person in charge of the whole project. They  have two
|curators for the museum. 5000 artifacts are in the currect collection locked
|safely in a vault. They said the two curators try to solicit items from
|everyone from Jimi's old bandmates to Al himself. The article had a picture
|of Jimi's white Stratocaster...of Woodstock fame. The white Stratocaster on
|the cover is a different one since it has a maple neck while the pictured
|Woodstock Strat has a rosewood neck. I guess they have two white Strats which
|used to belong to Jimi. The article mentioned quite a few of the experts on
|the team. They've pulled out all the stops.  They have been to several major
|museums across the nation, including the Holocaust Museum in DC. That
|particular museum sparked the most interest in Paul Allen. He liked the
|features it had which pulls the visitor into the experience. Supposedly, a
|visitor picks the name of a child who was involved in the holocaust and then
|follows the child's path to his/her death...pretty intense! With all this in
|mind, the team has herculean plans for the museum. It will redefine what a
|museum should be, employing the highest-tech possible. Many of the exhibits
|will use multi-media. Right now they have about 9 exhibits on the drawing
|board. One of them will allow the visitor to "experience" the Seattle scene
|where Jimi grew up, listening to the music which influenced him. There will
|be a museum musical history bank which will be online, allowing everyone to
|access it via modem (and i hope telnet).
|
|The team stresses this museum is dedicated to the innovative spirit of
|Hendrix, but Hendrix is just the jump off point. It's exhibits are aimed at
|showing how innovation is sparked. It's not meant to be a shrine to Hendrix
|...not a house of worship, but a display of human creativity. Thus, many
|other seattle bands will be featured since they will represent how Hendrix in
|turn changed the sound of rock, jazz, and fusion. The museum will open
|sometime in 1997. The city of seattle is very excited. The location of the
|museum has not been decided. They are choosing from three cites: Seattle
|Center (where the sonics play and where the Space Needle is), the
|International District, and a third site which i've forgotten.
|
|[Vu Nguyen <vu@u.washington.edu> - 14 Sep 94]
|
|A friend emailed me this without giving the source:
|
|Nov-27 - Billionaire Paul Allen's plans for a Jimi Hendrix Museum are much
|bigger than previously believed - now on the scale of the downtown Seattle
|Art Museum - but a legal cloud hangs over the proposed memorial to the dead
|rock legend from Seattle. Allen is spending up to $5 million to back a
|lawsuit filed in federal court here by Jimi's father to secure the rights to
|Jimi Hendrix's music. Susan Pierson, a spokeswoman for Allen and the museum,
|says the plans will go forward despite the outcome of the lawsuit. It was
|filed last year by Al Hendrix against his longtime lawyer and others,
|alleging that they cheated him out of millions of dollars. But the defendants
|say that if they win, Allen will need their cooperation to use the music for
|any new films or interactive exhibits - key features of the museum. They may
|not give that permission, a lawyer for the defendants said.
|The museum started out as an idea in 1992 for a relatively modest display of
|10,000 square feet at the Seattle Center, costing $400,000 or so. But the
|size and cost grew dramatically as it became a celebration of creativity and
|the history of rock music in the Northwest. According to the federal-court
|file, Allen - a Microsoft co-founder who has idolized Jimi Hendrix since high
|school - is spending $80 million to build the museum, scheduled to open in
|1997. That cost is more than triple the most recent estimate. The museum
|staff declines to confirm the figure. The museum - at a site yet to be
|selected - would occupy 100,000 square feet and feature 5,000 pieces of
|memorabilia, interactive exhibits, virtual-reality presentations and
|creativity rooms. By comparison, the downtown Seattle Art Museum is 150,000
|square feet and cost $60.5 million.
|Pierson said that if the lawsuit is lost, it "may affect some of the things
|we want to do." But, she added: "There's a lot more to The Jimi Hendrix
|Museum than the Jimi Hendrix portion."
|
|[Bond <kbond@bgrdg1.er.usgs.gov> - 30 Nov 94]

 -----

|HENDRIX COLLEGE COURSE
|
|(Quoted from Aug. 22/94 issue of Maclean's (Canada's weekly newsmagazine))
|
|ROCK SCHOOL
|
|Twenty five years after Woodstock secured his place in rock n roll heaven,
|the legacy of Jimi Hendrix remains very much alive. According to 75-year-old
|Al Hendrix, the guitar idol's father, people are constantly asking about Jimi,
|who died of a drug overdose in 1970 at age 27. Recently, the senior Hendrix,
|who lives in Seattle, was invited to the University of Victoria's school of
|music. His mission: to speak to a classroom of 45 undergraduate students and
|guests about his son. Taught by Bob Priest, "Electric Gypsy: The Life and
|Music of Jimi Hendrix" is an intensive three-week course -- worth 1 1/2
|credits -- featuring lectures, films, exams and term papers. It is the first
|course in the world devoted exclusively to the guitarist's short-lived career.
|"Within his work, you can find the entire history of the blues," says Priest,
|43, a doctoral candidate in music who saw Hendrix perform four times between
|1966 and 1969. Beyond that, Priest claims that Hendrix's life and work --
|espousing peace, free love and pyschedelic drug use -- embodied the social
|and political currents of the 1960s and 1970s. Al Hendrix says he is touched
|by the continued interest in his son's music. "It makes me very proud," he
|told Macleans. "Most of these kids weren't even born when Jimi was playing."
|But some of those students discovered that they have more in common with the
|Hendrix family than they could have imagined. Al Hendrix was born and grew up
|in Vancouver, and lived for two months in Victoria before moving to Seattle
|in 1940. And in 1949, Jimi briefly attended Vancouver's Dawson Annex
|Elementary School while staying with a relative. Groovy, eh?"
|
|[Colin Hartridge <colinh@wimsey.com> - 19 Aug 94]

 -----

 AL HENDRIX SUES FOR CATALOG

   My wife told me last night that she saw a CNN report that Al Hendrix has
 now launched a law-suit to "regain" control of Jimi's Catalog! It seems that
 Al claims that his rights to the Catalog were sold some time ago by his
 attorney "without his consent", and he now wishes to regain control. Did
 anyone else hear this report? Are my basic facts correct? I wonder how much
 this ties into the departure of the Catalog from Warner/Reprise?

 [Warren Brown <warren@microware.com> - 19 Apr 93]

 I read in GUITAR WORLD or some such magazine that the publishing
 (royalties) for Jimi's music was being offered for sale a few months ago...
 $30 million or so was the number I think they mentioned. Given the recent
 change in record company as well, I assume the estate was after money [eh,
 more than usual]. The attorneys probably figure they've pretty much used Jimi
 for all he's worth, and that they might be smart to get what money they can
 and go on to a new job/client. I doubt much will become of Al's suit. "Power
 of Attorney" means that Al in effect sold the catalog himself (from a legal
 viewpoint). Unless he can prove the attorneys broke the law (as opposed to
 just not keeping Al fully informed), I don't think he has a chance. But I'm
 not a lawyer.

 [Mr. Scott Hannon <hannon@umbc.edu> - 19 Apr 93]

 I read an article in the paper yesterday that said the Al Hendrix is suing to
 get the rights back to Jimi's music. The AP story is probably longer. This
 article said he was suing Leo Brandon and "other defendants--the several
 companies that hold the rights to Hendrix products."

 A judge "froze" any "substantial assets" of Brandon. The article also said
 the judge "blocked several corporations from selling or transferring Jimi
 Hendrix master tapes." The trial is set for June.

 I've been hoping that with the sale of the rights to Hendrix's music, we'd
 see some genuinely new releases. The remastered CDs were nice, but nothing
 new. However, I've always thought Hendrix's father probably was screwed
 (just as Noel and Mitch probably were). If it means he will get something
 more, I'm willing to wait.

 [Bill B <COMM4065@mizzou1.missouri.edu> - 10 Jan 94]

 As Bill says, Al is suing his old lawyers to try and regain control of the
 Hendrix catalog, which his lawyers had sold off. Al claims he wasn't really
 aware of what was going on, and didn't approve of the sales. The lawyers (the
 Brandons, etc) counter it was no secret, he signed papers, etc, and that they
 served Al well, making him a wealthy man despite starting with little estate
 money.

 The article doesn't discuss the legal battle much as it was just started
 (papers filed) and of course Al's new lawyers advised him not to discuss the
 case. The article thus follows Al to Jimi's grave to place flowers (there's a
 photo of this), and the estrangement of Al and son Leon (Jimi's brother).
 Leon is a described as a bit of a wheeler-dealer...anything to make a buck
 from the Hendrix name, etc. Not much meat to the article, but it was kind of
 interesting....shows how everyone is scrambling after more money.

 [Mr. Scott Hannon <hannon@umbc.edu> - 11 Jan 94]

 -----

|HENDRIX'S SON
|
|From: The West Australian - Friday, March 11, 1994:
|
|                     HENDRIX "SON" WANTS HIS SHARE
|
|A Swedish man, who says he is the son of Jimi Hendrix, is suing for part of
|the late rocker's estate. James Sunquist, 25, filed the lawsuit this week in
|Los Angeles Superior Court against James "Al" Hendrix, the rocker's father.
|The Hendrix legacy is reported to be worth tens of millions of dollars and
|rights to it are fragmented among several record and publishing companies.
|The lawsuit alleges that Al Hendrix and his lawyers concealed Sunquist's
|right to a share of the estate of Jimi Hendrix, who electrified Woodstock in
|1969 with songs such as All Along The Watchtower. Sunquist claims to be the
|offspring of a 1969 union between Jimi Hendrix and Eva Sundquist while
|Hendrix was on tour in Stockholm. A Swedish court in 1975 upheld his claim,
|he said.
|                                    -----
|An interesting point was the way they said that Jimi played All Along The
|Watchtower at Woodstock, which he didn't! I supposed we can't expect them to
|get everything right though :)
|
|[Greg O'Beirne <gobeirne@lethe.uwa.edu.au> - 15 Mar 94]
|
|This crossed my desk today at work. I thought you all might be interested.
|
|BC100206
|James Hendrix, etc.
|vs.
|James A. Hendrix, et al
|
|Complaint for fraud, concealment, declaratory judgment, imposition of
|constructive trust and accounting.
|
|Plaintiff James Hendrix aka Jimi Hendrix, Jr. aka James Henrik Daniel
|Sundquist hereby complains and alleges as follows:
|
|(excerpts)
|
|Plaintiff James Hendrix aka Jimi Hendrix, Jr. aka James Henrik Daniel
|Sundquist("plaintiff" "Jimi Jr.") is, and at all relevant times was, a
|citizen of Sweden, presently maintaining a residence in Los Angeles,
|California. Plaintiff is the child and offspring of the renowned guitarist,
|singer and composer, James Marshall Hendrix aka Jimi Hendrix, now deceased
|("Jimi Hendrix" or "Jimi Sr."....)
|
|Plaintiff is the Son of Jimi Hendrix
|
|In or around 1968, while on tour in Stockholm, Sweden with his band, the Jimi
|Hendrix Experience, Jimi Hendrix met Eva Sundquist, a Swedish woman, while
|riding a local tram. A friendship developed between them and they continued
|to communicate with each other after Jimi Hendrix left Stockholm.
|
|In January 1969, Jimi Hendrix returned to Stockhom with his band to perform
|in concert. Jimi Hendrix had previously told Eva Sundquist that he intended
|to return to Stockholm in January 1969 and she anxiously awaited his return.
|Upon his arrival, she sent him flowers, met with him backstage after his
|concert performance, and met him again at his hotel.
|
|On January 9 and 10, 1969, Jimi Hendrix engaged in sexual intercourse with
|Eva Sundquist at the Carlton Hotel in Stockholm, Sweden. Nine months later,
|on October 5, 1969, plaintiff Jimi Jr. was born to Eva Sundquist and Jimi
|Hendrix in Stockholm, Sweden, bearing a striking resemblance to his father.
|
|Eva Sundquist immediately advised Jimi Hendrix of her pregnancy and
|subsequently of the birth of Jimi Jr. Jimi Hendrix told Eva Sundquist that he
|expected to return to Stockholm in 1970 and he looked forward to seeing his
|son at that time. When Jimi Hendrix returned to Stockhom in early in 1970, he
|met Eva Sundquist backstage after his concert performance, and mistakenly
|believed that another fair-skinned black child also backstage was his son,
|stating, "This must be my son."....
|
|In a contested paternity proceeding commenced in Sweden Eva Sundquist
|following Jimi Hendrix's death, the trial court on December 18. 1975, in a
|decision subsequently upheld by the Swedish Court of Appeal and the Supreme
|Court of Sweden, affirmatively held and established plaintiff Jimi Jr. to be
|the natural born child and offspring of Jimi Hendrix.....
|
|(Jimi Jr. is now suing basically to get a piece of the pie Al Hendrix, Jimi's
|father, allegedly kept from him)
|
|Wonder if the kid plays left-handed?
|
|[<restive@netcom.com> - Jun 94]
|
|Here is the text of the article published in the Sydney Morning Herald (July
|19th, 1994) regarding Jimi Hendrix's son's claims on  his father's estate. It
|was written by Alix Sharkey, and the caption at the end of the article
|suggests it was published in The Guardian (England) recently:
|
|                       THE FIGHT FOR JIMI'S MILLIONS
|
|[After a bizarre childhood, the son of guitar legend Jimi Hendrix may finally
|inherit a share of a fortune worth more than $100 million.]
|
|  When he walked through the door, it was like seeing a ghost. He had his
|father's features the high broad cheekbones, the bee-stung lips, the shock of
|frizzy black hair. His unnatural height and the way he moved, as he walked
|behind a low wall in the hotel lobby, made it look as if he was hovering
|above the floor. A question flickered across my mind. He looked so pretty -
|could this be him? Or was this some half-sister, as yet unheard of? For what
|seemed like forever I stood gawping as this androgynous creature approached
|our table. Finally, he offered me a long, bony hand.
|  "Hi, I'm Jimi." "Yes, I know." It was obvious. He looked just like him
|except he was far more effeminate than I had expected. He had an awkward
|pigeon-toed kind of elegance. When he spoke, the soft lisp, the lilt and sigh
|in his voice, immediately evoked his father's diction, familiar from vintage
|TV clips and live recordings. The physical and behavioural similarities are
|uncanny, according to Alan Douglas, Hendrix's record producer and one of his
|closest friends during the last 18 months of his life.
|  "Yeah, he's Jimi's son," says Douglas. "There's no question about it. I
|loved Jimi Hendrix; he was like my little brother. And when I saw that young
|man it was just...very emotional. I didn't expect it. I mean, he walks like
|him, he talks like him. The only difference is how tall he is. But he has
|Jimi's behaviour, his demeanour, exactly." Such father-son resemblance is
|usually a source of gratification, but not for Jimi Hendrix junior. He has
|endured all the psychological problems that come with the territory - the
|constant comparisons, the self-doubt, the sense of loss - while enjoying none
|of the benefits. Despite the fact that his genetic lineage is strikingly
|self-evident, and two court rulings confirmed his parentage, Jimi Hendrix
|junior, the sole son and heir, has never seen a penny of the vast wealth
|generated by his late father's recordings.
|  Now, aged 24, he has started legal proceedings to recover his inheritance.
|At stake are the Hendrix assets, and royalties from the entire back catalogue,
|including unreleased and incomplete material, with an estimated value in the
|region of $US75 million ($A102 million). The contest is likely to be lengthy
|and bitter, and will involve two corporate juggernauts, Microsoft and
|Matsushita both determined to acquire the distribution and marketing rights.
|Caught in the middle are Jimi jnr, his mother, and the man who has
|continually stood between him and his birthright: James A. Hendrix, his
|grandfather.
|  Jimi Hendrix junior was born James Henrik Daniel Sundquist in Stockholm on
|October 5, 1969. His mother, a graduate in Nordic languages called Eva
|Sundquist refused to give his father's name on the birth certificate. She
|told Swedish child-care authorities that he was a famous American, but
|nothing more. On September 18, 1970, Jimi Hendrix asphyxiated after taking an
|overdose of sleeping pills in London. It was only after Hendrix's death that
|Eva claimed the child was his. She later told a British court that she "did
|not want to subject Jimi Hendrix to the inconvenience that the determination
|of paternity would have entailed". If so, her courtesy has proved costly.
|  When Jimi Hendrix died, aged 27, he left behind his own considerable legend,
|a revolutionary guitar technique that still defies codification and copyists,
|a small personal fortune, a messy personal life and a complex tangle of
|business affairs. Lawyers began a probate of the estate, establishing the
|status and value of assets, so that they could be fairly distributed.
|Hendrix's father, James A. Hendrix, known as Al laid claim to the estate as
|the closest surviving relative. But first, all outstanding claims had to be
|settled.
|  At this point, according to Alan Douglas, who has handled the distribution
|and marketing of the Hendrix back catalogue since 1983, Eva Sundquist wrote
|repeatedly to Al Hendrix, asking that he acknowledge her son - his grandson -
|so that he could benefit from a share in the assets. Al Hendrix, through his
|lawyer, Leo Branton, refused. Eva, who was bringing up James on welfare
|payments, got legal aid and took the matter to court. Al Hendrix contested
|the suit.
|  In December 1975, on the basis of blood group, obstetric and circumstantial
|evidence, the court ruled in her favour. Al Hendrix appealed; the case was
|referred to the Swedish Supreme Court.
|  Eva's testimony makes poignant reading. She first saw Hendrix in May 1967:
|they exchanged glances as she alighted from a streetcar and he boarded it. A
|few days later they met again, in the same part of Stockholm. Hendrix was on
|his first European tour; she "had no idea who he was". Later she found out,
|and sent him a rose and a love letter before watching him perform. She says
|he dedicated the concert to her.
|  Eva, a student in her late teens, developed a crush on the guitarist. But
|it seems unlikely that Hendrix, rapidly becoming one of the world's biggest-
|selling and highest-paid rock artists, gave her much thought. Her letters
|went unanswered, though she claimed, rather pathetically, that "he mentioned
|her name and related information in radio programs". Whatever, despite a
|brief meeting in 1968, it was not until January 10, 1969, that they first
|spent the night together in a Stockholm hotel. A month later, Eva learned she
|was pregnant.
|  In August 1977, the Supreme Court upheld her claim on behalf of her son,
|and denied Al Hendrix leave to appeal. Since she will not talk to the press,
|it is unclear why Eva Sundquist never pressed the Swedish judgment in the US.
|But it seems she was convinced that the American courts would not accept it.
|Al Hendrix claimed in court that the estate was insolvent, so presumably she
|thought there was no money left to fight for, anyway.
|  Alan Douglas says the saga of her son's birthright has ruined her health.
|"She's been destroyed by it, totally destroyed. It made her ill, and she has
|never recovered from the whole thing." Certainly, she seems to have developed
|an unhealthy obsession with the guitarist after his death, which she
|projected onto her son.
|  Asked when he first learned about his father, Jimi jnr sighs wearily.
|"Maybe about age six, something like that. My mother talked about it a lot,
|almost all the time. She showed me records, played tapes, showed me pictures,
|everything. I started to get tired of my father at an early age, because I
|heard about him all the time. She kept going on about him...In the end,
|instead of talking it over with her, I turned inwards, into myself. I said,
|'Don't tell me any more, I don't want to know about my father'."
|  For as long as he can remember, Jimi jnr has felt the oppressive weight of
|his father's legend. Often the circumstances were so bizarre that they might
|strike one as farcical were the situation not so desperately sad. He recalls
|how, as a small boy, both his mother and his uncle gave him toy guitars on
|his birthday. "They wanted me to be like my father. Especially my mother. She
|wanted me to be exactly like him. It was a strange feeling, because the thing
|I wanted to get rid of at home, I also met at school. Everyone kept asking
|about my father, talking about him."
|  Jimi jnr was bullied constantly at school because of his father, because of
|his height, and because of his blackness. "It was difficult to face the fact
|that God, my father is up there, I'm here, and my mother keeps on talking
|about my father, and everyone at school is bothering me, and - who am I?'"
|Life as Jimi Hendrix's son must have seemed at times like a living hell.
|  He eventually left home and moved in with his grandmother. The change of
|environment has allowed him room to grow, to relax. Until recently, he had no
|ambitions and wanted nothing so much as to be left alone. Most of his time,
|since he left school at 15 has been spent on welfare. He never goes out, he
|says, although he used to enjoy dancing in nightclubs. So how does he spend
|his days? "Oh, shopping, cooking, or listening to music." These days, says
|Jimi jnr, he is proud of his father. He likes his father's music, but it's
|not his favourite kind, he prefers dance music. Recently he appeared wearing
|a feather boa, wrap-around shades and psychedelic-print flares, on a pop
|video for the English group Beautiful People, whose recently released dance
|album, "If '60s Were '9Os", is built around dozens of (licensed) Hendrix
|samples. He and the band's founder member, Duncan Kane have become friends;
|there is a possibility that he may appear on one of the band's recordings.
|"You get the feeling," says Kane, "that Jimi jnr is just starting to express
|himself, and explore his world."
|  Meeting Jimi Hendrix jnr for the first time, I was struck by his other-
|worldly presence. But hearing him describe his tortuous childhood, what I
|noticed most was the absence of anger. He tells his tale with a weary
|fatalism, and at times with undisguised sadness.
|  So what about the money? When Al Hendrix inherited the assets in the early
|'70s, their value was negligible: freak music was no longer fashionable and
|the estate had a lot of liabilities: claims by the other Jimi Hendrix
|Experience musicians, and the paternity suit by Eva. Having settled (or in
|Jimi jnr's case, dismissed) these, Al Hendrix directed his lawyer, Leo
|Branton to sell the assets, ie, the rights to the Hendrix back catalogue.
|Branton arranged their sale to a Panamanian company called Presentaciones
|Musicales, which he then began to represent. Apparently, he informed Al
|Hendrix of his intention to do this at the time. Presentaciones Musicales
|sold the rights on. The publishing, marketing and distribution rights are now
|split between three companies - Bclla Godiva, the publishing company,
|Interlit, which operates the assets outside America, and Elber, which
|handles them within the US. All three are represented by Alan Douglas's
|company, Are You Experienced?, which oversees production, distribution,
|packaging and everything else concerning the Hendrix assets. Leo Branton, who
|handled the initial sale of the assets for Al Hendrix, is now the lawyer for
|the three companies that own the assets. Last year, he opened negotiations
|with several companies to license these rights. Among the bidders was Paul
|Allen, one of the richest men in America and co-founder of software giant
|Microsoft. But, after consultation with Alan Douglas, Branton sold the rights
|instead to Matsushita, the huge Japanese electronics corporation. The Hendrix
|assets are now worth considerably more than they were in the '70s.
|  Shortly after news of Matsushita deal emerged year, Al Hendrix filed a
|against Leo Branton, claiming the original sale was invalid since Branton had
|had a conflict of interest. Alan Douglas believes Al Hendrix has no case.
|"When Leo Branton sold the assets Al Hendrix was a very happy man. He had
|turned them into cash and dispensed with all his liabilities. At that point,
|Leo began representing the people he sold the assets to...But he made it
|known to Al Hendrix that he was going to represent these people, in the
|contract Al Hendrix signed." The lawsuit filed by Al Hendrix against Leo
|Branton alerted Jimi jnr and his representative to the potential value of the
|assets.
|  On March 8, lawyers for Jimi jnr filed two lawsuits in Los Angeles. The
|first seeks a determination that the Swedish paternity ruling is valid, and
|that he is therefore entitled to copyright renewals for all compositions by
|Jimi Hendrix. The second alleges that Al Hendrix and his representatives
|engaged in fraud to deprive Jimi jnr of his rightful legacy and seeks the
|assets of the former estate and a full accounting from those presently
|asserting ownership. The first case is due to start in September.
|  Jimi jnr has been instructed by his lawyers not to discuss the case. I
|asked him how he felt about finally getting the money. "Maybe I'll get it,
|maybe not. I don't care too much about it. I don't want to. I have lived this
|long without it, so..." But isn't he angry that he has been cheated? He
|pauses to consider. "I think," he says hesitantly, "I think I deserve it."
|
|[Peter Lynden <P.Lynden@uts.edu.au> - 16 Aug 94]
|
|According to the LA Times today Al Hendrix now is able to market his son's
|likeness for posters & shirts or whatever and gets the money except for the
|marketing of record releases. They also said that the case to decide who
|'owns' the right's to Jimi's music is set for June. Hmmm...now I wonder who
|is going to win that one.
|
|[Robert <ROBOCK@delphi.com> - 13 Aug 94]
|
|Here is the full text to the Washington Post article (7-Jan-95) concerning
|the alleged Jimi Jr. lawsuit:
|
|  "...A California judge this week threw out a 25-year-old Swedish man's
|  lawsuit in which he claimed that he is the rightful heir of legendary
|  guitarist Jimi Hendrix, and therefore entitled to millions of dollars in
|  song copyright fees and royalties. James Sundquist, aka Jimi Hendrix Jr.,
|  had been recognized by Swedish courts as the son of Hendrix by a Swedish
|  groupie."
|
|  -Compiled from staff and wire reports by Mary Alma Welch
|
|[Kevin Bond <kbond@bgrdg1.er.usgs.gov> - 17 Jan 95]

 -----

|ALAN DOUGLAS
|
|Don't know what's wrong with the guy. He obviously has some understanding of
|the Jimi recordings that is beyond us mere mortals. In interviews, he talks
|about the recordings as if they were fragile, to be handled with care and
|love, ie "i don't want to just release anything" or "too much" etc etc but
|then when he does release something he does such a terrible job, IMHO.
|
|[Ajay Khanna - 20 Apr 94]
|
|I think Hendrix fans are generally too harsh on Alan D...it's not that I
|think he's great, but rather that I don't think he's a villian. His job is to
|make money for those folks who own the rights to Jimi's recordings by
|*preparing commercially viable albums for release*. This means he is going to
|judge Jimi's recordings as fit/unfit for release. (Yeah, his judgement is
|sometimes a bit suspect IMO, but...)
|
|The concern is simply that an album that is viewed by the record buying
|public (not Hendrix fans) as "weak" will not sell, and is unlikely to attract
|new people to Jimi's music or encourage record company support for more
|Hendrix album projects. A weak album (like _Loose Ends_, _Midnight Lightning_
|or _9 To The Universe_) unleased on the public is likely to hurt future sales;
|if you're not already a fan, you're unlikely to be won over by a weak album.
|If a weak album is a first purchase, it is likely to also to be a last
|purchase.
|
|Where I think Alan D has failed in the past is in releasing weak albums.
|_Lifelines_ was mind-bogglingly stupid. However, so far the MCA plan looks
|promising. There is one reasonable "best of" CD, the 3 Experience albums
|redone with better packaging, and this new _Blues_ album. I'm not too
|thrilled with the idea of releasing Jimi's show at Woodstock this summer, but
|I'm sure it will sell OK. The plan to redo _The Cry of Love_ and _Rainbow
|Bridge_ as _First Rays..._ next year also seems reasonable.
|
|[Mr. Scott Hannon <hannon@umbc.edu> - 20 Apr 94]
|
|I'd like you to read the following excerpt from an short interview with Alan
|Douglas ("persona non grata numero uno" on this mailing list). This was part
|of a dutch TV program called "Onrust" dedicated to Jimi that dates back to
|'92 I think. Anyway, Alan Douglas had the following to say about Jimi's
|musical inheritance: (Ironically enough, while the interview took place the
|viewer was granted a brief glance in what I thought to be (one of) the
|vault(s) that contain dozens of scribbeled tape-boxes and other rarities).
|
|Van Splunteren:
|    We've talked to fans and the big question they have for you is "Why don't
|    you just release everything that's there at once?"
|Alan Douglas:
|    Well, firstly it's not good business and secondly it doesn't allow you to
|    focus on particular things about Jimi Hendrix. If I listen to the hard-
|    core collectors none of this would be possible. They will buy the same
|    record ten times, all you have to do is change the cover, put a new
|    picture on. So I can't really deal with their sense of values relative to
|    Jimi Hendrix. I'm very happy to be able to feed them with things that
|    they love but if in fact I operated with their sense of values it would
|    have been all over ten years ago; that means everything there is on 'the
|    marketplace'. And it would not have allowed young people who are not
|    collectors, buyers of great music who admire him now to get at the
|    material. In this way we isolate things, we allow the audience to listen
|    to 'this' and if you like it then listen to 'that'. We're taking them
|    down the chain.
|[Note: Isn't this a contradiction in terms? These 'young people' will
|continue to be the majority of the record-buying public I may assume. When
|would this educational process be allowed to stop?]
|VS: This is a pretty unique thing here, I don't know of any other rock artist
|    that has died whose material is put out and released with such a
|    philosophy behind it like in the case of Hendrix.
|AD: It's Jimi, and the music. I mean he dictates, or rather dictated what
|    will be done with his music. It's not the Elvis Presleys, it's not the
|    Beatles of the world, that has become, aside from their compositions
|    which are brilliant, they have become nostalgia. People listen and look
|    at them as part of their fond memories. But a 15-year old kid is not
|    interested in that. He's interested in what's happening right now, and
|    Jimi Hendrix's what's happening right now.
|[Just a load of crap if you ask me. What's the difference between any given
|artist anyway, for that matter. If the 'awareness' toward Jimi's music among
|the public really were to be part of Alan's objectives, why not put some more
|effort in pointing out to the buyer that the Hendrix market is being polluted
|by lots of pre-experience releases to be had over the counter legally in
|numerous countries.]
|
|Those of you who own a few fine bootlegs will surely agree : If you were to
|listen to all this GREAT stuff you have on illicit releases now JUST ONCE and
|you were told to wait until the powers that be decide to oficially release
|this music, wouldn't you just go berserk? Just think of "Country Blues", the
|acoustic versions of "1983...", "Angel" and "Gipsy Eyes", the Maui concerts,
|Berkeley concerts, the psychadelic Stockholm '69 performance and to a certain
|extent, _Rainbow Bridge_ to name some.
|
|[Cor Stiekema <COR@farm.rug.nl> - 9 Aug 94]
|
|In the 19-Aug-94 issue of Goldmine there is an interview with Bruce Gary. For
|those who don't know, Bruce (one-time drummer for The Knack) worked with Alan
|Douglas to produce _Lifelines_, _Live and Unreleased_, _Stages_, and the
|recent _Blues_ CD.
|
|"I produced that, with Alan overseeing it." He goes on to say that "I went
|through enough material and found enough material for probably three CDs'
|worth of released stuff. We narrowed in to down to one..."  He goes on to
|state that he helped mix the _Woodstock_ CD.  He is working on a bi-lingual
|version of _Live and Unreleased_, with French moderation on it. He, Mark
|Linett, Joe Gaswirt and AD are "basically the Hendrix team. We're the ones
|who try and put thoughtful, sensible, wisely-chosen projects out to people
|and keep the Hendrix spirit alive."
|
|It appears from this article that there are others to recognize before we
|give AD even a little credit for these latest releases.
|
|[Mike Ritter <mritter@worf.uwsp.edu> - 21 Sep 94]
|
|Well, I'm not necessarily standing up for him, but simply commenting on why
|Alan has any control. Yes, he knew Jimi. In my interview with Alan for my
|documentary "Jimi Hendrix: A Slight Return" Alan said he lived around the
|corner from Jimi in the Village in NYC. Jimi dined with him often, and after
|Jimi talked of his problems in the studio with regard to getting things done,
|Alan agreed to go in and have a look. "I instinctively went to work" is what
|Alan told me. His background is that of a jazz producer (John McLaughlin's
|_Devotion_ LP - one of my faves at the time - was the first releases for
|Douglas Records). Alan released things by avante garde jazz musicians of the
|time. You can tear apart his ability as a producer if you wish, I don't care.
|I'm just giving you his background.
|
|After Jimi's death it seemed as there was nothing left worth releasing once
|_Cry Of Love_ and _Rainbow Bridge_ came out (I'm talking studio stuff). Yeah,
|_War Heroes_ surfaced, but you'd have to admit it's a rather weak LP when
|compared to the cream of Jimi's crop. I think it was around 1974 that
|hundreds of reels were found (or made known to the public). Interest in Jimi
|had dropped off except for those of us that keep the spirit burning. I'm not
|sure why Alan was chosen as the curator of the tapes, but the project
|probably didn't seem all that important at the time (I've an article stashed
|that talked about the discovery of those tapes, even had a picture of them in
|an armored vehicle).
|
|Well, we all know the rest. Despite criticism by us purists, _Crash Landing_
|did very well; _Midnight Lightning_ only marginally so. The Estate (primarily
|Leo Branton, Al's attorney) gave Alan control of the tapes and here we are
|today. I question how much Alan has a direct hand in them now. He turns
|things over to Bruce Gary, Joe Gastwirt, Mark Linett, etc. Alan is not trying
|to make things sound bad. Everything is in one's opinion. I don't agree with
|all the mixes myself. Hell, I wish I had the chance to mix them, but I don't
|(I did have a say in the mix of material used in my documentary that came
|from multitrack masters provided by Alan). Don't think that Alan is unaware
|of our gripes; I forwarded a very detailed letter from Mats to Alan's office
|and he did take the time to respond. They are planning a WWW site for Jimi
|very soon, and are aware of this newsletter; I hope they read it! I have
|forwarded some messages to his office. I think it's a shame that the voice of
|the true fans is not being heeded, but let's keep trying to change that! I
|hope the _Voodoo Soup_ crap will be history when he reads all our objections!
|
|[Stephen Laub <laub_stephen_f@lilly.com> - 29 Jan 95]

 -----

|EDWARD KOMARA/MICHAEL FAIRCHILD/ALAN DOUGLAS
|
|A conversation with Edward Komara (who was involved with writing the liner
|notes for the _Blues_ CD:
|
|From: Edward Komara <ULKOMARA@UMSVM.BITNET>
|To:   BLUES-L
|Date: 28 Apr 1994
|
|  Whew! I just finished reading through Steven Greer's assessment of the new
|Hendrix blues CD. Michael Fairchild, the notes writer for that CD, worked
|very hard on the research--before coming to me, he had all the bibliographic
|notes down and the whole bit, and he dug right down to the very bottom of
|certain legends and issues. At one point, I visited him in Rochester NY, and
|together we hashed out certain documents and accounts and some serious
|performance footage of Hendrix.
|  According to Michael, the next Hendrix reissue will be Hendrix's Woodstock
|performance IN ITS ENTIRETY AND IN SEQUENCE. It won't come out for months yet,
|though.
|
|From: Paul Hosken <RMCB@VM.OP.DLR.DE>
|To:   Edward Komara <ULKOMARA@UMSVM.BITNET>
|Date: 29 Apr 1994
|
|Edward,
|  I was very interested to hear of your involvment with the liner notes to
|Hendrix's new CD, _Blues_. Obviously you are in contact with the people
|involved with the production of Hendrix material, and was wondering if you
|have ever met Alan Douglas?  I'm also a member of the Hendrix mailing list,
|'Hey-Joe', and on this list Mr.Douglas is not respected very much. This is
|mainly because of such projects as _Crash Landing_ and _Midnight Lightning_
|where session musicians were used to turn Hendrix material into a marketable
|commodity. Also, his organisation of the Hendrix releases often leaves much
|to be desired - for example the box set _Stages_ were disc 1 (Stockholm
|concert 5-Sep-67) contains only 32 minutes of music and is not the complete
|concert. (Dispite the missing numbers being available on bootlegs). Why? As I
|understand it Alan Douglas is working for the owners of the Hendrix estate
|and is employed to produce goods from it that will sell (i.e. make money for
|the owners) and this could explain some of his descisions. On the other hand
|there are people like Shapiro & Glebbeek (author of the excellent book
|"Electric Gypsy") who have gained great repsect from Hendrix fans.
|  The reason I'm writing is because I'm interested to know what people on the
|'inside' think of Mr. Douglas. Basically, I don't like the critisism that
|he's getting from people who have no connection with the guy, and would like
|to make my own mind up on this subject. I appologise for bringing up a topic
|that you may not wish to comment on, or are tired of being asked, but it
|would be nice to be able to shed light on some of the seemingly strange
|descisions that are taken reguarding the Hendrix catalog.
|  I applaud the release of _Blues_ and I'm really looking forward to the
|release of the Woodstock concert. However, I'm a little worried about the
|planned _First Rays Of The New Rising Sun_ release. Alan Douglas said in an
|interview that he wishes to release this double album as Jimi had planned it.
|Its statements like this that bring critisism upon the man; how does he know
|what Jimi wanted? Such an undertaking would involve so much guess work,
|especially with the production!
|  Anyway, thanks once again for helping to produce the nice liner notes to
|_Blues_, and for taking the time to read this far.
|
|From: Edward Komara <ULKOMARA%UMSVM.BITNET@vm.gmd.de>
|To:   Paul Hosken <RMCB@VM.OP.DLR.DE>
|Date: 29 Apr 1994
|
|Dear Paul,
|  Thanks for the nice post. I myself do not know nor have ever met Alan
|Douglas, and like you, I have had some reservations about him, too.
|  I came to listen to Hendrix while in high school (Geneva, NY, that little
|old upstate town). I was fortunate to have an excellent record store in
|Geneva that always had the European versions of albums by the Beatles, the
|Stones, the Who and yup, Jimi Hendrix. In fact, I purchased the European
|versions of AYE and EL (with the women on the cover) from that store. Now
|this was 10 years ago, a time when the Hendrix discography was still far from
|settled. CRASH LANDING and MIDNIGHT LIGHTNING were still in print, and LOOSE
|ENDS was available from Europe. It was obvious even then that Alan Douglas
|wasn't doing the material right.
|  Alan Douglas in some respects reminds me of Norman Petty, who released much
|Buddy Holly material in somewhat questionable ways. Petty hired a Crickets-
|sound-a-like combo, the Fireballs, to provide stereo instrumental back-ups to
|some old Buddy Holly home tapes. Among the those tapes were some instrumentals
|by Holly and his drummer--Petty had the Fireballs record completely over the
|track, then released it as a Holly performance! A world that tolerates a
|Norman Petty move like that, can also permit Douglas releases like CRASH
|LANDING.
|  The compiler and booklet writer, Michael Fairchild, contacted me at the
|Archive. Michael is as careful and meticulous MUSIC researcher with Hendrix's
|music, as I have seen any one else in the music research game. Michael pretty
|much works solely with Hendrix research, although the new HENDRIX: THE BLUES
|CD forced him to read up on blues history. Interestingly, Michael grew up in
|Rochester in the same neighborhood as Son House, and got to hear him perform
|on special occasions. Working from those experiences, Michael was able to
|delve in blues history without losing his senses (unlike, say, 90% of the
|folks I have encountered through the Archive). Michael usually conducts
|research at the Nazareth College library in Rochester, NY, but for this
|Hendrix blues project he needed some articles from 25, 30 years ago. He knew
|exactly what to look for, so working with him was pretty easy. I located some
|hard to find items, and I helped put everything into context. When visiting
|some family relatives in Rochester last Xmas, I took some extra time and
|visited Michael, and together we reviewed some documents, watched some
|unissued footage of Hendrix performance, and tried to nail everything down.
|Michael was kind to send a proof of the notes to me, to make sure that
|everything was correct, and that was about it for my help in this particular
|project.
|  Michael is hired by Alan Douglas, so he has to be careful not to bite the
|hand that feeds him. But it seems, from what little that Michael has leaked,
|that Alan Douglas knows how to market Hendrix, but he is not good at preparing
|reissues according to listeners' and fans' high expectation (hence CRASH
|LANDING and even STAGES). That's where Michael steps in. Michael knows
|EVERYTHING about Hendrix, from biographical minutiae to musical licks, and
|his expertise has helped to save Douglas' butt recently. But Michael needs
|Douglas for access to the unreleased material, both finished and unfinished.
|  I perceive some mutual appreciation between Alan Douglas and Michael.
|Michael told me two days ago, that Alan was pleasantly surprised by the
|reception of the HENDRIX: THE BLUES CD in Europe. Well of course, because
|Michael prepared it up to the high European standards. It looks as though
|Michael will be given free rein for the Woodstock CD, and if so, that release
|will be done right, too. As for the projected FIRST RAYS OF THE NEW RISING
|SUN, if Michael is given complete control and cooperation of that issue, you
|can bet it won't need to be "re-edited" later on. The question remains, will
|Douglas let Michael Fairchild continue working according to Michael's own
|standards? I hope so, 'cos if not, we will be in the same mess we were all in
|10 years ago.
|  So that's all I've noticed. I have been working hard to get Hendrix well
|represented in the Blues Archive, and I am getting some help from Michael in
|this regard. What have you noticed as far as recent Hendrix stuff goes? I am
|still playing catch-up for the last four years.
|  I know this is a long post, and thanks for getting to this end,

 -----

|NONA HATAY
|
|>...Another book, _Cherokee Mist, the lost Writings_ contain a few photos
|>that were contributed by Nona Hatay. I seem to recall this lady launched one
|>or more books herself a few years back but I don't remember what it was
|>entitled. Anyone ever come across one of these?
|
|You enquired about Nona Hatay and her work. She is my sister and one of the
|people that keeps Jimi's fire burning. She is a photographer, and her work
|has been inspired by Jimi's music. Over the years she perfected the fusion of
|images to melt her gift with Jimi's. I was talking to her the other day and
|told her about this group. We agreed that Jimi would think it's pretty cool,
|an electronic melting of minds. She is working on a new project and I
|suggested that we get this group involved somehow. She is extending her photo
|series with an electronic enhanced edition and the idea of hundreds of people
|connected by computers all with the common love of his music fits right in
|with computer enhanced images. I told her to wright a open letter to this
|group and I would post it (she's not on the net). If you want to contact her
|E-Mail me at mhatay@sciences.sdsu.edu
|
|[Mark Hatay <mhatay@sciences.sdsu.edu> - 06 Apr 94]
|
|Greetings to all those Experienced in Hendrix,
|My name is Nona Hatay and I am Bold as Love but very unsteady for the first
|go round in this internet communication. My brother Mark made me aware of
|this great group and I think it's a wonderful way to connect. I am working on
|my second book (the first was Jimi Hendrix: the Spirit Lives On...) of my
|color and experimental phots of Jimi, taken at Madison Sq Garden, NYC May 18,
|1969. I am looking for interesting material for the text, unpublished quotes
|by Hendrix, stories about him or comments by people on him and his music. If
|you have any ideas, send to hey-joe or to me, or if you need to call or send
|material: Box 182, Montague, MA 01351 (413) 367-2116.
|I am sure I'll be making some new Hendrix Friends through hey-joe and I am
|really thankful for all the wonderful people I have met thru my photoart
|connection. If you have been touched by his magic, it is very special.
|The Spirit Lives On....Nona
|
|[Nona Hatay <NonaHatay@aol.com> - 24 June 94]

 -----

|LELAND STEIN
|
|Some of you may have heard of me. I researched and wrote the liner notes for
|Ryko's _Radio One_. Currently, I'm director of research for a graphic novel
|called "Voodoo Chile: The Legend of Jimi Hendrix" to be published in the
|Spring of '95. At the risk of being overly commercial, let me just say that
|for my "real job" I'm the buyer and marketing director for Roundup Records.
|Amongst other things we sell plenty of LPs and have a bunch of out-of-print
|Hendrix vinyl including _Radio One_, and several of the Reprise LPs. If
|anyone's interested in these, let me know and I'll provide details.
|
|[Leland Stein <lees@rounder.rounder.com> - 23 May 94]

 -----

|KEES DE LANGE
|
|Last year Ben Valkhoff and I published "PLUG YOUR EARS: a comprehensive guide
|to audio and video recordings of Jimi Hendrix". It's an 80-page book with
|detailed information on all audio and video tapes known to circulate (till
|June 1993), as well as song lists distilled from concert reviews, and a lot
|of rare photographs. For people who may be interested, I still have some
|copies left, so if you mail me (K.deLange@buro.KUN.nl) I can give you more
|information. If you don't know the book, I should stress that especially for
|studio recordings, it's not really suitable as a reference guide for starting
|a collection, but might be of some help.
|
|TAPE COLLECTING - There is one general remark I would like to make: Stop
|buying the bootlegs and start collecting tapes! Over the past 14 years I was
|able to collect almost everything that is circulating among collectors in a
|quality far superior than most bootleg releases. And I really started from
|scratch in 1980. If you join the swap shop organized by Jimpress, you should
|be able to build up a collection much quicker than it took me. Also the
|quality of tapes and recording equipment has improved dramatically over the
|years, so the loss of audibility due to multiple copying is not really a
|problem anymore.
|
|[Kees de Lange <K.deLange@buro.kun.nl> - 26 May 94]

 -----

|PAUL CARUSO
|
|>I have always known Paul Caruso only as the most peculiar looking gentleman
|>being interviewed on the dodgy subject of are there or are there not flying
|>suacers, or uh, UFOs. Who was this guy? Is there any interesting
|>significance behind the bit at the beginning of ABAL that I should know
|>about?
|
|I remember reading that Paul Caruso was a Greenwich village friend, and that
|his name was used on ABAL as an in-joke.
|
|[Colin Hartridge <colinh@wimsey.com> - 17 Apr 94]

 -----

|HENDRIX MOVIE
|
|>Wasn't Phil Lynott (sic) of Thin Lizzy fame working on a Hendrix movie
|>project just before he died? (Phil that is)
|
|That's right, and Phil died of cancer before the project started. I can't
|imagine hearing Jimi with an Irish accent, though! And yes, it was supposed
|to be Larry Fishburne in the new movie "Scuse Me...".
|
|[Colin Hartridge <colinh@wimsey.com> - 2 Mar 94]

 -----

|POSTERS
|
|I've gotten posters, T-shirts etc, from this company in San Fran. called
|Artrock. They have some rare posters as well as ones that a college student
|can afford. They also have some cool Hendrix T-shirts. You can find their
|address in the classifieds in every Rolling Stone Mag. under the category
|"Posters" (I think).
|
|[Kev <140828250@ucis.vill.edu> - 16 Feb 94]

 -----

|T-SHIRT PROJECT
|
|Someone had an idea to do a tee shirt for the "group". I think that would be
|great and I would be willing to donate one of my photographs to use for it...
|as long as it is limited edition it can be done without any legal hassels. I
|have done one tee shirt with a 3/4 profile of Jimi in white on the fron and
|'JIMI HENDRIX  THE SPIRIT LIVES ON' on the back. I only have a couple dozen
|printed about once a year and have different colors and styles each time. The
|last time was a long sleeve black cotton tee. Winterland doesn't care as it
|is so few. I think I'll have a few sweatshirts printed for the winter. I'm
|not sure what the legal situation will be as the estate goes through the
|changes but up to now anything with Hendrix's image on it has to be done by
|Winterland or they have to give permission and be paid royalties. I can't
|even do a calender of my photographs which I took in 1969 and own copywrite
|with out their permission...no comment!!!  Anyways if anyone wants to
|coordinate a limited edition shirt, I will send zeroxes of photos which could
|be used to choose from.
|
|[Nona Hatay <nonahatay@aol.com> - 9 Sep 94]

 -----

 HENDRIX STAMP

 ...Lick This Stamp! Guitar World reported in it's November 1992 issue:

 "A drive to immortalize Jimi Hendrix with his own US postage stamp is being
 spearheaded by David Nicholson of Divide By Zero, a Washington DC-based
 advocacy group. The group is lobbying the Post-Master General to include
 Hendrix in an upcoming Rock and Roll stamp series that is scheduled to be
 unveiled in 1993. For information on how to join the lobbying effort on
 behalf of a Hendrix stamp, individuals may write Divide By Zero, 317 Aspen
 St.NW, Washington, DC 20012, or call (202) 722-4033.

 [Jason Carter <jtcarter@heartland.bradley.edu> - 3 Nov 92]

 -----

 MCA HENDRIX SURVEY

 I was asked to post the information about the MCA Hendrix Survey, so here are
 the details.

 Address:
    MCA Records
    C/O VIA
    1225 E. Artesia Blvd.
    Carson, CA 90746-9946
    U.S.A.


 The full text of the survey follows:

                        The Experience Doesn't Stop Here
                        --------------------------------
 We'd like to know more about the fans of Jimi Hendrix, so please help us by
 filling out and mailing this questionaire. In return, you'll receive periodic
 updates regarding Hendrix reissues and related matters. We appreciate your
 support!

 Name:_________________________________
 Address:______________________________
 City:_________________________________State:____________Zip:__________
 Occupation:___________________________Age:_______Sex:____M_____F

 Which Jimi Hendrix album did you purchase?_____________________________

 How did you hear about this album?
 Friend/Relative_____         Advertisement______
 Article/Review______         Record Store_______
 Radio_______________         Other______________

 Approximately how many albums do you purchase each month?__________

 Where do you usually purchase music?
 Mail-Order__________         Store (please name favourite record store)________

 What are your three favourite radio stations?
 1.____________    2._________   3._____________

 What are your three favourite  magazines?
 1.____________    2._________   3._____________

 Including this album, how many Hendrix albums do you own?______________

 How would you rate this album compared to other Hendrix albums? (1 = worse,
 3 = the same, 5 = superior)
 Sound Quality:    1  2  3  4  5
 Package Design:   1  2  3  4  5

 If MCA were to release the following Hendrix products, which would you
 purchase? (Check all that apply)
 Box Set___________      Concert Video__________   Rockumentary Video_______
 Concert Album________   An Album of Unfinished Work__________
 Other________________________________________________________

 Please rank these features in order of most importance to you:
 Digital Remastering_________
 Biographical/Explanatory Liner Notes____________
 Rare Photographs_________
 Original Artwork_________
 Live Recordings__________
 Rare Recordings__________
 Extra Songs per Album_________
 Lyrics__________
 Hendrix's Own Words___________

 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

 Well folks, that's it. It sounds like MCA are trying to gauge what we (the
 market) want, so here is our chance to provide some input. May I (politely)
 suggest that those of you who go to the trouble of writing to them keep your
 comments concise and polite - raving against certain people in control of the
 catalog will lessen the value of your input (IMHO).

 [Warren Brown <warren@microware.com> - 15 Oct 93]

 -----

 THE FUTURE & RUMOURED RELEASES

 - Mauii:          The tapes were "found" again and have been re-mastered. They
                   are supposed to be ready to release.

 - Band of Gypsys: There was a lot of talk last year about a US release of an
                   expanded BOG package (Video also?). Now, this one might be
                   harder to pull off, given that it would probably have to
                   come out on Capital, due to the legal problems associated
                   with the original BOG album.

 - Atlanta Pop:    The VHS and LD are available in Japan and Europe. Although
                   some people consider this a poor concert, it would seem that
                   this material may surface somehow in the US.

 - Berkeley:       I've heard that the Berkeley concert film has been
                   re-edited and is ready for release.

 - Rainbow Bridge: I've heard that MCA wants to release the Rainbow Bridge
                   album on CD.

 As regards Video-style releases, I've seen Alan Douglas quoted where he seems
 to imply that he likes the idea of Video/CD packages. Now, putting these out
 together might seem silly (ie why have a CD of the music when it's already on
 the VHS/LD media), but it seems that a lot of the concert footage is in less
 than pristine condition (or some parts were not filmed at all), so I'll
 hazard a guess and say that I would expect these packages to have a 1 hr.
 video, and a CD of all/almost-all of the concert.

 Remember, these are rumours.

 [Warren Brown <warren@microware.com> - 15 Oct 93]

 Alan Douglas said in a recent guitar magazine that he had found some more
 music from the Band of Gypsys concert, and that he was thinking about
 releasing a CD from that. There are two nice new bootlegs of this material
 (one single, one double).

 [Bill Benoit <COMM4065@MIZZOU1> - 12 Nov 92]

 The latest ICE has an interview with Alan Douglas, and a quick summary of his
 comments are:

  - he mentioned that the Video's of Woodstock/Atlanta/Isle of Wight may now
    be released in the US - he is apparently thinking about putting together
    CD/Video packages of each of these concerts.

 Another item of interest in ICE was that a bootleg (currently untitled) is
 coming out with "33 minutes of material from a previously unknown studio
 session in 1968". Quality is supposed to be excellent.

 [Warren Brown <warren@microware.com> - 14 Apr 93]

 The JIMI newsletter mentions:

 - In the non-immediate future, Alan Douglas is considering doing a "Best of
   the Boots". In those cases where master tapes exist I'd hope he'd use those
   rather than dub direct from bootlegs (for things like studio jams,
   alternate takes, demos, rehearsals, etc). I'd also like to see a "boot"
   series featuring things for which high quality master tapes don't exist
   (like sound-board only concerts like LA 70, or radio broadcasts like Ottawa
   68).

 - With the change of the Hendrix music catalog to MCA, expect the posthumous
   albums to be scrapped and redone...this apparently even includes _Cry of
   Love_, which is going to be combined with most of the studio tracks on
   _Rainbow Bridge_ (and a few other songs) and released as _First Rays Of The
   Rising Sun_ "with track listing as Jimi had originally intended". Hmmm.
   Seeing as Jimi kept changing the track list and included things he never
   finished (such as "Valleys of Neptune" and "Heaven has No Tomorrow") I
   suppose Alan has a lot of leeway in track selection. Anyway, I'm glad to
   hear that they are going to try and straighten out the posthumous releases
   mess. BTW, this includes the live albums as well.

 [Scott Hannon <hannon@umbc.edu> - 16 Nov 93]

 The article also mentioned that Alan Douglas, 'the current winner of the
 Hendrix monoply', will be starting a world tour this spring of a multi-media
 Hendrix show, that will last three years. The moto for the tour will be "The
 legend lives on, Jimi is touring again!"

 [Paul Hosken <RMCB@VM.OP.DLR.DE> - 19 Jan 94]

|I received the latest ICE yesterday and there was an article on upcoming
|releases from MCA. Here is a brief summary of what ICE and Alan Douglas had
|to say....
|
|  - The Band Of Gypsys stuff is tied up in wrangles between Capitol and
|    Douglas. There doesn't seem to be much hope for this for now.
|  - The "First Rays of the New Rising Sun" will be released sometime in 1995.
|    This release will "replace" Rainbow Bridge/War Heroes/COL/Loose Ends.
|    Douglas had unfavorable comments about all those releases, so I expect
|    that he will resist releases of these.
|
|Douglas also talked about "paring down the Hendrix catalog to just a few key
|releases" (hence my comment above about "rays" and the other releases). It
|seems that with every new release, both here in the US and also overseas,
|Douglas will attempt to remove one of the old releases and replace it with
|the new. This means that if anyone out there wants things like Cry Of Love,
|etc, then you might want to consider picking up your copy in the near future.
|The old releases may dissappear forever! (I don't want to sound alarmist on
|this issue, but I do know that CoL (for eg) is impossible to get here in Des
|Moines now).
|
|[Warren Brown <warren@microware.com> - 23 Feb 94]
|
|Alan D has expresed some interest in a "best of the boots" release, so there
|is some hope he will gather up those songs he deems unfit for general public
|release and get them out that way. I think such a series could be great.
|Hopefully master tapes would be used rather than direct copies of bootlegs...
|like the Bob Dylan series, not the Zappa series.
|
|Anyway, my point is that I think we fans would be better off encouraging Alan
|to proceed with a "best of the boots" and rarities series rather than
|lambasting him for releasing just a few songs on _Blues_. If fans make
|unreasonable (ie unprofitable) demands, he's unlikely to listen.
|
|[Mr. Scott Hannon <hannon@umbc.edu> - 20 Apr 94]
|
|And guess what - you heard it here first. Douglas is planning to release 20
|live CDs in a box set in a few years (2-3?) costing $1000.
|
|["The Akond Of Swot.." <BENJAMIN4@vaxa.mdx.ac.uk> - 3 May 94]
|
|According to an interview with Alan Douglass In ICE Magazine he claims that
|since Jimi was working on FROTNRS when he died he has decided to release this
|album on a 78 minute CD. He says he has Jimi's original track list but that
|he "would have changed it 14 times before it was released." So instead of
|realeasing the album with Jimi's track list he is going to have a contest
|among fans to decide the song list. My question is has anybody else heard
|about this or how to vote for which songs should be on it? What songs should
|be on it any way? Apparently this is the album that will be released after
|the Woodstock album.
|
|[Robert <ROBOCK@delphi.com> - 23 May 94]
|
|Steve Rodham (JimPress) interviewed Douglas 2 months ago and he said then,
|and again later in an open letter to readers, that he would sometime in the
|future, but not now, be asking for fans input on the song selection. He said
|that until he was ready he did not want to discuss it. While a bit of a
|cheeky bastard I guess if he wants us to wait we have little choice, 'course
|he can't stop us from talking amongst our selves.
|
|[Craig Houck <u4g08@sunws60.bgm.link.com> - 24 May 94]
|
|My song list for FROTNRS would be, in no order:
|  Freedom                             Hey Baby
|  Driting                             Room Full Of Mirrors
|  Ezy Rider                           Beginings
|  Pali-Gap                            Midnight
|  Midnight (War Heroes version)       Tax Free
|  Stright Ahead                       Star Spangled Banner (Rainbow
|  Angel                                 Bridge version)
|  In From The Storm                   And how about...
|  Dolly Dagger                        Gloria? (just for good measure)
|
|[Robert <ROBOCK@delphi.com> - 26 May 94]
|
|The next Jimi project due out in early '95 will be the 'recreation' of _First
|Rays of the New Rising Sun_, the double-album he was working on at the time
|of his death. Alan Douglas et al are apparently examining Jimi's original
|notes regarding the song list for that recording with the intention of
|reconstructing the double album (on a single CD?) as close as possible to
|what Jimi had originally intended. This should include many of the best
|studio tracks from the posthumous, '70s albums (_Cry of Love_, _War Heroes_,
|_Loose Ends_) and some 'outtakes' from the same sessions. Apparently both
|Eddie Kramer and Mitch Mitchell have patched up their differences with each
|other and with Douglas and will be involved in the _First Rays_ project -
|which I think is great.
|
|[<lees@banjo.rounder.com> - 20 Sep 94]
|
|I spoke with Alan Douglas the other day. It was a brief chat as he was in the
|middle of other projects. _First Rays..._ is not yet decided upon as to its
|contents, that's why it isn't being rushed out. He is working on a video
|documentary release that sounds interesting; and there will be an interactive
|on-line section for Jimi on the Internet for those with full access, that is
|still in the works, but getting very close to completion.
|
|[<don334@silicon.relay.ucm.org> - 12 Nov 94]
|
|It appears the whole idea of officially releasing the _First Rays of the New
|Rising Sun_ has been scrapped. It was just to difficult to recreate what Jimi
|had intended - he was apparently working on 3 unrelated projects at the time
|and there were too many unfinished, incomplete songs, etc.
|
|So...the new Alan Douglas-produced project is now called "Voodoo Soup" and
|will contain some of the same material, but as the title suggests, it will be
|a hodgepodge - albeit an interesting one. Probably 14 tracks altogether. It's
|official release date is April 8.
|
|[Leland <lees@banjo.rounder.com> - 13 Jan 95]
|
|The Jimi Hendrix Foundation (more details on that soon) is sponsoring an
|all-Jimi, magazine-style internet site which in now "under construction"
|but coming very soon to a computer screen near you. It will be called
|"Roomful of Mirrors" and will include sound bits previewing the
|aforementioned "Voodoo Soup" release - and much more.
|
|[Leland <lees@banjo.rounder.com> - 13 Jan 95]
|
|The February issue of the ICE CD Newsletter lists 21-Mar-95 as the US
|release date of the _BOG_ CD on Capitol.
|
|Also of note, Tuck & Patti's new release, _Learning How to Fly_ out on Epic
|14-Feb features a "swinging romp through Jimi's 'Up From the Skies'."
|
|[Leland <lees@banjo.rounder.com> - 25 Jan 95]
|
|According to the Capitol new release sheet (for Canada), _Band of Gypsys_
|will be in stores on 7-Mar-95.
|
|[Colin Hartridge <colinh@wimsey.com> - 14 Feb 95]
|
|In UniVibes #18, CG has allegedly found a new show from Dallas Texas,
|3-Aug-68. The set list (amazing if only for the first song and the style the
|songs are delivered in (very blusy it was stated)):
|  Dear Mr Fantasy              (The Traffic song!!!!!)
|  Rock Me Baby                 (Very blusy)
|  Foxy Lady
|  I Don't Live Today
|  Hey Joe
|  Fire
|  Red House
|  Purple Haze
|  Wild Thing                   (Short version)
|Quality listed as VG from the audience.
|
|[Craig Houck <u4g08@sunws60.bgm.link.com> - 6 Feb 95]

 -----

 HERE'S WHAT *I'D LIKE* TO SEE THOSE IN CHARGE DO...

 Kill:
   _Lifelines, but release the live LA '69 disk by itself.
   _Rainbow Bridge_ [but do put all this material on box sets #1 & #2 below]
   _9 to the Universe_ [see box set #1 below]
   _Kiss the Sky_ [pointless except for "Stepping Stone" rarity]
   _Smash Hits_ [it's a weird hits/b-sides album...confusing to new fans]
 Redo:
   _Band of Gypsys_ [replace Euro CD bonus tracks with better sounding ones]
   _War Heros_ and _Loose Ends_ on one CD [I think it fits]
   _Crash Landing_ and _Midnight Lightning_ on one CD [I think it fits]
   AYE [put the UK *and* US album songs on there. Single B-sides too]
   ABAL [add single B-side tSTPwLSD]
   _Essential_ [a good starting point for a new best-of. Add "Angel"!]
 Re-issue:
   ELL [with better packaging...both covers & the photos in the gatefold]
   _Concerts_ and _Monterey Pop_ [maybe better packaging]
   _Stages_ [not worth fixing the Atlanta disk...see box set #2]
 Forget:
   _Ultimate_ [a not-so-good best-of collection]
   _In the West_ [see box set #2 below]

 The above cleans up the current Hendrix catalog. As for new releases...

 4CD box set #1: Alternate takes, remixes, jams, rarities, and previously
   unreleased songs. The entire _9ttU_, most of _RB_, and a few other rarities
   like "Gloria" and alternate mix "Stepping Stone" are already done. Songs
   like "Cherokee Mist", complete "Neptune Rising", etc, and the "blues" album
   Alan Douglas mentioned could all go on here. This is a safe place to put any
   lesser quality material...away from potential casual shoppers.

 4CD box set #2: Live. All the rest of the better live stuff. Not just nearly
   complete concerts like _Stages_, but highlights of all the concerts...sort
   of a giant _Concerts_. Stuff from _ItW_, the Berkley 1970  stuff from _RB_
   and _BOG 2_, Atlanta Pop 1970 outtakes, _Radio One_ outtakes, Woodstock,
   etc. Quite a bit is ready to go. They could even use soundboards for some of
   the great live stuff not available on full fidelity recordings...like the 3
   BOG tracks on the import CD, some of the Sweden 1969 stuff, some LA 1970,
   some Maui 1970, etc.

 [Mr. Scott Hannon <hannon@umbc.edu> - 15 Apr 93]



 Quiz
 ====

 Here are some Jimi Hendrix quiz questions from the British mag, 'Q':

  1. What make of guitar did Jimi Hendrix play?
     -Fender, Gibson (Stratocaster is the model)
      [Supro, Danelectro, Kay or Eko, Epiphone, Fender, Gibson, Goya, Guild,
      Washburn, Hagstrom, Zamaitis.]


  2. In '64 Hendrix joined which fraternal soul outfit as guitarist?
     -The Isley Brothers

  3. By '66 - pre The Jimi Hendrix Experience - Hendrix was gigging with his
     first band proper. What were they called?
     -Jimmy James and the Blue Flames

  4. The group included a future member of Steely Dan. Who was he?
     -Jeff Baxter. He was also a sometimes "Blue Flame" (as sometimes Steely
      Dan, and Doobie Brothers, and...). Not really sure about it being Jeff.
      Actually, I wouldn't be suprised if others also were correct answers
      (like maybe Fagen). Randy "California" Wolfe went on to Spirit.

  5. Group that Noel Redding formed after the Experience?
     -'After' the Experience? Hmmm, I rather suspect they want "Fat Matress",
      but that was formed _while_ he was a member of the Experienced (ie he was
      in both bands at the same time).
     -[Road]

  6. Which Newcastle group did Hendrix's manager, Chas Chandler, originally
     play with?
     -The Animals

  7. Album that held Are You Experienced? off the [presumably UK] Number 1 slot
     in May '67?
     -Sgt. Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club Band

  8. Dylan cover version that took Hendrix into the UK Top 10 in September '68?
     -All Along the Watchtower

  9. Group the Experience followed on stage at Monterey?
     -"The Who". There was a big squabble about this backstage before the show
      between Jimi and Pete (neither wanted to follow the other). When it was
      decided The Who would go on first, Jimi decided to go all-out in an
      effort to outdo them. And amazingly enough, I think he did (judging by
      the movie Monterey Pop)!
     -[The Grateful Dead  (who followed Peter Tork who tried to placate the
      crowd after the Who's set.)]

 10. Which Rolling Stone introduced Hendrix on stage at Monterey?
     -Brian Jones

 11. Hendrix's only UK Number 1 single?
     -Voodoo Chile (Slight Return) b/w Hey Joe and All Along The Watchtower
      Track 2095 001 Maxi Single

 12. Which British artist played organ on that Number 1 hit?
     -Steve Winwood...he was almost a regular band member after '68.
     -[I read somewhere that Dave Mason played on All Along the Watchtower...
      He's British, isn't he?]
     -{Is this trick question? There is no organ (that I can hear) on "Voodoo
      Chile (slight return)". There IS one on "Voodoo Child".

 13. A puppet of which British DJ appeared on the original UK sleeve for Band
     of Gypsys?
     -John Peel

 14. Song Hendrix interrupted to play Sunshine of Your Love on The Lulu Show?
     -Hey Joe

 15. Where is Hendrix buried?
     -Greenwood Cemetry, Seattle, Washington USA.
     -Jimi's grave is actually in Renton, Washington USA. However, at least
      from what I've heard, he's not actually buried there. This is what I
      heard:
        A few weeks after his burial in Renton, some so-called "fans" dug up
        Jimi's coffin and stole the guitar he was buried with. After this,
        Jimi's father had Jimi reburied at a secret location.
      Does anyone know if this is true or not? If it is true, the so-called
      "fans" certainly weren't true fans of Jimi! They were nothing more than
      disgusting, moronic grave robbers!



 Book Reviews
 ============

 Are You Experienced - Noel Redding

   I just finished reading Noel Reddings autobiography _Are You Experienced_.
   It covers not only the 1967-1970 time frame, but also (briefly) his pre-
   Experience days and (not so briefly) his post-Experience legal hassles/life.
   Among the more interesting bits mentioned:

   Noel wrote a lot more than was creditted for:
     My Friend: all the music; Jimi wrote the lyrics.
     Midnight: with Jimi.
     Ezy Rider: Noel came up with the main riff.
     Devils Jam [Calling All Devils Children]: with Jimi; Noel on 2nd guitar.

   Apparently Jimi and Noel did a couple other collaborations that have yet to
   be released or leak out as boots. Probably lost. Noel did a solo album,
   _Nervous Breakdown_, in early 1970, with Jimi on one song, "Friends". It is
   apparently still sitting in Electric Ladyland Studios with a large fee due
   for storage costs. Noel is too poor to get it (plus probably feels he
   shouldn't have to pay the costs).

   Noel discussed the day of Jimi's infamous rampage of the Hotel in Sweden.
   He claims that a very drunk Jimi and a sleezy homosexual reporter guy
   approached him [Noel] about all getting together with a fourth person for
   sex. Noel was disgusted with the idea, refused, and went to his room. A bit
   later that night, Jimi went on his rampage. Jimi occasionally got quite
   upset when Noel got a groupie Jimi wanted (or even one he had finished
   with). Noel mentions Jimi slapping around at least one girl, and spiking a
   few with LSD.

   Almost half the book charts Noels legal problems. And boy did he have a lot
   of them. He sued a lot and won very little. In fact, I think he lost all
   his money on legal fees. He thus ended up quite poor and with few rich
   friends. He feels badly ripped off and bitter. He has few kind words for
   the Hendrix Estate. How poor/thrifty was Noel in the late 70s/early 80s?...
   he ate road-kill as a food supplement.

   [Mr. Scott Hannon <hannon@umbc.edu> - 23 Mar 93]

   The book is mostly about Noel's legal fights after Jimi's death. It's a
   long sad story. In short, because he didn't settle with the estate and
   lawyers as did Mitch, he got nothing as he lost almost all his legal
   battles. Plus he had a disasterous marriage to a woman you wouldn't believe
   (is anyone that evil?). What money he did have he spent on legal fees.

   It had some interesting Jimi info, but not a lot. Mostly off it covers Noel
   after the Experience. On item: Noel wrote the music to the song "My Friend"
   appearing on _The Cry of Love_, and Jimi the words. The credits on the
   album are wrong, as the estate labelled all unreleased songs as Jimi's
   whether they were or not. BTW, the harmonica player on the song was not an
   unknown "Gers", but Paul Carusso (according to Paul).

   ["Mr. Scott Hannon" <hannon@umbc.edu> - 14 Jul 93]

 -----

 Cherokee Mist: The Lost Writings of Jimi Hendrix - Bill Nitopi

   (Published by Harper Collins in 1993, about $20)

   I just bought it at Walden Books yesterday (for $20 -- and that was with my
   10% discount card!). It's a collection of published and unpublished songs
   and laundry lists, including what is purported to be the lyrics to the
   entire "Black Gold" Suite. Otherwise, with the exception of several aborted
   (no pun intended) versions of "Belly Button Window", "Message of Love",
   "Straight Ahead" and "Astro Man", I found the 40-minute read somewhat
   embarrassing. Especially considering the price of admission.

   All of the lyrics are written in Jimi's own hand. There's some artwork,
   unpublished photos and what seems to be an early version of "Purple Haze"
   called "Purple Haze - Jesus Saves". Goes something like this here...
   1, 2, 3, 4...

     "Purple Haze...beyond insane
      Is it pleasure or is it pain --
      Down on the ceiling, looking up at the bed
      See my body painted blue and red
      I see fetus unborns, pointing at the time
      Rush through space...my hair is blowing in their minds
      Through the haze, I see 1,000 crosses
      Scratched in the..."

   Where could THAT have gone?  There's alot of stuff in there like that.
   There's also a 1968 diary entry that suggests he had the hots for Joni
   Mitchell. Later, depressed after a bad show, he resolves to "get
   completely smashed...let's see...where's that bottle?"  Nuggets like that
   are far and few between. And while it's true that Jimi was a prolific song
   writer and lyricist, there's sad little evidence of it here. There's also a
   very convoluted film treatment that Jimi wrote. One can only imagine what
   sort of flick it would have been. I don't know what it's about -- seems
   there's this "supernatural innocent girl" who's corrupted by the music of
   the "Power Sound King" (Jimi). Jimi is torn between making love to her and
   making love to the "supernatural witch". Her evil spells bounce off him
   because his shield of sound is too powerful, so he kills her with sound
   waves, but not before he makes love to her one more time. Of course, he's
   already screwed the innocent girl. Then there's a scene where he plays a
   gig at a club that is raided by the police. One of the police -- get this
   -- CHOPS THE HEAD OFF OF AN AUDIENCE MEMBER!  On its way to the ground, the
   bleeding, severed head says, "But we are on private grounds, doing our own
   thing!"  Jimi goes on:  "Someone gets blasted in two. Meat and blood
   splatters over camera lens". Thank God Jimi stuck to making records. You'd
   have to read it to believe it. Not that I'm recommending you buy the book,
   because I'm not.

   Hendrix is given author's credit for the book, although it is a compilation
   by Bill Nitopi, whose premise is, and I quote: "Finally the world has a
   book on Jimi Hendrix, written by the only person qualified to do so --
   himself."  Not quite. He then goes on to take a cheap shot at Hendrix
   biographers in general, and apparently Eddie Kramer in particular:
   "...Every book thus far released on Jimi Hendrix has failed miserably in
   capturing his spirit, mostly because of gypsy authors who attempt to set
   records straight while they fatten their wallets. ...These long-winded
   authors are better qualified to milk goats rather than to write books."
   Evidently, he didn't read the preface of his own book, written by Charles
   Blass, a man who seems to have dropped anchor in 1968 Haight-Ashbury and
   decided to never leave. Eight merciless pages of Aquarian-age drivel that
   would have sounded foolish even back then. What a con job. The book is not
   without insight, but as far as I'm concerned, it's the literary equivalent
   of an Alan Douglas-produced posthumous Hendrix album. It shows a side of
   him you haven't seen, but you're left with the strong sense of doubt that
   Jimi himself would have ever allowed to have anything like this put out for
   public consumption. Nice cover photography though....

   [<ddogan@afit.af.mil> - 9 Nov 93]

   About 30 pages of intro and then 134 pages of photos and Jimi's unpublished
   scriblings. Jimi's stuff is all in his own hand-writing. Half the fun (?)
   is figuring out just what Jimi wrote.

   The photos are generally quite nice; most I've never seen before. Only the
   book's dust-jacket is in color; everything else is B&W. The writing is
   another matter. The introductions to the book (four of them) are a bit
   uneven. First is a brief "Appreciation" by Noee Gold that is short and to
   the point (Hey, lets do a book with Nitopi). Next up is Bill Nitopi with
   his "Editor's Note", also short and to the point but IMO rather crass and
   mean (and wrong too).

   Next is the "Preface" by Charles Blass. Trying to get us in the mood for
   Jimi's "Purple Haze" state of mind I guess. It's a bit annoyingly spacey. A
   sample: "There are dangers in trying to see through Jimi. Blindness and
   confusion are pitfalls beside the road which lies Straight Ahead. His
   earthly person was brought forth under specific circumstances, with
   specific results. One thing is absolute: Jimi Hendrix had much *experience*,
   and his writing and playing are direct transmissions of his True Life. Jimi
   Hendrix lived his own Gospel." Seven pages of similar stuff...ouch.

   Finally there's a nice "Introduction" by Michael Fairchild (the guy who did
   the good and detailed liner notes for the recent MCA Hendrix album
   re-issues). He spends about a dozen pages describing (hmmm, warning) the
   reader about Jimi's writings. Mike has some talent for writing, and this
   section is a welcome relief...it's just about the only part of the book
   that can easily be read and understood.

   OK, the "lost writings". A collection of poems, train of thought ramblings,
   song lyrics in developement, song lyric fragments, a movie story idea, a
   couple pages from a daily journal, and some other random pieces of paper
   Jimi wrote on. Overall, some of it is very interesting, some of it weird,
   some of it trash, but mostly I found it boring. It is rather a lot of work
   to read (spelling, puncuation, hand-writing, and the sloppiness of some of
   the papers). Hmmm, I think I would have prefered a thicker book where the
   top 2/3 of the page is the text as presented (ie basically like a photocopy
   of the original paper) and the bottom half is a type-set, eh, translation
   of the original. At 150 pages the book is a bit thin, so another 50 pages
   would have helped the "value for money" ratio.

   Another problem is that towards the end some of the papers are recycled by
   us again...not enough material to fill out the book I guess. "Ride That
   Pork-Chop Down" twice is at least once too many times for me. So, overall
   I'd rate the book as worthwhile but so-so. Probably worth taking a look at,
   but not necassarily reading all the way through or buying.

   [Mr. Scott Hannon <hannon@umbc.edu> - 3 Jan 94]

|  A few years ago, I picked up a book entitled Cherokee Mist: The Lost
|  Writings of Jimi Hendrix. It is a fantastic chronology of the writings of
|  Jimi Hendrix, some of which were never played or recorded, containing
|  facsimilies of the original writings in Jimi's own handwriting. Also in the
|  book are hundreds of rare photos of Hendrix on stage, in private, etc.,
|  most of which had never been seen, let alone published before. The entire
|  collection comes from the private archives of Bill Nitopi, who worked for
|  guitar magazine and is currently the world's biggest collector of Jimi
|  paraphernalia outside of Al Hendrix himself. First of all, I would like to
|  give a wholehearted recommendation of this book to everyone - pick it up
|  now, for I believe it is essential reading in Hendrix 101.
|
|  [Pablo <JBRENT@depauw.edu> - 10 Feb 94]
|
|  RE: review from JBRENT@depauw.edu:
|  I don't understand this.....The book I have came out (I believe) late last
|  year. It was 200 pages in length (or less), so I am at a loss to explain
|  the "hundreds of photos" statement. Are we talking about the same book?
|  Are there 2 versions?
|
|  As for the version that I have, I feel (and this is just MY opinion) that
|  the writing by Nitopi and the other "introducers" is, quite frankly,
|  terrible. The parts that explain how the book is laid out are (sort of) OK,
|  but most of the intros attempt to explain Jimi in "mystical" terms, and
|  some rather mean-spirited comments are directed at other writers of Hendrix
|  books. All in all, I felt that the concept of the book was fine, but the
|  execution left a lot to be desired.
|
|  [Warren Brown <warren@microware.com> - 10 Feb 94]

 -----

 Crosstown Traffic: Jimi Hendrix and Postwar Pop - Charles Shaar Murray

   This is just so well written, and really places Jimi in his correct place
   within Black music.

   [Unknown]

   I just finished reading this new Hendrix bio. I recommend it hightly.
   Murray's stated purpose in the book is to debunk the Hendrix myth and
   replace it with cogent analysis of Hendrix's rightful place in the history
   of Great Black Music. After a brief overview of Hendrix' career, Murray
   spends a chapter on each of these themes:
     Why Hendrix had to be imported from England.
     "I'm a Man" - cock-rock from Muddy Waters to Led Zep
     "Never to Grow Old" - Robert Johnson, Charlie Christian and the death-at-
       an-early-age phenomenon.
     "Jimi as a blues man"
     "The Power of Soul" - James Brown, Otis, Sly, P-Funk
     "Hear My Trane a Comin'" - Hendrix, Ornette, Miles and modern jazz.
   There's also a discussion of Jimi's "Hardware", a brief but well-done
   discography, and a solid bibliography. It's new in hardback. I found a
   copy at the library, though I'll probably buy it when it comes out in
   paperback. It's worth re-reading.

   [Unknown]

   I read "Crosstown Traffic" and Mitch Mitchell's bio ('Inside The
   Experience') in the same evening. "Crosstown" tries to capture the
   feelings and attitudes of the '60s and not so much Hendrix's life. It
   strikes me as an overgrown essay by a rock critic. As such it's OK.

   [Unknown]

|  This book has only a very short biographical section on jimi, the rest of
|  it is a series of interlinking essays examining aspects of Jimi's music and
|  attempts to trace Jimi's influence upon blues, rock, jazz/fusion and soul/
|  funk. Murray is an intelligent astute fellow (even if he was wrong about
|  the Isle of Wight concert) and it shows in the book. It is well worth the
|  read.
|
|  [SHEDGES@pomona.claremont.edu - 16 Feb 94]

 -----

|(The) Illustrated Jimi Hendrix - Geoffrey Giuliano
|
|I just received this book through UniVibes in Ireland. I've yet to read the
|text (Caesar warns of inaccuracies), but the pictures are fabulous.
|
|[Don M. West <west@rahul.net> - 14 Jan 95]

 -----

|Inside the Experience - John Platt and Mitch Mitchell
   (Harmony Books, $27.50)

   This is the least sensationalized telling of the Experience story I've seen,
   and I highly recommend it. He doesn't trivialize the dope and sex, but he
   doesn't emphasize it either; the emphasis is on making music. Buy, beg,
   borrow or steal a copy.

   [Unknown]

   Focuses on Mitch's time with the Experience. Some interesting bits, but if
   not for the nice pictures this could be a magazine article.

   [Mr. Scott Hannon <hannon@umbc.edu> - 9 Jul 93]

|  A great coffee table book with fantastic photos, but the writing is mostly
|  just filler, although has good anecdotes.
|
|  [David Hirning <a-davhi@microsoft.com> - 16 Feb 94]
|
|  I'd heard about this book, but thought it was out of print. However, the
|  one I've got says "This paperback edition published in 1994 by St. Martin's
|  Press, 175 Fifth Ave., New York, N.Y."  Price is $14.95 US/$19.99 Canada.
|
|  The text doesn't contain too much that I haven't already read elsewhere,
|  but there are TONS of photos I've never seen before -- not only of the JHE,
|  but of other bands of the era. My favourite pic is one of the Mamas & Papas
|  rehearsing at Hollywood Bowl, with Mama Cass's hair in curlers! <grin>.
|  Actually, Mitch's own perspective on the whole "experience", so to speak,
|  is quite insightful, especially his anecdotes of the early days.
|
|  Not exactly what you'd call a good read (like JHEG), but enjoyable just the
|  same.
|
|  At the back of the book, Jimi's entire Tour Intinerary is listed, from Oct.
|  5/66 (Jimi, Mitch & Noel play together for the first time) up to Sept 6/70
|  (Isle of Fehmarn, Germany). Actually, the final listings are for the last
|  few days of his life until his burial in Seattle on Oct. 1/70. I haven't
|  compared the other concert dates with JHEG, but the main ones are accurate
|  (Berkeley, May 30/70; Atlanta, July 4/70; Vancouver Sept. 7/68, etc.).
|
|  [Colin Hartridge <colinh@wimsey.com> - 7 Jun 94]

 -----

|Jimi - Curtis Knight
|
|I still have my original version of the Knight book, which I went through
|with a pen once and marked all the incorrect and/or highly questionable
|statements. A couple of my favorites...Knight says the Monterey Pop Festival
|took place 16-18 July 1967, when in fact it was June. He claims the Fillmore
|version of "Machine Gun" was heavily influenced by the shootings at Kent
|State...funny, since they took place 5 months after the gig! My absolute
|favorite is his quote from jazz saxophonist Eric Dolphy about Jimi's death:
|"His death really hit me hard, and Coltrane. I don't think the world treats
|artists the right way anyhow. I don't think they ever have." It's odd that
|Dolphy could *think* at all in 1970...he died in 1965. And I don't think
|Coltrane was too concerned, either...he died in '67.
|
|[James Hale <jhale@magi.com> - 11 Nov 94]

 -----

|Jimi Hendrix - John Faralaco & Ken Voss
|
|  I saw a newish Hendrix book the other day, it's written by some guy with
|  Ken Voss from JIMI. It's not very good, IMO, most of the photos are either
|  in Mitch's autobio or Electric Gypsy, ie I've seen almost all of them
|  before. There's no new info that no-one on this list wouldn't know already,
|  and I was surprised to see a couple of obvious errors just glancing through.
|  Eg. the caption to a photo of the RB LP says that the album contains the
|  actual RD concert, plus one of the photos had Billy and Buddy mixed up.
|  Seeing as Voss was involved in this project and is obviously a Hendrix
|  freak, this is surprising.
|
|  [MR MARK THOMAS DAVIES <DAVIES1@elaine.ee.und.ac.za> - 13 May 94]
|
|  The only really good thing about the book was the discography in the back,
|  but there were a lot of other things that annoyed me about it. For example,
|  there were some really good pictures in the book (and as one person said,
|  pictures that could be seen in any number of other books about Hendrix)
|  that had unimaginitive captions that treat the reader like a complete dork
|  (e.g. "Mitch, Noel and Jimi sporting the colorful fashions popular during
|  the Summer of Love" and "The dawn of the 1970s found Jimi feeling listless
|  and disconnected. It was the mood of a generation. The war that raged in
|  Southeast Asia was mirrored by the war that raged on America's streets").
|  Other than a few problems that I have with the author's stylistic license,
|  there are quite a number of technical and factual errors like more than one
|  of the photographs has the negative reversed, as well as mixing up Billy
|  Cox and Buddy Miles.
|  I would recommend skipping this purchase unless you were to get a great
|  deal on it (I got mine for 2.99 from the Waldenbooks bargain bin) or if you
|  just want to be able to cut out some pictures (which are the best thing
|  about the book, especially the picture of Jimi and Cat Stevens, Gary Leeds
|  and Engelbert Humperdink--- almost as good as the one with Jimi and Leonard
|  Nimoy).
|
|  [Tim M. King <gt6636b@prism.gatech.edu> - 15 May 94]

 -----

|Jimi Hendrix: A Visual Documentary (His Life, Loves & Music) - Tony Brown
|
|  This is a great diary/book of Jimi's life, and seems to be quite complete
|  from my quick skim (I had to look right through it - you know what its like
|  when you find something new!) Brown has written it like a diary with many
|  days covered in Jimi's life. It starts in 1783 with Jimi's great, great
|  grandparents and goes up to the day he died (obviously). Also many great
|  photographs that I hadn't seen before. Brown says he started the book in
|  1975 and there's a big 'Thank You' list that reads like a who's who of
|  Jimi's life. It also has a bibliography and a discography. Its 128 pages,
|  softback and published by Omnibus Press, 1992.
|
|  [Peter Lynden <P.Lynden@uts.edu.au> - 2 Nov 94]

 -----

|Jimi Hendrix Electric Gypsy - Caesar Glebbeek & Harry Shapiro

   I saw a new Hendrix book last night at Tower Records. It's a standard-sized
   (but THICK) hardback, with: 500 pages of text, 16 color pages, 95 pages of
   discography, 25 pages of equipment notes, a 50 page day-by-day chronology
   (EVERY concert is listed, including warmup acts, etc), lots of B&W pics in
   the text. This thing is awesome. The authors had access to the official
   Jimi Hendrix Archives which means that the level of detail in the
   discography is amazing: every song has its own entry with complete
   personnel and comments (like "Hendrix got this sound by sliding his lighter
   against the strings" or "the background voices in Third Stone were taken
   from a Donald Duck cartoon called....".)  Every album released worldwide
   (boots too) is listed, with track IDs cross referenced. How much?  19.95
   (cheap). Great cover too - purple-hughed closeup of Jimi smiling, exhaling
   smoke.

   [Unknown]

   IMHO it is written very well, being a nice book to read and quite objective
   in its approach to Jimi. I recommend it to everybody. And yes...the book is
   definitely worth buying for its amazing discography only. There is just
   everything you need to know about Jimi's recordings and a nice list of
   bootlegs too !

   JHEG contains a few errors (lyrics, song versions, etc.), but overall is
   quite good. Better than Henderson's book (Scuse Me While I Kiss the Sky).
   Did you know Jimi had (probably) at least two offspring (boy and girl)?  Or
   that he went in the army to stay out of prison?  Or that his relationships
   with Kathy and Monica were much deeper than with Devon (but JHEG may be
   wrong about that)?  How about the mafia (maybe) kidnapping (maybe) of Jimi?
   How about his occasional violent (UNCHARACTERISTIC!) rampages?  Those are
   the main "dirt"-type teasers I can think of, but the book really isn't that
   type of book. Anway, get it (at least from the library).

   [Unknown]

   Overall I thought the book was quite good. It does have a small number of
   mistakes/weaknesses:
     Captain Coconut = M.L.K. = Martin Luther King [jr] they insist. Wrong.
       See the book _Setting the Record Straight_.
     They insist the Brecker Brothers are not playing horns on South Saturn
       Delta. Apparently wrong. I think someone on this list mentioned seeing
       a photo taken during this jam.
    They play Monika Danniman (sp?) up as a potential wife for Jimi. Few
      others see her as being that deeply involved with Jimi [but who knows].
    The stories/versions of the death of Jimi are not critically analyzed.
      Some MUST be lies/delusions, and IMO a good guess can be made as to
      which ones.

   I recommend the following Hendrix books (in the following order):
     Glebbeek and Shapiro : _Jimi Hendrix Electric Gypsy_
     McDermond and Kramer : _(Jimi Hendrix:) Setting the Record Straight_
     "Mitch" Mitchell and John Platt : _Inside the Experience_

   [Scott Hannon <hannon@umbc4.umbc.edu> - 13 Nov 92]

|  To my mind this is a very solid biography of Jimi that examines his life
|  and his music without being either too reverent or too sensationalistic in
|  its approach. Also it offers the most comprehensive discography this side
|  of univibes (althought the damn thing keeps becoming obsolete - which is a
|  good thing I think) and a very extensive set of appendices on everything
|  from Jimi's family tree to a list of every guitar Jimi is reported to have
|  owned. It is really a fine book and in no way an insult to his memory. My
|  only quibble is that I wished they had spent a little more time on
|  examining his live work, but considering the books considerable length I
|  can't really complain.
|
|  [SHEDGES@pomona.claremont.edu - 16 Feb 94]

   It is rumoured that Shapiro and Glebbeeck have almost completed the 3rd
   revision of 'Electric Gypsy'.

   [Paul Hosken <RMCB@VM.OP.DLR.DE> - 19 Jan 94]

 -----

 Jimi Hendrix: The Forty Greatest (Hal Leonard songbook)

   This book has, as you may have guessed, 40 songs, selected from AYE, A:BAL,
   EL, BOG, COL and RB so you do get quite a good cross-section of his music.
   However, don't expect anywhere near the same depth of detail as you get in
   the other Hal Leonard books devoted to specific albums. I do not play in a
   band, so just worked through the book on my own, and was pleased to be able
   to learn the few songs that can be played on accoustic, like "The Wind
   Cries Mary", "Little Wing" and "Angel". Even "Manic Depression" sounds
   something like it should (OK, to a certain extent! ;).

   But when it came to other stuff like "Machine Gun", "In from the Storm",
   and other later CoL and Rainbow Bridge stuff I was a bit lost. You really
   need more than one musician on these songs, due to tons of overdubs etc.
   You are basically just given the chords and lyrics, and melody to the
   songs. NO solos are annotated. Guitar tablature is given for 16 of the more
   popular songs after the music for the forty. One of the interesting things
   was actually discovering the complete lyrics to some songs I could never
   quite figure out. Oh, and before the sheet music, there's about 15 pages or
   so on the life of Jimi, plus a short discography. Nothing much new here,
   except for quite a few B&W photos I've never seen before, like Jimi playing
   with his teeth wearing this Cheetah-skin outfit while in the Squires - one
   of the other band members is looking at him with a funny look on his face.

   All in all it's worth getting if you don't have any other Hendrix songbooks.
   Here anyway, it was also quite a bit cheaper than the other songbooks. One
   thing I'll admit to never liking about it - the cover! It has this drawing
   of Hendrix's face that I don't like. Reminds me of another cover drawing I
   really don't like - the cover of "The Life of Jimi Hendrix", that book with
   a purple/blue cover. He's drawn with this over-extended afro that I've
   never seen him with.

   [Mark <DAVIES2@elaine.ee.und.ac.za> - 7 Oct 93]

 -----

|Plug Your Ears - Kees de Lange & Ben Valkhoff
|
|  (Also see section 'FAQs - Kees de Lange'.)
|
|  This is a softcover A4 size (8x11") 80 page book of concert set lists and
|  known Hendrix recordings [ISBN: 90-9005787-0]. I got my copy from JIMI for
|  $22. I've also seen it listed in an ad by Music Machine in GOLDMINE for $28.
|  Another source is direct from one of the authors (quoted from JIMI):
|
|    Copies are available for $20 [Dutch Guilders 30, UK 10 Pounds, 30 German
|    Marks, 100 French Francs] plus postage {not listed!...I'd estimate maybe
|    $8 for air mail to the USA, half that for surface. Scott.} from:
|
|    Up From the Skies Unlimited
|    Kees de Lange
|    P.O. Box 40161
|    6504 AD Nijmegen
|    The Netherlands
|
|  [Mr. Scott Hannon <hannon@umbc.edu> - 14 Feb 94]

 -----

 'Scuse Me while I Kiss The Sky - David Henderson

|  This is a revised version of the book _Voodoo Chile of the Aquarian Age_,
|  which was originally published in 1978.

   After finishing 80% of it I'm pretty disappointed. No real factual evidence,
   too much time spent quoting lyrics and trying (and failing) to describe
   concerts and gigs. It's full of contradictions. The attempted use of slang
   is annoying. The author strikes me as brainless most of the time.

   [Unknown]

   Exactly my thoughts...the thing I found most irritating was when the author
   would say things like, "as Jimi looked out over the sea of humanity at the
   Isle of Wight, he felt lost and decided to...blah...blah". How the hell
   does this guy KNOW what was going on inside Jimi's head?  Add to that all
   the song lyrics the author uses to pad the chapters and you have a book
   that's not a TOTAL waste of time reading...but must be taken with a grain
   of salt (or maybe it contains a grain of truth :) )

   [Unknown]

   Since the recent batch of books, this one is now not so important. It has
   little info not in JHEG.

   [Mr. Scott Hannon <hannon@umbc.edu> - 9 Jul 93]

|  How many of you realize just how much the book was revised as it changed
|  title into the paperback form? The original is so overblown with flower-
|  power imagery and psychedelia that it is difficult to read. "Scuse Me" is a
|  better read but is still rather inaccurate in spots. On the other hand, for
|  years, until just recently, it was really all we had to go on.
|
|  [Eric C. Shoaf <AP201172@brownvm.brown.edu> - 9 Nov 94]

 -----

 Setting The Record Straight

   One book that did not impress me too much was the one with Eddie Kramer. I
   think this had far too much emphasis on the record business and not enough
   on Jimi's music/life. There was not enough of Eddie Kramer to make the
   book worthwhile IMHO.

   [Dave Heller <dheller@oasys.dt.navy.mil> - 9 Jul 93]

   I disagree...I'd rank this as a necessary supplement to JHEG. It helps most
   where JHEG is weakest. Disagreements in info between the two books I'd
   generally decide in StRS's favor...it seems to be more carefully
   constructed and less likely to fall for wild stories than JHEG. But as Dave
   says, about half the book is about legal stuff.

   [Mr. Scott Hannon <hannon@umbc.edu> - 9 Jul 93]

 -----

 Hal Leonard Publications (guitar transcriptions)

   Are You Experienced?
   Axis: Bold as Love
   Electric Ladyland

   Hal Leonard's "Recorded Versions" series includes all three JHE albums. The
   books have not only the guitar parts (tabbed), but the bass and drum parts,
   as well as the vocals. I'm not sure if Band of Gypsies is also available.
   They're around $16 and are great.

   [Unknown]

|  Hal Leonard Publishing also has tablatures of:
|
|  Radio One
|  The Jimi Hendrix Concerts
|
|  and I've also heard a rumour that there is one for Live at Winterland,
|  though I haven't come across it.
|
|  [Colin Reed <car@parks.parks.tas.gov.au> - 9 Aug 94]

 -----

|New Nona Hatay book
|
|This book will consist of about 100 of my photo artworks of Jimi in both
|color and b/w (experimental) most full page (it is being published by
|Pomagranite Art Books) with comments throughout the book both on Jimi and on
|my 25 year art project of visual interpretations and some quotes from
|interviews with Jimi. I also want to include a Hendrix Network chapter with
|some of the great Hendrix projects, groups and newsletters (like JIMI,
|Straight Ahead and Univibes) etc. I would love to include a piece on hey-joe
|internet group as I think it merges the technology of the 90's with the
|spirit of Jimi.
|
|[Nona Hatay <nonahatay@aol.com> - 9 Sep 94]



 Video/Laserdisc Reviews
 =======================

 "A Band of Gypsies".

   A hand held recording of the first show on 1/1/70. B&W. 60 min. they give
   this a C rating, I would say a D but still worth the money. Buddy Miles, on
   drums, Bill Cox on bass. This film bleeds, it is recommended for the hard
   core Jimi fan.

   [Unknown]

 -----

 "Alive on Live"

   Rainbow Bridge. Color 45 min. Also available on Laserdisc.

 -----

 "Atlanta Pop Festival"

   It's not been out that long overseas, and hasn't been released here in the
   USA yet. This is also available on Laserdisc. The video contains:
     Fire (3:28)
     Spanish Castle Magic (4:56)
    *All Along the Watchtower (3:57) [was on the _Johnny B Goode_ video/CD]
     Foxey Lady (4:10)
     Purple Haze (3:50)
    *Hey Joe (4:11)
    *Red House (8:04)
     Stone Free (5:27)
     Star Spangled Banner (2:45)
     Straight Ahead (4:28)
     Voodoo Child (SR) (6:52)
   where "*" means it's NOT on the _Stages_ CD. That leaves _Message of Love_,
   _Freedom_, and _Hey Baby_ as the only unreleased songs from this July 4
   (technically the 5th) 1970 show. I would much have prefered any of these
   three to, say, _Fire_, _Foxey Lady_, or the dreadful _All Along the
   Watchtower_. The songs included seem to be complete, unlike the terrible
   hatchet job of the Berkeley video (and even Isle of Wight). This video,
   along with Monterey (same old one), Isle of Wight, and Woodstock (unsure of
   exact contents) are set for release here in the USA in late October.
   Apparently it will be as a 4-pack, and not as individual tapes. Sort of a
   rip-off to everyone who already has Monterey. The Woodstock tape will be
   sold separately in Europe, as it's the only new release there.

   [Mr. Scott Hannon <hannon@umbc3.umbc.edu> - 17 Sep 92
   + Paul Hosken <rmcb@vm.op.dlr.de> - 02 Nov 92]

 -----

 "Experience"

   This contains Purple Haze, Foxy Lady, Hear My Train A Comin', and Wild
   Thing. Also included are several seemingly random interview questions asked
   by Mitch, Noel and Alexis Korner. Purple Haze and Wild Thing are from a
   1967 performance in London. Foxy Lady is played as background music while a
   lady scampers around a forest trying to look 'foxy'. The Hear My Train A
   Comin' sequence is the same that is used in the "Jimi Hendrix" movie.
   Interspersed with the interviews and narration are exerpts from Rainy Day
   Dream Away, I Don't Live Today, House Burning Down, Voodoo Chile, Up From
   The Skies, Castles Made Of Sand, Wait Until Tomorrow, Little Miss Lover,
   May This Be Love, Bold As Love, and If 6 Was 9. This program was definitely
   put together in the 60's (lots of psychedelic camera angles, bellbottom
   pants, etc) but the copyright date is 1992. Total run time is about 33
   minutes.

   [Ames, Tim <tima@msgate.hls.com> - 1 Mar 93]

 -----

 "(A) Film About Jimi Hendrix"

|  98 mins.

 -----

 "Hear My Music Talking"

   Recently re-released...includes that acoustic 12-string version of Hear My
   Train A Comin'.

   [Unknown]

 -----

 "Hendrix At Woodstock"

   The video (also available on Laserdisc) is approx. 55 mins. long (ideal for
   a CD!). The quality of the film/camera work is excellent, much better than
   Atlanta, and one of the cameras much have been aimed on his hands the whole
   time because there are some great shots of his finger work. The the sound
   (after being Joe Gastwirt'ed) is EXCELLENT (another good reason why this
   should be issued on CD) although I must admit that I saw the video in a
   room where there was other noises going on so I can't say if it's hi-fi
   quality or not. At Woodstock, Larry Lee takes a solo on almost every single
   song, but the camera very rarely found its way to Larry, and I tried to
   listen for a second guitar but found it very difficult to make one out. The
   only time it was really obvious is at the start of the piece used for the
   Woodstock soundtrack where Jimi says "You can leave if you want to, we're
   just jammin' that's all". According to JHEG Larry did some vocals on
   Mastermind & Gypsy Woman but these numbers are not included. JHEG also says
   that Larry's only? solo was on _Voodoo Chile (SR)_ - I'm not sure if this
   was cut out or not, I only know that the camera didn't show him do it. As
   far as I can remember the songs were:

     Message To Love
     Getting My Heart Back Together Again
     Lover Man
     Izabella
     Jam Back At The House (aka Beginnings)
     Voodoo Chile (SR)
     Star Spangled Banner
     Purple Haze
     Spanish Solo
     Villanova Juction (aka Instrumental Solo)

   The amazing thing is that the last 6 songs here (i.e. Jam Back At The
   House through Instrumental Solo) appeared to be a 35 min. long medley.
   Each song ran into the next. We all know the Woodstock film soundtrack, and
   are familiar with the badly edited join between Purple Haze and
   Instrumental Solo. And, because this is one of my favourite Hendrix pieces I
   was VERY interested to find out what was cut out, and how the complete set
   went. Purple Haze continued upto the point where it ends on the soudtrack
   and then what do you think? I just couldn't believe my ears & eyes! Jimi
   launched into a solo where he played Spanish flamenco runs on his electric
   guitar - it was absolutely brilliant, I was astounded. And then it flowed
   into the dreamy Instumental Solo. The video ends straight after this, and
   rightly so IMHO, because this climax to the 35 min. medley couldn't have
   been followed by anything.

   [Paul Hosken <rmcb@vm.op.dlr.de>]

   The video runs 55 minutes, and has remixed (Mark L) sound and good picture
   quality (although the camera work is not all that good). Jerry's and Juma's
   percussion don't seem to have made it into the mix. I seem to recall they
   were missing from the multi-track tapes. Anyone know? Larry's guitar is
   generally unnoticeable. The only time I was really aware of him was during
   "Jam Back At the House" [aka Beginnings].

   "Message of Love": This song opens the video. I'm unsure if it is complete
   or not, as this song is missing from the soundboard boots. Its OK, but not
   great. It doesn't seem to be all there (compositionally or editted?). The
   picute shows people wandering around while the song plays...not shots of
   Jimi.

   "Fire": The band is announced, and then they launch into Fire (this is not
   the order in which Fire, or MoL, appeared at the show BTW). Not bad. The
   camera shows Jimi [or short cuts to other band members or things] for the
   rest of the video.

   "Izabella": Not too bad. Jimi didn't do this one in concert too much. He
   does his usual play-guitar-with-his-teeth trick, etc. Fun.

   "Red House": A fairly nice version, but not great.

   "Jam Back At the House": The band goes into a jamming version of Mitch's
   jam song. Quite a mixed performance. Parts of it really drag, but other
   parts are pretty good. Oh, and Jimi has a smoke.

   "Voodoo Child (SR)": Another jamming version, this one again being a mixed
   performance. Jimi tries some things that don't work.

   "Star Spangled Banner": Jimi mostly by himself, with Billy and Mitch
   occasionally trying to follow him. A classic.

   "Purple Haze": a concert standard, and a fairly good version. The crowd
   seems to like/understand it better than SSB [but the mixing of the crowd
   noise is generally a bit annoying].

   "Woodstock Instrumental" [aka Flamenco solo]: Jimi surprises everyone and
   plays some weird flamenco influenced stuff. The band occasionally tries to
   step in, but Jimi is making it up as he goes and it is just too
   unpredictable for the others to follow. Some of it is good, some isn't.

   "Villanova Junction" [aka Instrumental Solo]: Jimi realizes the others can
   not follow him, so he launches into this predictable blues instrumental and
   signals the others to jump in. Short, but very good.

   That's it. While the credits roll, part of "Hear My Train A Comin" is
   played, but only about a minute or two of it.

   Overall, I thought it was pretty good. I was surprised some of the other
   songs like "Spanish Castle Magic", "Foxy Lady", and "Hey Joe" were missing,
   but I suppose they wanted to keep the running time under 1 hour.

   ["Mr. Scott Hannon" <hannon@umbc.edu> - 16 Jul 93]]

 -----

 "Hendrix At Woodstock" - laserdisc

 Has anyone checked out the new "Hendrix at Woodstock" laserdisc (Japanese
 Import). I hear that it is 119 min. in length (the videotape is about an hour
 long). I love the videotape, and am very interested to hear comments about
 the laserdisc.

 [Stuart_Crawford@go.com - 22 Feb 93]

 ...I read it was the whole Hendrix set, but figured it was a mistake. Just
 saw some ads for it. It goes for about $50...not bad. That's how much the 2CD
 bootlegs go for.

 [Mr. Scott Hannon <hannon@umbc.edu> 23 Feb 93]

|I saw a Hendrix laser video disk in the music store (MCA Music Video
|#MCAV/L 111 07). The title, I think, was _Chapter_. Anyway, it appears to
|have the complete Woodstock performance.
|
|[Rick Trankle <rjt@dataviews.com> - 9 Feb 95]

 -----

 "Hendrix live in Stockholm" + more rare clips.

   B&W & Color, 120 min. A-/B+. This is a very good film, there is footage
   from two concerts, one has Cox on bass, this part of the film is poor. The
   film bleeds. The second concert is excellent. This is with Noel Redding &
   Mitch Mitchel. Jimi does Killing Floor live on stage in Stockholm.

   [Unknown]

 -----

 "Hendrix Video Rarities"

   ...includes first & second Dick Cavett show appearances 1/19/67,9/8/69. BBC
   TV, Marshall Amp promos, Lulu show, Beat Beat Beat show, West German TV
   5/18/67. B&W & Color, 58 min. B/C-

   [Unknown]

 -----

 "Isle Of Wight"

   Alan Douglas made a complete and utter mess out of this and the CD. What
   really killed me was the way he edited the solo in the video of Machine Gun
   differently to the way he edited it on the CD release. What a FUCKWIT.
   Thankfully it is unedited on the soundtrack to a Film About JH. The whole
   Isle of Wight video is a mess. Here are a few things I remember:

     Message of Love - is used only as backing music for the opening stuff.
       There isn't footage of Jimi playing it!
     God Save the Queen
     Sgt. Peppers - edited down.
     Spanish Castle Magic - uncut.
     All Along the watchtower - uncut.
     Voodoo Chile - stops after the first solo.
     Freedom - has about 90 secs. edited out (badly) during the ending section.
     Machine Gun - has about 15 mins. edited out. What there is is hacked to
       pieces (eg the "security personel, security personel" bits, the solo,
       the ending etc., argh!)
     Dolly Dagger - virtually ungrecognizable. About 2/3 of it is gone.
     Red House - uncut.
     In From the Storm - drum solo missing, but that's OK.

   So basically don't buy this video if you can copy it off someone. You're
   not ripping anyone off here. The band gets nothing for these releases so
   don't worry.
 
   [Unknown]
 
|  It's about an hour long and isn't too bad really. I think between the two
|  CD releases & the Laser you can get most of the show.
|
|  [Robert <ROBOCK@delphi.com> - 14 Feb 95]

 -----

 "Jimi Hendrix" - Warner Bros.

   A documentary on Jimi, including many concert clips (most partial, and
   available elsewhere).

   [Unknown]

|  Just what it says a document. Much like the rocumentary MTV style. I like
|  it, even with the BS raps from some of Jimi's 'friends'. Others are quite
|  sincere in their remberances of Jimi.
|
|  [Craig Houck <u4g08@sunws60.bgm.link.com> - 16 Jun 94]

 -----

|"Jimi Hendrix Concerts"
|
|  27 mins. I don't know this one, EG list it as a '78 release with well known
|  material - maybe a US only release?
|
|  [Claus Rasmussen <claus@stat.bio.aau.dk> - 7 Sep 94]

 -----

 "Jimi Plays Berkley" - Warner/Reprise.

   A heavily edited concert film. Most songs are partial. It retails for $20,
   runs an hour and has these songs:
     Johnny B. Goode
     Hear My Train a Comin'
     Star Spangled Banner
     Purple Haze
     I Don't Live Today
     Hey Baby
     Lover Man
     Machine Gun
     Voodoo Child

   [Unknown]

|  Not a great piece of cinematography but You get some nice shots of Jimi
|  playing. There are songs the footage is very odd for extrame close ups of
|  Jimi's nose or elbow. Shaking the camera for some very poor psychedelic
|  bit.
|
|  [Craig Houck <u4g08@sunws60.bgm.link.com> - 16 Jun 94]

 -----

 "Jimi Plays Monterey" - HBO Home Video.

   This is Jimi's entire show at the Monterey Pop Festival and is about 48 min.
   long. I had a HARD time finding it, but finally located it at Strawberries.
   A dynamite video. Hendrix at his best. The audience literally seems
   mesmirized (I'm sure it was the music & not chemically induced :-) )
   Anyway, a MUST have video for any Hendrix fan/vcr owner.

   [Unknown]

|  Quite a show in its nearly complete form (something was'n't filmed because
|  the camera man was reloading I believe. Hendrix is excellent. I think in
|  this case the film work is also very good. Decent angles and edits.
|
|  [Craig Houck <u4g08@sunws60.bgm.link.com> - 16 Jun 94]

 -----

 "Johnny B. Goode"

   A short video of about six songs from two or three shows. 26 mins.

   [Unknown]

 -----

|"(The) Last Experience" (Royal Albert Hall 24-Feb-69)" (+ "Band of Gypsys at
|  the Fillmore")

   I saw the following advertisement in GOLDMINE and thought the contents
   would be of interest:
     Jimi Hendrix: The Last Experience (Albert Hall 2/24/69). This show
     appears for the first time. At last, you can watch a vision of Jimi's
     show at the top. Dave Mason and Chris Wood appear in "Room Full Of
     Mirrors". Includes "Lover Man", "Bleeding Heart", "Fire", "Foxy Lady",
     "Little Wing" (last performance ever) and more. Great picture sleeve!
     Limited edition of 1000 copies. Goes on sale April 2nd.

     --Japanese address given in ad --

   Of course, this is most likely a bootleg video, but since I've never seen
   this long lost film for sale at record shows or in ads before, I thought
   posting this might alert some of you to be on the lookout (please excuse
   this post if this is film has been bootlegged ad nauseum).

   [Paul Ramey (uk04160@ukpr.uky.edu) - 16 Mar 93]

   Over the weekend (9/4/93) I went to a record show and happened to see the
   Royal Albert Hall 2/24/69 video. Unfortunately I cannot recommend this; the
   quality is only so-so. The main problem is that the picture is very washed
   out, with little contrast. It's a little blurry but not too bad. The sound
   through a small speaker was surprisingly good. Although this tape
   supposedly came from Japan, it is not a legit release like the Isle of
   Wight, etc., videos.
   Interestingly the dealer told me that someone working for Alan Douglas was
   going to be paid $5000 (!!) to make a dub of a great print of the film, but
   apparently someone found out what was about to happen and fired them to
   prevent it. If you must have this video I suggest you watch it at a record
   show before buying.

   [Dave Heller <dheller@oasys.dt.navy.mil> - 10 Sep 93]

|  I recently picked up a video of the Royal Albert Hall 1969 concert. It was a
|  very frustrating experience. The camera work is distractingly full of
|  'special' effects typical of the period. Some idiot thinks I'd rather watch
|  a sparkler going off in front of the camera than see Jimi's solo in "Voodoo
|  Child (slight return)" or that I'd rather watch ocean waves than Jimi's
|  solo in "Little Wing"! Grrrrrr! Nevertheless this film is the only place I
|  know to see Jimi doing "I Don't Live Today" and "Little Wing". And the
|  annoying camera work subsides during the closing numbers, "Room Full of
|  Mirrors" (slow version with Dave Mason, Chris Wood and Rocky Kwakuba), and
|  the encore "Foxy Lady/Wild Thing". During "Wild Thing" Jimi smashes his
|  guitar and incites a riot (those English kids love violence don't they!)
|  Jimi is seen visibly disturbed backstage afterwards and then its over...
|  or is it?...
|
|  ...Because the tape unexpectedly picks up again with a surprise unbilled
|  Band of Gypsies at the Fillmore. Now, I'd already seen and purchased a
|  black & white BoG Fillmore video. It was from the same source as the b&w
|  footage of "Machine Gun" that appears in _A Film About Jimi Hendrix_. I
|  believed the source to be a b&w video camera that Bill Graham used to shoot
|  most of his Fillmore concerts for his personal collection. That b&w video
|  was also marred by an idiot cameraman who spent as much time shooting the
|  light show as he did shooting Jimi. So I was absolutely FLOORED by this
|  COLOR footage of BoG New Years Eve at the Fillmore! There are only two
|  songs on the end of my video before the tape runs out, "Stepping Stone" and
|  "Fire". There is a brief opening credit which states:
|
|                          Anomoly Films
|                          JIMI HENDRIX
|                      New Years Eve 1969-70
|                      Fillmore East, New York
|                      Performance Filmed by
|                       Amalie R. Rothschild
|
|  I don't believe this is the same footage as the b&w video I already own.
|  The camera angles look better, the picture is much cleaner, and it really
|  looks filmed as opposed to 'videoed', whereas the old b&w footage is blurry
|  with lots of video bleed. Does anyone know more about this footage? Is the
|  whole concert available in color?
|
|  [<fairweather@genie.geis.com> - 7 Nov 94]

 -----

|"(The) Making Of Modern Music: Hendrix episode"
|
|  The overall producer was (wait for it) - Alan Douglas. The Hendrix episode
|  takes edited bits from the films of:
|  - D.A. Pennebaker's "Jimi Plays Monterey" Monterey Pop Festival, 18-Jun-67.
|    Track featured is "The Wind Cries Mary"
|  - Peter Neal's "Jimi Hendrix Experience", Blackpool Opera House, 25-Nov-67.
|    Track featured is "Purple Haze"
|  - Peter Pilafian's "Jimi Plays Berkeley", Berkeley Community Theatre,
|    30-May-70. Track featured is "Johnny B. Goode" (also Voodoo Chile???)
|  - Jean Pellerin/John Seay. Haven't got a handle on this one but the only
|    uncredited track is "Red House".
|
|  Producer was Christopher Mould, and director was Mark Neale.
|  Sound mastering by Joe Gastwirt. Sound was remixed (to insert interviews)
|  by Graeme Pleeth and Final Touch Productions.
|  The series is copyright Gravity Ltd 1992 and is listed as a Gravity/Initial
|  /Screen Ventures production
|
|  Tracks featured:
|    Purple Haze
|    Johnny B. Goode
|    Red House
|    The Wind Cries Mary
|    Voodoo Chile
|    Wild Thing
|
|  All tracks are edited, start off in slow motion black and white and then
|  fade to colour. Interviews are imposed over the top of the music and the
|  track fades out for more comments from interviewees. As an introduction to
|  the man and his music IMHO this is absolute rubbish. None of the music is
|  allowed to develop and the interviewees are not identified until the end.
|  Very few, if any of them, have anything to do with the era or the music.
|
|  List of interviewees:
|    Keith Le Blanc (drummer Pop Will Eat Itself)
|    Jaz Coleman (jazz instrumentalist)
|    PP Arnold
|    Barry Martin (from The Hamsters - a Hendrix cover band - BTW they put out
|      a great CD of Hendrix covers called _Electric Hamsterland_. Seriously!
|      Saw a review of this once many years ago and picked it up cheap. Great
|      album - search it out - unfortunately my copy is now gone!)
|    Tony Griffiths (The Real People)
|    N'Dea Davenport (Brand New Heavies)
|    Konda Mason
|    Afrika Bambaata
|    Melanie Williams (Temper Temper)
|    Michael Toles (guitarist)
|    Charles Shaar Murray (author of Crosstown Traffic book)
|    Keziah Jones
|    Kris Needs
|    John Edwards (from Status Quo)
|    John Platt (co-author of the Mitch Mitchell book)
|    Peter Lee
|
|  As you can see with all these interviewees and six Hendrix tracks in 30
|  minutes there's not much music happening!
|
|  The "Voodoo Chile" track has Jimi dressed all in flowing light blue, with a
|  dark scarf armband on his right elbow and a multicoloured one on his left.
|  He's wearing a headband and, most strikingly, has little or no pencil
|  moustache. Is this Berkeley? The "Johnny B. Goode" track from Berkeley has
|  Jimi dressed in the same clothes as the cover of the LP/CD.
|
|  [Peter Lynden <P.Lynden@uts.edu.au> - 14 Oct 94]

 -----

 "Rainbow Bridge"

   A comically bad semi-concert film, with about 30 min. of Jimi's July '70
   Maui concert.

   [Unknown]

   I think this is being too harsh. I wouldn't go so far as to call it a good
   film, but it has some good scenes, including some which are intentionally
   very funny. I would describe it as a "psychedelic" film, in both the good
   and bad senses of that word.

   [Dennis Himes <dennis@cadkey.com> - 21 Jan 94]

|  There is a concert only release called "Alive on Live" that is identical to
|  the concert portion of this video release. A rather sad effort from a
|  critical film examination.
|
|  [Craig Houck <u4g08@sunws60.bgm.link.com> - 16 Jun 94]

 -----

|"Superstars In Concert" - Various artists
|
|  (AKA "Rock City" or "The Sound Of The City")
|
|  After 45 minutes we meet Hendrix in this video, first with a colour and lip
|  synced version of HEY JOE from THE SAVILLE THEATRE, LONDON, ENGLAND, 31st.
|  January 1967 (1:04 min). We have a short break in the song and then it
|  continues this time from a BELGIUM TV SPECIAL 7th. March 1967 (2:18) this
|  is also in colour and lipsynced, Jimi smokes - runs to the stage - plays on
|  the stage - runs into a car - autographs some 7". Then follows a live and
|  colour version of WILD THING from MUSICORAMA, OLYMPIA, PARIS, FRANCE 9th.
|  October 1967 (4:02 min). At last we gets into FREEDOM (live vocal from IOW)
|  (3:16 min). Freedom is combined from several sources the first 0:49 min is
|  from NEWPORT POP FESTIVAL 20th. June 1969 and from the IOW Festival 30th.
|  August 1970, these two recordings can easily be distinguished, ALL the
|  close shots are from IOW the rest, taken far from the stage, is NEWPORT
|  stuff. After these 49 secs, follows some silent movies (with dubbed IOW
|  FREEDOM) from RUDOLF VALENTINO'S MANSION, WATTS, LA, USA 17th. August 1967
|  (0:45 min). After this we get some more NEWPORT and IOW footage. This is
|  10:44 min, but everything considered I like this bit a lot, besides this
|  there are some SATANIC promos from Stones, some UMMA GUMMA songs from Pink
|  Floyd, some Faces, Eric Burden, Cat Stevens, Ike & Tina Turner etc..
|
|  [Claus Rasmussen <claus@stat.bio.aau.dk> - 7 Sep 94]

 -----

|"Tribute Concert 1991"
|
|  List of musicians...the most important ones:
|    Simon Philips (dr, he played on maybe half the songs)
|    Jack Bruce (b on some of the tunes)
|    Randy Hanson (awfull Jimi imitation. The imitation/impersonation act is
|      hopeless, but to be fair, guitar/music-wise the act is great!)
|    Uli Jon Roth (gt, one of the highlights of the show. Main organizer of
|      the show. His brother Zeno also played guitar on a few songs. Uli was
|      with the Scorpions 1974-1978 (the RCA years, back when the Scorpions
|      were good). Think neo-classical played Hendrix style. He had his own
|      band, Electric Sun, 1979-1984, wich released 3 albums (all are again
|      available on CD in Europe and/or Japan). Last year he did another TV
|      project, a guitar-symphony thing)
|    Julie Neigel (vc, a German singer. Did an interesting job with "Castles
|      Made of Sand")
|    Peter Bursch (gt, nobody knows him abroad)
|    John Wetton (vc & b on 1 or 2 songs)
|
|  One thing I'd like to mention and that's the problem with all those people
|  who perform Hendrix tunes. Most of them have at least two guitars on stage
|  (except for SRV, RIP). They aren't able to play a Hendrix tune with just
|  one guitar.
|
|  The original broadcast openned with Randy, bass, and drums doing "Hey Joe".
|  Randy did a few other songs with just bass & drums, and very well IMO.
|
|  Also, the setlist contained many songs Jimi never played in concert. For
|  many of these, 2 guitars are a necessity...not that the arrangements used
|  in this show (apart from Randy's stuff) followed the originals.
|
|  I've also seen this video listed as available on video laser disc. I'm glad
|  to see the show finally got an official release.
|
|  [Mr. Scott Hannon <hannon@umbc.edu> - 14 Oct 94]

 -----

 "Woodstock (soundtrack)"

   Jimi plays Star Spangled Banner and Purple Haze (and the camera
   occasionally [sarcasm] points at the stage). Instrumental Solo is played
   at the very end (showing the grounds being cleaned after concert).

   [Unknown]

|  Some of the sounds at Woodstock, including much of the storm and rain
|  sequences, were overdubbed at Warner Bros request using sounds from, get
|  this -- "Gone With the Wind". This information is supplied in a book I read
|  last year edited by Joel Makower, and is a collection of reminiscences by
|  people who were there and took part in the organisation. I think it was
|  called "Woodstock Remembered" or something similar.
|
|  When the original footage was being assembled Warner Bros decided that it
|  needed more oooomph in the sound department to make it more spectacular so
|  their sound department added the "GWTW" sounds. The producers went along
|  with it because Warners had put up dollars to buy the film rights and at
|  this stage Woodstock was in the red. The film was seen as a means of
|  getting some of the lost money back.
|
|[Peter Lynden <P.Lynden@uts.edu.au> - 3 Feb 95]

 -----

|Other videos thar Jimi appears in
|
|COMIN' HOME (file under Janis Joplin)
|  In here we see Jimi tapping and handclapping to the set of Janis Joplin and
|  Big Brothers at the Generation Club, NY, USA, 7-Apr-68 (few secs) before
|  the song 'Down On Me'. I consider this only as a diehard Hendrix collector
|  tape, or a obvious Jimi/Janis fan tape.
|
|JIMI HENDRIX GUITAR TECHNIQUE - STAR LICKS MASTER SERIES
|  Some Mike Wolf guy shows Hendrix licks. Of interest to us is the 1:07 min
|  of 'Foxy Lady' from the Isle Of Wight Festival, 30-Aug-70. A nice
|  collectors tape, with this song not available on the other official video
|  release.
|
|Besides this there are some films circulating as bootleg tapes i.e. Videogram
|(from Maui, 30-Jul-70), Freedom (from Randalls, 17-Jul-70), Wake A Generation
|(Generation Club - Jimi Jams, 7-Apr-68), Keep On Rocking (complete Killin'
|Floor from Monterey, 18-Jun-67), >>forgot this<< (from Atwood Hall,
|15-Mar-67). Please let me know if they also are available officially.
|
|Then there is all the silent movies and the tv-shows....
|
|Recently I saw some more of Noel Reddings home 8 mm recordings, first time
|his rolls was aired was 1-Oct-89 in The Southbank Show, but on the first
|Sunday in August '94 the german channel RTL aired 'Streng Vertraulich'
|regarding the death of Jimi Hendrix. Here we saw some of Noels silent movies
|from 16-Jul-68 Lauro Verde, Mallorca, Spain.
|
|[Claus Rasmussen <claus@stat.bio.aau.dk> - 7 Sep 94]

 -----

|Which video is the best?
|
|>I want to purchase a good Hendrix video. I can get my hands on the following:
|>
|>Jimi Plays Berkley
|>Rainbow Bridge
|>Jimi Hendrix (documentary put out by Warners)
|>At Monterey
|>Experience
|
|I've seen all of 'em, and I like the Warners documentary & the Monterey ones
|the best. In the Warners tape, you do see a good cross-section of concerts
|(Berkeley, Monterey, Isle of Wight, Woodstock), with the added bonus of
|interviews with key figures in the Jimi story (yes, even Alan Douglas is in
|it!). I saw this one in a theatre when it came out, and I remember audience
|members hollering at the projectionist to "turn it up!". Jimi at Monterey
|shows Hendrix & the band seriously kickin' ass in their first U.S. concert;
|sound and film quality is (mostly) good throughout that one, but at times the
|footage can be considered a bit "dated" with regard to camera angles and
|lighting. Rainbow Bridge is best avoided other than as a period piece,
|although what little is shown of the Maui concert is still great!
|
|[Colin Hartridge <colinh@wimsey.com> - 16 Jun 94]

 -----

|Jimi on laserdisc
|
|Here is the list of all the LD's featuring Jimi that I know about:
|
| - Live At Monterey
| - Jimi Plays Berkeley
| - Rainbow Bridge
| * Alive on Live (this appears to be a bootleg of the "musicial parts" of
|     Rainbow Bridge)
| * At The Isle of Wight
| - Johnny B. Goode
| * Live at Woodstock
| * At The Atlanta Pop Festival
|
|Jimi is also featured on the Monterey Pop LD (Wild Thing only, but some
|different camera shots) and Woodstock LD. He does NOT appear on the Woodstock
|Lost Performances LD (boo!).
|
|The entries marked "*" are not available as US releases - you have to get
|Japanese imports. Note also (for those outside of US TV standards areas) that
|these are all NTSC disks - I have no idea what the situation is regarding the
|availability of PAL format disks.
|
|I also have a CD-V disk (5" LD) called Hey Joe. It is taken from a German TV
|show performance (circa 1967) and features Hey Joe and Purple Haze (I think).
|
|[Warren Brown <warren@microware.com> - 24 Jun 94]
|
|I'll have a shot at rating these - please remember, tho' that these are my
|opinions only....:-)
|
|Live at Monterey - good video/audio (it was digitally mastered in 1986 or so.
|   Contains the complete show except for one track (Foxey Lady?). Also has a
|   short clip of Sgt Pepper being performed at a show in England. Running
|   time is about 50 mins. Recommended - especially if you want to appreciate
|   the impact of Jimi's "American debut".
|
|Jimi Plays Berkeley - same as the original film release. Sound is analog (CX
|   encoded), Mono also I believe. The Berkeley shows are legendary, the film
|   is less so. The film crew techniques are poor (too many close-ups, too
|   many attempted gimics). The Machine Gun sequence also cuts to various
|   incidents showing confrontations between students and the police. This is
|   a frustrating film for me - I live in hope that it will be re-cut/etc.
|   Average to good, depending on how loose I feel. Approx. 60 mins long.
|
|Rainbow Bridge - the film that can really disappoint. This is NOT a film
|   featuring only Jimi & Co. It is an "alternative film", attempting to
|   describe some esoteric philosophy (some would describe it as "hippy crap").
|   Jimi comes in for the last 30 minutes or so, playing at the Mauii concert.
|   The performances are cut up badly, often out of sync with the sound.
|   Completists only. Running time is about 80-90 mins. Sound is mono/analog.
|
|Alive on Live - all the "musical parts" of Rainbow Bridge i.e. the concert,
|   and various parts of the movie that featured Jimi's music in the
|   background. Again, completists only.
|
|At The Isle of Wight - good picture, digital sound. Great performance (IMO).
|   Running time is about 60 mins, I think. Essential. [BTW, this disk is the
|   reason I own a laserdisk player. When I saw that it was available, I knew
|   I just HAD to take up the offer a friend had made.
|
|Johnny B. Goode - this is really a mini-LD. It is about 20-30 mins long. It
|   has 4? tracks, taken from Atlanta and somewhere else. One track is an Alan
|   Douglas affair, in that it is some dancers working out to AYE? (I think).
|   Poor to Average.
|
|Live at Woodstock - 60 mins of sheer joy! Digital sound, excellent video.
|   Contains all of the final section (VC, SSB, PH, Improv, Instr. Solo). The
|   non-core band members (ie Jerry Valez, Juma and Larry Lee) are mixed out
|   for most of the show, and Larry's solos are often cut, but this is still a
|   great show. There are lots of nice shots of Jimi (not like in the
|   Woodstock movie itself).
|
|At The Atlanta Pop Festival - 60 mins, digital sound. Not quite as good as
|   Woodstock (performance, video quality) but I still like this. Above
|   average.
|
|Well, I think that is all. If I've committed any major boo boo's just forgive
|me - I did it all from memory!
|
|[Warren Brown <warren@microware.com> - 28 Jun 94]
|
|The Atlanta Pop import Laserdisc was shot by Jean Pellerin/Jonathan Seay &
|produced by Alan Douglas. The song list is as follows.
| 1. Fire
| 2. Spanish Castle Magic
| 3. All Along The Watchtower
| 4. Foxy Lady
| 5. Purple Haze
| 6. Hey Joe
| 7. Red House
| 8. Stone Free
| 9. Star Spangled Banner
|10. Straight Ahead
|11. Voodoo Child
|
|The date of the show is July 4 1970 same as the CD from Stages. It is nicely
|shot. Not alot of closeups like the Woodstock video & and all the songs are
|complete unlike Berkeley. It's on BMG video number BVLP-77. It lasts an hour
|& is probably my favorite Hendrix video. I've had it about a year & I still
|watch it alot.
|
|[Robert <ROBOCK@delphi.com> - 20 Jun 94]

 -----

 Mail order addresses

 Here's the address for the Band of Gypsies Fillmore Concert video:

         C. Middleman
         1520 Mckinley
         Philadelphia, PA 19149

 Cost is $22, plus $2.50 shipping, add $2.00 for HG tape, $4 for SHG. Tape
 length is about 60 mins. He also lists "Brussels 67 and Sweeden [sic] 69
 B&W 40 min" taped from TV ($22), a compilation with "Monterey Pop and Dick
 Cavett interview 1969" ($25, 70 min), "Beat Club promos and Interviews +
 more" ($25, 90 min), "Southbank show documentary, 50m of super rare
 interviews" ($22). He's got a bunch of audio boots on cassette, too. His
 catalogue lists about a dozen SRV videos, Floyd, and many others (you'll get
 it with your first order). I got the tape I ordered about a week after I
 sent the order.

 Someone on this list also posted the following info. Prices are higher, I
 have no idea about quality or service.

         Foster Video
         1713 westheimer#6520
         Houston,Texas 77098
         [orders only]1-800-888-0848 ext.2037
         [inquiries & orders]1-713-266-3229


         #155 $39.95 alive on live Rainbow Bridge, color 45 min.
         #156 $39.95 Band of Gypsies. B&W 60 min.
         #157 $44.95 Hendrix video rarities, cavett, marquee club, more,58 min
         #315 $44.95 hendrix live in stockholm, more. B&W, color 120 min

 I have no connection with either of these, haven't even bought anything from
 Foster Video, and in general don't advocate buying items whose legality is in
 question.

 [Unknown]
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                                  --ooOOoo--

         James Marshall Hendrix (27th. Nov. 42 - 18th. Sept. 1970).
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